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CHAPTER 4

AGRICULTURE

I. THE GOVERNMENT PROGRAM

Targets

1. The 10-year agricultural development program is aimed at in-
creasing agricultural incomes, obtaining more efficient use of available
agricultural resources, and improving Chilet s agricultural trade balance.
The plan provides for greater self-sufficiency as well as a diversified
production in line with Chile's natural advantages.

Table 4-1

Projected Increase in Agricultural Production, 1961-70
(1961 = 100)

Total Crop Livestock Seafood
Year Production Production Production Production

1961 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1962 101.8 102.5 100.7 108.0
1963 105.2 107.3 102.1 116.4
1964 109.9 113.5 104.7 125.9
1965 116.5 120.8 110.3 135.8
1966 123.4 126.9 118.0 146.1
1967 131.1 133.9 126.5 157.3
1968 140.6 141.3 138.5 169.6
1969 150.3 147.6 152.4 183.0
1970 162.0 155.0 169.5 198.9

Annual
Rate 5.5% 5.0% 6.0% 7.9._

2. The plan target calls for increasing agricultural production at
an average annual rate of 5.5% between 1961 and 1970 (Table 4-1). Within
this overall increase, livestock production is expected to increase at a
rate of 6.0%, crop production at 5^0%, and fisheries production at 7#9%v
Livestock prodLction would rise slo-wly at first but would increase rapidly
toward the end of the program.

3. The projected increases in food production (Table 4-2) could
bring per capita food availability much closer to minimum nutritional
levels and would also improve the present adverse trade balances in food.
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Table 4-2

Projected Production Increase in Some Basic Commodities
(1,000 tons)

Edible
Years Wheat Oils Sugar Fruits Bee f- Muttonl/ Milk

(liters million)

1960-61 1,194 24.8 48.6 304.4 125 31 770

1964-65 1,235 43.3 91.8 365.4 147 38 971
1969-70 1,429 64.3 126.0 535.9 217 57 1,369

1, Revised Livestock Program.

Increases in meat, sugar, wheat and edible oil production could provide annual

foreign exchange savings estimated at $88.6 million by 1970. The yearly

average trade deficit in agricultural products, amounting to $63.4 mil-

lion in 1955-59, would be reduced to $51.1 million by 1970.

Policies for Implementing the Plan

4. To achieve these increases in production, major emphasis is to
be placed on increasing average yields per hectare through more inten-

sive use of the land. Only 150,000 hectares of additional land would be

brought into cultivation through improved drainage. On the other hand,

395,500 hectares of land are to be newly brought under irrigation, and

present irrigation installations are to be improved on 607,800 hectares.

There is to be a major shift in cropping pattern (Table 4-3) through

improvements in water control, which will result from irrigation and

drainage investments. Natural pastures are to be sharply reduced to pro-

vide for increased plantings of annual crops, garden produce, vineyards,

orchards and cultivated pasture.

5. These changes in cropping, along with wider use of modern
farming practices, are to be facilitated by a sharp expansion of the

agricultural extension services and a major reorganization of the Minis-

try of Agriculture. To attract more trained personnel, efforts will be

made to improve the terms and conditions of service for agricultural

technicians. Agricultural credit -- medium-term and long-term develop-

ment loans and short-term crop production loans -- is to be consider-

ably expanded, particularly for smaller farmers who have had no access

to credit on reasonable terms. Trade and pricing policies will be re-

viewed with a view toward greater incentives for expanding agricultural

production. Transportation, marketing and storage facilities will also

come in for attention, to give the farmer a larger share of the consumer

dollar. In addition, Government intends to improve the economic and

social conditions of the farm labor force, through such measures as

adjusting and enforcing minimum wage levels, expanding the rural housing

program, and establishing a program for land distribution.
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Land vz, :ntt.*-in of -rable Land
(L,JUU nectares)

Land Use 1960-61 1969-70

Annual Cropsa/ 1,410.5 1,703,1

Garden Produce 61.3 83.5

Vineyards and Fruitsk/ 160.5 212.0

Cultivated Pastur s;' 1,180.8 1,83J.9

Natural PasturesD 1,999.0 958.4

Fallow Land 705.0 852.0

Total 5,517.2 5,639.8

a/ Includes cereals, leguminous plants, potato, fodder beet, and indus-

trial crops, except oil olives; garden produce, which is listed

separately, is excluded.

b1 Includes oil olives.

c/ Irrigated and dry.

The Investment Program

6. The plan calls for gross investments in the agriculture sector

of E° 938 million over the l-year period, starting with E° 60 mnillion in

1961 and increasing to E° 127 million in 1970. Over the 10-year period,

about 117. of the total investments would represent direct public invest-

ments, about 21Y% publicly financed private investment, and about 68% pri-

vately financed private investment. The proportion of Government-

financed investments, both public and private, is estimated at 60% in

1961, but declining to 25% in 1970.

7. Major emphasis is placed on investments aimed at stimulating

agricultural production through improved irrigation facilities, expansion

of research and extension activities, and development of the livestock

industry (Tables 4-4, 4-5). Significant investments are also scheduled

for improving marketing, processing and transportation facilities.

Recent Developments

8. Since the plan was prepared, there have been a number of devel-

opments that significantly affect both the scope and composition of the

program. Growing political recognition of agrarian reform has focused

attention on the need for action to carry out basic social and economic

reforms aimed at improving the status of low-income farm workers and small
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Table 4-4 4. AGRICULTURE

Programmed Investments in Agricultural Development, 1961-70

Government Program

Foreign Local
Expenditure Expenditure Total

US $ E° EO (equiv-
alent)

(millions)

For Increasing Production 100.7 683.4 789.2

Irrigation-Public Works Project 2.8 112.7 115.6
Irrigation-CORF'o Project 1.5 17.1 18.7
Land Improvements 0.8 13.8 14.6
Planting Fruit Trees, Vineyards - 10.2 10.2
Farm Mechanization 81.2 92.3 177.6
Fencing and Installations Livestock - 255.7 255.7
Other Agricultural Improvements 1.6 126.1 127.8
Importing Breed Animals: Livestock 3.0 - 3.2
Importing Seed 5.5 - 5.8
Settlement 4.3 55.5 60.0

For Improving Processing and
Marketing Methods 10.8 16.2 27.5

Dairy Plants 2.8 0.4 3.3
Cold Slaughterhouses 1.2 0.8 2.1
Cold Storage for Distribution 0.9 2.4 3.3
Mechanized Bakeries 4.0 2.8 7.u
Town Markets 1.2 6.3 7.6
Fruit Packing & Dehydrating 0.2 2.3 2.5
Drying and Storage of Grain J.5 1.2 1.7

For Improving Transportation of
Farm Products 0.4 89.1 89.5

Cold Storage Facilities 0.4 0.4 0.7
Maintenance of Replacement of

Vehicles within Farms 48.8 48.8
Maintenance and Depreciation of

Unspecified Publi- Works for
Agricultural and Other Purposes - 39.9 39.9

Reconstruction - 32.0 32.0

Total Investments 111.9 820.7 938.2

Percent of Total 12.5 87.5 100.0
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Schedule of Investtaents. 1961-70
(in millions of U.S. $ and E°, 1960 prices)

Public Sector Total
Direct Indirect Total Private Sector Public and Private-

Year US$ Eo US$ E0 US$ E0 76- us$ E E US$ EO F0
Tot. Tot. Tot.

1961 0.1 4.6 3.3 27.4 3.4 32.0 35.6 3.9 20.2 24.3 7.3 52.2 59.9

1962 u.2 6.u 1.1 20.4 1.3 26.4 27.8 6.4 32.7 39.4 7.7 59.1 67.2

1963 0.3 8.6 1.0 22.5 1.3 31.1 32.5 7.6 35.6 43.6 8.9 66.7 76.1

1964 0.4 8.2 1.0 13.2 1.4 21.4 22.8 8.9 42.8 52.1 10.3 64.2 14.9

1965 0.6 10.5 1.0 14.6 1.6 25.1 26.8 10.2 53.3 64.j 11.8 78.4 90.8

1966 0.7 12.1 1.1 16.4 1.8 28.5 3v.4 11.0 57.3 68.9 12.8 85.8 99.3

1967 0.4 12.3 1.2 17.9 1.6 30.2 31.9 11.7 63.0 75.3 13.3 93.2 10.2

1968 0.4 12 0 1.4 16.5 1.8 28.5 30.4 11.3 72.5 84.3 13.1 101.u 114.7

1969 0.5 11.4 1.5 14.9 2.0 26.3 28.4 10.8 82.0 93.3 lt.8 1J8.3 121.7

1970 0.5 12.6 1.6 15.2 2.1 27.8 30.0 11.1 85.0 96.6 13.2 112.8 126.o

Total 4.1 98.3 14.2 179.0 18.3 277.3 296.6 92.9 544.4 641.8 111.2 821.7 938.4

a/ Because of rounding, totals are slightly different from Table 4-4.
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peasant proprietors. The Latin American Free Trade Association, with its
promise of freer trade with Chile's neighbors, increases the importance
of allocating resources on the basis of competitive advantage rather than
considerations of self-sufficiency. The easing of inflationary pressures
and the relaxation of controls have improved the climate for productive
inVestments and have brought about changes in cost-price relationships
which may significantly affect investment decisions. On the other hand,
uncertainties relating to agrarian reform and the lagging adjustments of
some prices have been detetrents to investment.

9. In addition to these developments, progress has been made in
the planning and implementation of several programs included in the plan.
For example, the irrigation program of the Irrigation Department has been
stepped up considerably over the levels contemplated in the 10-year Plan.
Budget allocations for 1959 and 1960 provided for investments of E° 14.0
million and E° 13.3 million, respectively, as compared to E0 4.5 million
provided for in the first year of the plan. Although part of this repre-
sents increased estimates of costs, it seems clear that the irrigation
program is proceeding ahead of the 10-year plan; part of the investments
envisaged for 1961-1970 have already been completed. To make effective
use of the additional irrigation water that will become available, there
will have to be a considerable acceleration in the rate of private on-the-
farm investments. Similarly, proposed expenditures for resettlement have
been stepped up sharply, and the revised livestock program calls for con-
siderable increases in items such as milk plants, slaughterhouses, and
imports of graded heifers. In addition, large expenditures will have to
be added to cover the agrarian-reform program which is still in process
of formulation.

II. THE PRESENT AGRICULTURAL SITUATION

Introduction

10. In general, agriculture is dominated by extensive use of land
for livestock grazing and cereal production. However, because of the var-
iety of climate and soils, favorable conditions are found for a wide range
of crops with the northern river valleys, the coastal slopes, and the
Central Valley producing excellent fruits, wines, and vegetables.

11. According to the 1955 Agricultural Census, Chile has a total
arable land area of 5.5 million hectares of which 1.3 million hectares
were in annual crops, 183,000 hectares in orchards and vineyards, 487,000
hectares in artificial pasture and 3.6 million hectares in natural pas-
tures. Estimates since then, including those cited in 10-year plan,
vary substantially but indicate a considerable area of arable land suit-
able for more intensive use.

12. The revised livestock program estimates that a total of 15 mil-
lion hectares of arable and non-arable land are in pasture. The latest
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crop estimates (Table 4-6) show somewhat more than 1.5 million hectares
under cultivation in 1960-61, as compared to 1.3 nmillion hectares in
1955, and 1.4 million hectares estimated in the 10-year plan.

Table 4-6

Latest Crop Estimate, 1963-61

Crop Hectares

Wheat 853,900
Oats 122,200
Barley 67,300
Rye 9,200
Corn 82,000
Rice 38,000
Beans 97,000
Lentils 37,000
Peas 17,200
Chick Peas 9,700
Potatoes 90,900
Sugar Beets l] 10,200
Sunflower 39,000
Rape 40,800
Onions 4,500
Garlic 1,900

Total 1,520,800

While there are no reliable estimates of the area under fruits and vege-
tables and artificial pastures, some increases seem to have taken place
in recent years.

13. According to the Ministry of Public Works, about 1.4 million hec-
tares of land are currently under irrigation, concentrated chiefly in the
provinces betwieen Coquimbo and Bio-Bio. Irrigation is important as far
south as Malleco, however, because the distribution of rainfall is so
uneven. (Rainfall varies from 1 to 4 inches in the semi-tropical deserts
in the north, to 100 inches in the rainforests of Aisen and Chiloe, to 10
to 16 inches in the tundras of Magallanes.) A large part of the irriga-
tion supply is from unregulated river diversion, which makes it risky to
invest in intensive cropping. Moreover, more efficient use of available
water has been prevented by the antiquated system of water rights and
poor management of water resources. These factors have been responsible
for the fact that about one-third of the irrigated land is still in
natural grasses.

1/ This represents a 45% decline in acreage from the previous crop
year and reflects failure of IANSA to pay prices announced at the
beginning of the season. 
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14. Out of an estimated 124,0u0 farm enterprises, roughly 70,000 oper-
ate less than 20 hectares. Arable land per farm averages about 5 hectares.
While some of these are intensive commercial fruit-and-vegetable farms, most
of them do not have qufficient land nd wrter to orovide full-tixie emplcy-
ment and a decent level of living. At the other extreme (Table 4-7), 2,7C0
f?n units of more than 1,000 hectares account for 42% of tue arable land.

Table 4-7

Farm Units and Area Cultivated, by Size of Farm 1955-/

Size of Enterprise Number of Arable Area Average Area of
(hectares) Units (hectares) Arable Land

(hectares)

1 to 4.9 28,600 93,738 3.3

5 to 19.9 40,600 270,186 6.6

20 to 49.9 21,100 402,522 19.1

50 to 99.9 13,300 424,578 32.0

100 to 199.9 7,800 518,316 66.5

200 to 999.9 10,300 1,571,490 152.6

1,000 to 4,999.9 2,000 1,466,724 733.4

More Than 5,000 700 766,446 1,095.0

Totals 124 400 5,514,000

1/ Census data.

15. About 300,000 farm families own no land and work as transient laborers
(afuerinos), share croppers (medieros), or permanent laborers attached to the
larger farms (inguilinos). IWhile they are supposed to be protected by legis-
lation covering minimum wages, social security,and working and housing stand-
ards, the laws have not been enforced. Most of these farm workers have little
education and lack the managerial skill and the capital required to operate
their own farms. Compared to most developing countries, Chile has a large
number of competent agricultural technicians and farm managers. However,
the low salaries paid by both Government agricultural services and private
farm enterprises have encouraged many of the trained agriculturists to seek
employment abroad or in other fields. Yet a sufficient number have remained
to provide a nucleus of experienced technicians for Government service and
to operate a number of modern efficient farms.
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Factors Affecting Recent Production Trends

16. Agricultural production has failed to keep pace with rising domestic

demand. Although agricultural output has increased at an annual rate of

1.8%, population has grown at a rate of 2.5%. Moreover, higher incomes re-

sulting from industrialization have also increased effective demand for food,

particularly meat and dairy products. The result has been a sharp reversal

of the balance of trade in agricultural comnodities from a net surplus position

up to the early 1940's to a net deficit position of some 063 million at present.

The principal lag in agricultural expansion has been in the livestock sector

which has increased at a rate of less than 3/4 of 1%. This slow rate of growth

can be attributed largely to Government economic policies and to a number of

institutional factors which have been major deterrents to agricultural invest-

ment.

17. A policy of protection and import restrictions aimed at easing balance

of payments difficulties and encouraging industrial development has been in

effect over most of the past decade. At the same time imports of agricultural

commodities were permitted on a relatively liberal but unpredictable basis.

These trade policies, with the objective of keeping the cost of living of the

urban population low, kept agricultural prices lower than other prices; they

also contributed to wide price fluctuations and risks for the farmer, and re-

duced incentives.

18. The impact of the rapid inflation of recent years on agriculture is

difficult to assess. The fixed farm-production cycle, in the face of uneven

increases in cost and product prices, introduced a considerable element of

uncertainty and risk. Prices of most conmodities were subject to arbitrary

ceilings but in the absence of effective price supports cou3d drop sharply

with changes in import level. Because of the inflation, prices at harvest

could be expected to be higher than at zlanting time, but there was no assur-

ance that costs of the subsequent crop could be met out of proceeds from the

current crop. To the extent that farmers had access to credit on favorable

terms, this was not a problem and vindfS l profits were assured. However,

credits and profits did not necessarily go into productive channels. A. sub-

stantial part was probably diverted into short-term commodity speculation.

Even investments in agricultural land and agricultural machinery were often

of a speculative nature motivated more by a desire to hedge against inflation

or to resell at a profit than by genuine production needs.

19. The pattern of owmership, characterized by a large number of small

fragmented holdings with limited land and a small number of large-scale

holdings controlling the bulk of the land, further aggravated this situatione

The small farmers generally could not get credit on reasonable terms and had

little capital of their own. The larger farms with capital and access to

credits were usually able to find safer and more profitable investment outlets

outside of agriculture. Productive investment in agriculture was limited,

and generally consisted of labor-intensive developments utilizing underemployed

labor already on the farm, or minimum cT ital outlays needed to justify a loan.
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20. As inflationary conditions tapered off somewhat, and with changes in
Govorrnment policies, the investment climate for agriculture also changed.
Commercial interest rates still reflect the recent inflation and are
excessive in relation to potential returrs from agricultural investments;
but government development loans at reasonable interest rate are being
made available on an expanded scale. Price ceilings on most agricultural
commodities have been abolished, impoits of farm requisites are being
liberalized, fertilizer subsidies have been introduced, the credit program
is being expanded, and public investments in roads, irrigation, processing
and marketing facilities are being accelerated. Plans have been made to
strengthen agricultural extension and research activities but so far suffi-
cient emphasis has not been given to this problem. Miost of these changes
have occurred too recently to have affected production. However, the
mission members saw signs of recent investments in agricultural machinery,
orchard plantings, pasture development, land improvement and irrigation
facilities, and considerable interest in further investments in some areas.

III. MISSION RECO111ENDATIONS

Agrarian Reform

21. Government is currently reviewing the whole problem of agrarian
reform and is preparing a new program calling for a much broader attack
on all aspects of rural poverty. Details of the new program have not as
yet been worked out, but it seems clear that increased expenditures for
directly improving social overheads in rural areas through housing, educa-
tion, and health programs will be necessary, as well as a new approach to
the problems of agricultural development and land resettlement.

22. There are a number of low-income farm families who have sufficient
management capacity and equipment to increase production if they get more
land. M4any of them have some land of their own and need small additional
acreage to make their operations economic. Some are tenants who do not
have enough land or who rent land under adverse terms. Others are agri-
cultural laborers who would have to be settled in new areas. On the other
hand, the bulk of the low-income farm families do not have the capacity to
become efficient farm operators without substantial technical guidance
and financial support. Different solutions will be required for each
category.

23. The mission believes that a broad program combining a number of
approaches will be necessary to help all of these groups. Such a program
should be aimed at providing immediate relief of some kind to as large a
group as possible, to increasing the productivity of the farm worker, and
to improving generally the political, social and economic bargaining posi-
tion of the farmer. The program should make it possible for a farm worker
to move up the ladder from farm laborer, to tenant, to small farmer to
commercial farmer. The most immediate problem is to improve conditions
for the farm laborers who, after all, constitute the largest group at the
bottom of the ladder.
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24. In broad ;erms the program should cover the following items:

a. Enfor -ement of farm labor legislation with respect to minimum
standards of working conditions and wages, and adequate social
security benefits.

b. A resettlement and land-distribution program geared to the
needs of the low income farm family; it should provide land
for small farmers to expand their present holdings and to
establish new farm units.

c. MIeasures governing farm-tenancy rights to provide security
of tenure and arbitration procedures.

d. A supervised credit program and strengthening and expansion
of agricultural extension services, particularly for small
farmers.

e. Improved enforcement of taxes on land and agricultural income.

f. An expanded rural housing program and more adequate health and
education facilities in rural areas.

25. Farm workers are covered by labor-standards legislation which pro-
vides for minimum wages, housing standards, health, retirement, and
disability benefits, as well as a system for profit sharing where workers

are organized into unions. In practice, however, enforcement has been

lax. The traditional paternalistic relationships between the farm owner
and the farm laborer involving a substantial proportion of payments in
kind make it difficult for an outsider to determine whether minimum
standards are being observed. Moreover, the economic and political posi-
tion of the large land owners in the village leaves the individual farm
laborer with relatively little recourse in disputes with management.

26. The level of minimum wages for farm workers (afuerinos) ranged from

EO 0.61 to EO 0.79 per day in mid-1961. Because of the seasonal nature
of agricultural employment, with two workers per family this would give
a family income of about EO 400 per year as compared to average family
income for all groups of about EO 900 per year. The inquilinos, or perma-
nent workers attached to the farms, receive about EO 70-100 per year per
worker but are provided with food and housing as well as the use of a
garden plot; hence they receive a total income somewhat better than that
of the afuerino. The amount of income in kind varies considerably among
the different farms. On some of the more progressive farms the inquilinos
and afuerinos receive a fairly adequate level of pay, indicating that
higher wages can be paid on farms with sufficient capital and good manage-
ment. The highest wages and best working conditions were observed on the

farm of the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego, a large-scale sheep

farm near Punta Arenas, where the workers are organized. Since the above
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income data were gathered fages have been generally increased by 16.6% to
offset increases in living costs, but this has not changed the relative
income position of the farm workers.

27. The present social security system covers farm workers. The benefits
received by farm workers have not been commensurate with the contributions
made by farm operators and laborers who together contribute about one-third
of the total farm wage bill to the social-security system. Facilities for
health services have been concentrated in urban areas and have generally
not been available to the farm laborer to the same extent as to the urban
worker. Government is currently considering an overall reform of the system
aimed at providing more adequate benefits.

28. Considering the level of investments which Government will channel
into farm enterprises under the 10-year plan, the mission believes that it
is not unreasonable to expect these enterprises to share the returns from
increased production with their workers. Compliance with minimum labor
standards could be taken into consideration by the authorities as one of
the conditions for obtaining Government agricultural development loans. The
mission also believes that measures to establish a healthy bargaining posi-
tion between farm labor and management are essential to the improvement of
farm wiorking conditions. A number of the small farmers (minifundistas) and
permanent farm workers as well as share croppers (medieros) now rent some
land. Some of these tenancy arrangements are written contracts with specific
terms relating to rents, obligations, and tenure, but a large proportion are
verbal with little protection for the tenant. Wlith no assurance of tenure
and with a high proportion of the crop going to the Jandovoor, th6re is
little incentive for land improvement or fertilizer use. Many of the tenant
farmers can be taken care of under the proposed land-distribution program
but there still remains ample scope for improving the economic conditions of
the tenant farmer through land tenency legislation. Moreover, with changes
in supply of family labor, a certain amount of tenancy will be necessary to
provide the flexibility necessary for efficient land use. The mission, there-
fore, feels that steps should be taken to provide minimum safeguards for
tenants against unreasonable eviction, standard tenancy contracts, and proce-
dures for arbitration of tenancy disputes.

Resettlement

29. Government has already given considerable emphasis to resettlement as
a means of redistributing land and provided for EB 60 million for this purpose
in the 10-year plan. However, the program as carried out to date has been
costly and has benefitted few families. Most of the families benefitted have
not come from the low-income farm group. Past requirements for eligibility
to purchase land from the Caja de Colonizacion called for a substantial
down payment beyond the means of the farm laborer or small farmer. For
example, in 1959-1960 settlers in the Magallanes were required
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to put up about EO 8,000 per family as compared to annual incomes of less
than E° h00 among the bulk of the low-income farm families. Even if low-
income farm families had received land under the program, it is doubtful
whether most of them could have effectively utilized the land without con-
siderable technical assistance and financial support over a prolonged period.

30. The mission believes that the agrarian reform program should provide
for progressive developments aimed at establishing viable family farm units.
However, with existing limitations on available resources of all kinds
(land, capital, technical and administrative talent, and the farmer's own
management skills), it is clearly impossible to carry out effectively a large
scale land redistribution program within a short period. It is also clear
that a large proportion of the farm laborers do not have the training, expe-
rience, nor the capital to become farm operators and will have to continue
to be farm laborers. At the same time opportunities should be available for
a farm laborer to become a farm operator once he has demonstrated his ability.
With present low wages and poor living conditions, the laborer has no incen-
tive to improve his efficiency and has no margin to accumulate savings.
Better wages and living conditions for the farm laborer should help improve
the economic level of the worker and -'lso provide the worker an opportunity
to develop skills and accumulate savings necessary for becoming an efficient
farm operator. However, a program of vocational training for farm workers
and their families is perhaps even more important in accelerating the transi-
tion of low paid farm worker to farm operator or skilled worker. The mission
believes that provisions should be made for establishing vocational farm
schools in rural areas to enable farm youth to acquire skills needed to take
advantage of opportunities to be created under the agrarian reform program.

31. Since the beginning of 1960 the Caja de Colonizacion has acquired
or is in the process of acquiring about 800,000 hectares. A large part of
these lands have already been distributed in medium and large-scale holdings
to persons with capital or professional training in agriculture. However,
considerable amounts of lands are still held by the social security system
and other institutional holders, some of which are being made available for
distribution. Moreover, the Caja de Colonizacion has legal powers to expro-
priate lands which are not being efficiently farmed, provided full payment
is made in cash. Some additional land will have to be obtained under this
provision, particularly in the more densely populated areas. The mission
believes that the existence of this power is essential to discourage gross
mismanagement of land and to encourage voluntary co-operation of land owners
in selling their lands on reasonable terms. On the other hand, the mission
believes that, in view of the amount of land already in Government hands,
and the other possibilities for acquiring additional land, there is no need
for large-scale expropriation.
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32. The mission believes that in general Government lands should be
distributed in relatively small holdings suitable for the technology avail-
able to most of the families in need of land and with a view toward bene-
fitting as many families as possible. Units for new settlement would
probably be considerably smaller than the units distributed by the Caja
de Colonizacion in the past, but they should be sufficiently large to
utilize effectively the available family labor and provide the settler
with a better living than he had before. The sizes should vary consider-
ably from relatively small farms in the central area near Santiago where
fruits and vegetables can be grown, to much larger units in Magallanes
where extensive sheep grazing is the pattern. Titles should be made pro-
visional for a period of, say, five years and should be made final on
condition that the farmer has worked the land and has met certain minimum
conditions. Adequate safeguards should be provided to prevent future
fragmentation. Payments should be spread over a period of 25 or 30 years
at low interest rates. The settler should be provided with housing loans
under the rural-housing program as well as development and production
loans under a supervised credit program.

33. Wherever possible, potential recipients of land should be employed
in the development of new settlement areas. This would make it possible
for workers to accumulate some savings toward farm purchase and at the
same time provide a basis for screening out undesirable applicants. IWhere
new communities are to be developed on substantial blocks of undeveloped
lands a self-help approach might be useful in keeping down costs and
obtaining maximum use of available technical and administrative personnel.
For example, in Malaya, blocks of 1,000 to 1,500 hectares have been organ-
ized into development projects for 300 to 4oo families each. Settlers
were moved in at an early stage and construction of buildings, internal
roads, land clearing, and initial planting of crops were organized on a
group basis under a project manager. Settlers were paid a subsistence
allowance and permitted to maintain garden plots with the understanding
that they would receive title to their land after initial development.

34. VThen Government owns or acquires lands located in areas where there
are small submarginal farms, part of the land should be allocated for
augmenting the holdings of these small farms and making them into more
productive units. In such cases housing assistance would be limited to
home-improvement loans and the terms of land purchase could probably be
perhaps 15 to 20 years. Supervised credit will be necessary for those
who would not qualify for normal development and production credit.

35. In addition to these measures, a system of low-cost Government
financing of private land purchases by small bona fide farmers should be
provided to assist farmers interested in expanding their operations.
1With the higher land taxes proposed under the pending tax reform and the
reduced speculative demand for land resulting from the economic stabiliza-
tion program, land prices can be expected to decline from their present
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inflated level. The mission believes that there should be considerable
scope for private land transactions for farmers wishing to expand their
holdings or for new farmers with some capital of their own, provided
reasonable financing could be made available. This would make it possible
for Government to avoid the need for large-scale acquisition of privately
held land for redistribution and eliminate the fear of expropriation which
has been one of the uncertainties discouraging private agricultural invest-
ments. The over-all problem of 'inequitable distribution of land and income
can be alleviated considerably by enforcing existing tax laws and revising
them where necessary. As indicated in Chapter 1, the amount of personal
income and inheritance taxes now being collected is shockingly low. More-
over there is considerable scope for increasing land taxes from their
present low levels.

36. Betterment taxes should be imposed on lands benefitted by Government
investments in irrigation and other public works. At present land owners
are required to amortize costs of such public works over a 15-year period.
With the rate of inflation exceeding the interest rates prevailing in the
recent past, large landowners have benefitted considerably from capital
improvements to their lands financed by public funds and repaid in depre-
ciated currency. With the sharp increase in public investments contem-
plated in the 10-year plan, the mission believes that legislation should
be enacted to require payment of betterment taxes prior to construction
of public works which would give any substantial windfall benefits to
special groups. Provision should be made for optional payment of such
taxes in the form of land. This would make it possible for Government to
capture part of the windfall profits now accruing to some land holders and
also provide land for later redistribution.

37. In suzrumary, the most immediate problem of agrarian reform in Chile is
a farm labor problem. The scope and need for expropriation and redistribution
of land held in small tenancies involving only cnanges in ownership rights
is limited. Possibilities for establishing new farm units would be limited
by the various proulems outlined above and could benefit at rost 30,CC0 to
40,000 families over the next decade. Consequently the mission feels that
major emphasis must be placed on irmediate improverent of tne workers' share
of the produce and long-run increase in productive efficiency as well as
substantial investments in social overheads in rural areas.

38. To take care of those who can benefit from it, a realistic program
for land distribution should be drawn up. We estimate that much of the
land for distribution is now in Government hands, can be purchased at low
cost prior to development, or can be obtained through betterment taxes and
that the direct costs may amount to about EO 150 million with about EO 100
million for land purchases and EO 50 million for land clearing, access
roads, etc., not covered in the over-all investment program. These esti-
mates are, however, extremely tentative and subject to considerable modifi-
cation as more data becomes available on the detailed program. The costs
of supervised credits, extension services, rural housing, and other devel-
opmental expenditures have been included in the over-all investment program
recommended by the mission.
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Irrigation and Intensive Cropping

39. The irrigation program now planned for the first four years of the

plan period provides for a rate of investment substantially higher than
the rate set forth in the original plan. This is due primarily to a sharp
acceleration in the activities of the Irrigation Department, which has

already completed some projects included in the plan and has proposed a
number of new projects. The mission felt that many of these new projects
have not been adequately studied from an economic point of view and that

in some instances projects have been proposed in areas where soil condi-

tions do not warrant the investment. Before these new projects are included

in the plan adeauate econcrnic and agronamic studies should be carried outb

4o. The Government's plans for ground-water development and financing
on-the-farm improvements needed for better utilization of available water

appear to be roughly of the same magnitude as originally contemplated.
The mission felt that there is considerable scope for more effective use

of irrigation water both of existing supplies and of additional supp2ies

vhich would result from the projects under consideration. The limiting
factors appear to fall into three categories: the existing system of

allocation of water rights, the lack of capital for on-the-farm invest-

ments, and inefficient management practices. The accelerated rate of

investments currently planned by the Irrigation Department cannot be

expected to yield full benefits unless steps are taken to overcome these
obstacles. Most of the irrigation systems now in existence are based on
river diversion without storage and consequently do not provide sufficient
water in years of low rainfall. Some of the wealthier farmers have bought

up water rights in excess of normal requirements in order to provide an

assured supply during drought years, thus leaving other lands with insuffi-

cient water. About one-third of the irrigated land is under natural

grasses. A large part of the investment program during the next 10 years

is aimed at providing reservoir control for lands now irrigated by run-of-
the-river supplies. The mission believes that the additional water which
will become available through this program should permit a substantial
revision of the existing water rights so as to provide adequate water

supplies to all areas even in drought years. The better supply of water

and the reduced drought risk should make it possible for farmers to in-

tensify their production and shift to higher income crops.

41. The plan provision for financing on-the-farm investments both for
irrigation facilities and development of more intensive crops does not

appear to be adequate. There is a substantial backlog of investment
needed to utilize fully water made available as a result of the Govern-

ment's investments during the past 10 years. Also, the accelerated rate

of investments planned for the next 10 years will call for additional

investments on the farm. These investments consist of small canals and

control structures, land leveling, and operating capital to support the

production of higher value crops. The development of improved water
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management practices will call for a substantial expansion in agri-
cultural extension services, particularly to provide specialist advice
in laying out farm irrigation systems and in developing suitable cropping
patterns. It will also call for a much higher degree of co-ordination
between the Irrigation Department, CORFO, and the Mlinistry of Agriculture.

42. The plan allocation of EO 115.6 million for Irrigation Department
public investments appears to be reasonable. The present program
calls for expenditures of the order of EO 65 million in the first four
years, the mission feels that expenditures during these years might be reduced
somewhat and phased over a longer period in view of the progress already
made. On the other hand, allocations for on-the-farm investments should
be stepped up over the rate proposed in the plan. Even allowing for sub-
stantial farmer financing of the on-the-farm investments, the mission feels
that Government financing of at least EO 100 million will be required to
take care of the backlog of investments as well as the investment needs
brought about by the new irrigation developments.

The Livestock Program

43. The revised livestock program calls for investment of E° 143 million
during the first five years of the plan. Major emphasis is to be placed
on pasture improvement and herd development with EO 121 million allocated
for farm-level investments. EO 19 million is for dairy plants and slaughter-
houses, EO 1.8 million for improved veterinary services, and E° 1 million
for breed improvement.

44. Livestock production has been relatively stagnant over the past 15
years. The annual average rate of growth has been only 0.74% as compared
to a 2.8% growth rate in the other branches of agriculture. Dairy produc-
tion has increased at a rate of 2.3% per year while meat production has
shown no significant gain. Government has taken an active interest in
dairy-plant construction since 1945, and purchases of powdered milk by
the National Health Service for free distribution to schools and hospitals
have been a significant factor in maintaining milk prices. Meat processing
has not been modernized; with the exception of the Osorno Slaughter House,
conditions have not changed during the past 15 years. Conflicting policies
with regard to prices and imports, and outdated local regulations on
slaughter, have resulted in considerable market fluctuations which have
not been conducive to development of meat production. Furthermore, the
spread between the live-weight prices at the producing centers and the
wholesale level increased from 20.5% in the period 1947-51 to 33.4% in
1956. This reduction in the producers' share of the consumer price re-
flects not only inefficiencies in slaughterhosse operations but also
rising freight costs and the monopolistic structure of the principal
markets. Hence the meat producer was faced with not only greater market-
ing risks than the dairy producer, but also with declining terms of trade.
Many of the larger commercially oriented farms have reacted rationally to
this situation by shifting resources from beef-cattle production to milk
production.
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45. The mission believes that thiese trends indicate tnat livestock pro-
duction is responsive to market forces and that larger output can be brought
about through better incentives. Under the livestock program, incentives
to producers are to be increased by changing existing restrictive regulations,
by buil.ding up processing facilities to reduce marketing costs and to provide
a more stable market, as well as by providing low cost financing of develop-
ment costs and an increased level of technical services.

46. The principal scope for increasing livestock production lies in
improved feeding and management. A Ministry of Agriculture survey indicates
that starvation and malnutrition cause 60% of the animal deaths. In addition,
malnutrition produces a lower rate of fertility and a slower rate of weight
increase. With better feeding and management, substantial increases in meat
and dairy production would be possible without increasing animal population.
The livestock program, therefore, gives strong emphasis to investments aimed
at pasture development and improved feeding and management.

47. While herds and pastures are beingbuiTt up, meat imports are expected
to continue during the first five years of the program. The question of
whether imports will be in the form of dressed meat, fattened cattle, or store
cattle has not been decided. Historically, a certain number of store cattle
have been regularly brought into Chile from the Argentine side where conditions
are favorable for extensive breeding. In recent years there have also been
imports of fattened cattle and dressed meat for the Santiago market. Of the
three alternatives, from the foreign exchange point of view it would be desir-
able to import store cattle for fattening and slaughter in Chile. This would,
however, depend on the availability of fattening pastures, the effect of such
imports on store cattle prices in Chile, and the effects on incentives for
breeding and rearing of cattle. A temporary drop in store cattle prices need
not necessarily discourage breeders -- provided that long-run expectations
are good and attractive financing is provided for herd expansion. MAoreover,
the livestock program provides a subsidy for raising calves in order to
eliminate tne premature slaughtering of bull calves on dairy farms. A calf-
rearing subsidy is in effect in the United Kingdom where the subsidy is
limited to non-dairy type heifers and bull calves of suitable types. The
U.K. subsidy has been relastively effective but involves considerable adminis-
trative overhead. The mission believes that such a subsidy will probably be
necessary in Chile as a transitional mea.sure, particularly during tpe period
while store cattle imports are being permitted on a liberal basis1'. However,
premature slaughter of bull calves has been related to the lack of incentives
for beef production in the past and a stronger market for beef animals in the
future will be necessary to provide the stimulus needed for higher levels
of output.

/ Presumably such imports would be made at the preferential exchange rate
allowed for official imports and would hold down domestic store cattle
prices. As domestic supplies of meat increase permitting a shift from
the preferential exchange rate to the free market rate for cattle imports,
the basis for ttne subsidy would disappear.
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48. ImTroved processing and marketing facilities provided in the plan
shotald permit more effective utilization of by-products, reduce JTaste,
increase the marketable neat per animal slaughtered, and provide a more

stable market for livestock products. For these reasons, high priOi:;m.;y
should be given to the programs for improving processing and marketing
facilities. Tloreover, the outdated municipal regulations on meat proc-
essing and marketing must be modified and steps must be taken to eliminate
the monopolistic practices which now dominate most of the principal meat
and livestock markets.

49. The planned investments in barns, sheds, and silos may be somewhat
too high in view of the mild climate prevailing through much of the Central
Valley. Niany of the installations seen by the mission in these areas
appeared to be too elaborate and costly; they probably do not contribute
materially to increased production. On the other hand, planned invest-
ment in dairy equipment and agricultural machinery appears to be on the
low side. In total, the proposed level of investment for livestock
development appears reasonable.
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Fruit and Vegetable Production

50. Chile has excellent conditions for production of temperate fruits
and vegetables. With the advantage of being in the .Southern Hemisphere,
Chilean products can be shipped to major European and North American mar-
kets during seasons when prices are highest and local production is not
available. So far only a small export trade has been developed for some
fresh fruits and vegetables.

51. The 10-year plan provides for a modest investment program of about
E 8.5 million to increase fruit acreage by 43,000 hectares at an average
cost of about E° 200 per hectare, with no specific investments for increas-
ing vegetable production. In addition, EO 2.5 million is provided for fruit-

packing and dehydrating plants. The mission feels that the proposed increase

in fruit acreage of 43,000 hectares over the present estimated acreage of
about 65,000 hectares is feasible in view of the 15 to 20% increase which
has occurred during the past five years. Moreover, even with such an in-

crease Chile's surplus for export would be a relatively insignificant pro-

portion of world trade in fruits. The fact that Chile's production is off

season should make it relatively easy to develop markets for additional
output. However, the estimated investment per hectare appears to be con-

siderably understated. A more realistic estimate would be of the order of
E° 500 per hectare which would bring total investments to about E° 25 million
for achieving the planned increase in acreage.

Wine Production

52. Chile's climate and soils are extremely favorable for wine pro-
duction. All classes of wine can be produced, but more than nine-tenths
of the production is red and white table wines. More than 80% of the white

wine and 30% of the red wine originate from fine varieties of European
wine grapes. Year to year variations in climate are less marked than in
Europe and consequently most years produce a good vintage. Wine acreage

andproduction have been controlled through licensing and taxation. Annual
production at present is about 400 million liters, but production could
be increased many times if export markets could be developed and restric-
tions on production were relaxed.

53. The mission believes that prospects for developing wine export

markets are good in view of the excellent quality of Chilean wines. To
date the Chilean wine industry has been oriented to the domestic market
and very little effort has gone into the development of export markets.
Although export volumes have fluctuated considerably from year to year as
a result of fluctuations in demand and the unstable Chilean prices, Chilean
production has been relatively stable with ytar-to-year fluctuations of
under 10%. The principal export market has been the European eremand for
bulk wines to be used in blending. This market varies considerably with
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conditions of the European wine crop. In 1958 Chile exported a record

volume of bulk wine to France. Shipments were made in tankers equipped

with plastic liners; this greatly reduces the landed costs of Chilean

wines. In normal years, however, France imports no wine from Chile be-

cause Algerian supplies are usually sufficient for domestic blending.

The principal customers have been Germany and Belgium. Prospects for

any large increase in the European bulk-wine market are not very bright
in view of surplus production already available in some European coun-
tries and the development of Common Market arrangements in Europe. More-

over, since most major wine-consuming countries produce their own wine,

demand for foreign bulk wines tends to be limited to the residual amounts

needed for supplementing domestic supplies in years of low production.
Nevertheless, with prospects for lower costs through bulk tanker ship-

ments and more stable economic conditions,Chile should be able to retain

a major share of her existing market and develop new markets in the U.S.

and Latin America. But a determined effort must be made.

Table 4-8: Chilean Wine Production and Exports
Average Price

Year Production Exports Value of Exports per Liter
(million liters) (US$ millions) (US$)

1950 34 2.2 3.8 1.5 0.4o
1951 329.4 8.4 1.5 0.18
1952 320.0 3.7 0.8 0.22
1953 355.3 2.8 o.6 0.21
1954 345.2 9.7 1.7 0.18
1955 359.2 7.7 1.6 0.21
1956 392.7 5.5 1.0 o.18
1957 375.7 2.0 0.5 0.25
1958 372.1 34.3 4.3 0.13
1959 n.a. 0.7 0.4 0.51

1960 n.a. 1.9 0.4 0.20

54. Bottled wines for direct consumption represent only about 15%

of the total export volume in a normal year, but they account for about

one-third of the wine export proceeds because of the higher value per unit.

The principal market has been the U.S., which took 78.3% of bottled wine
exports by volume and 71.8% by value during 1952-56. As Table 4-9 shows,

U.S. wine imports from Chile have dropped during the past several years

despite a continuing increase in total U.S. table-wine imports.
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Table 4-9

U.S. Duty Paid Imports of Still Wines
(1,000 gallons)

Year All Countries Chile

1950 1,780 175
1951 2,219 174
1952 2,430 196
1953 2,839 142
1954 3,005 133
1955 3,401 275
1956 3,777 140
1957 4,193 112
1958 4,452 34
1959 5,052 95
1960 5,487 49

55. The sharp drop in the position of Chilean wines in the U. S.
market can be attributed to a number of factors. The relatively small
quantities available for exports and the random nature of bulk exports
has made it difficult to develop any program for volume distribution in
the U. S. Added to this have been the uncertainties introduced by the
effects of inflation and ad hoc trade controls in the past. The sharp
drop in U. S. imports in 1958 coincided with the one-time record export
of bulk wines to France and followed a sharp rise in Chilean prices in
1957. U. S. wine importers have also complained about irregular standards.
In contrast to this situation, other wine-exporting countries have made
efforts to tighten export quality controls and have embarked on consider-
able educational and promotional work to increase U. S. sales. Total U. S.
imports of table wines iave been increasing at an average annual rate of
11.8% over the past decade.

56. The present plan targets for increasing wine-grape acreage by
15% appear to provide for a 28% increase in output. This would take care
of anticipated population growth but would not take care of projected in-
creases in exports without reducing per capita domestic consumption. More-
over, to the extent that exports of finer qualities are to be encouraged,
per hectare yield can be expected to decline and consequently larger acre-
ages would be necessary. In view of the large areas of land suitable for
wine production, the mission believes that acreage targets should be raised
to provide for a 30 to 50% increase in wine acreage over the next decade --
to allow for expansion of higher quality production and to build up a
reserve export stock which would be necessary for development of a volume
export market.
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57. The plan expert target of $4 to $5 million of annual wine exports
is not unreasonable. Thi.s would represent an insignificant percentage
of world trade in wine. The mission believes that the targets can be
achieved and even exceeded if the measures now being considered by Govern-
ment to promote exports and to provide greater incentives for wi.ne produc-
tion are effectively carried out. This will call for a drastic reorienta-
tion of the industry from the domestic to the foreign market. Sufficient
volumes of high quality export grades will have to be reserved for exports
in order to justi,ry an intensive market-development program. The proposed
change of the taxes on wine plantings and production into a tax on wine
consumption should prov_de fer higher domestic taxes on export grades so
as to discourage local consumption of the finer qualities. Government
assistance in financing wine stocks in process of aging is necessary to
help producers obtain a larger share of the final price and to permit more
competitive export pricing. More stringent export grading and inspection
is necessary to develop a better reputation for Chilean wines abroad. In
addition the mission would urge that Government credits be extended for
new plantings of high quality wine grapes as well as processing and storage
facilities for export wines.

Field Crops

58. About 80% of the area in field crops is in cereals and 10% in
beans and pulses. Potatoes, oil seeds, and sugar beets are the other
principal crops. Planted acreage during the pas" several years has been
about 15% larger than indicated in the 1955 census. With the exception
of the very rapid increase in rape and sugar beet acreage, there does not
appear to have been any significant shift in the pattern of production.
The increase in rape and sugar beets indicates that producers are respon-
sive to attractive prices, special credits, and supply of seeds; and with
proper incentives production can be increased rapidly.

59. The 10-year plan provides for an increase of about 20% in the
acreage under annual crops with the bulk of the increases to be in feed
grains, pulses, oil seeds, and sugar beets. Recent crop estimates indicate
that part of this projected increase has already been achieved. In the
case of wheat, planted area has exceeded the 1970 targets every year since
1957-58. Other crops have also been running well ahead of the plan pro-
jections. The mission believes that this can be attributed in part to
public investments in irrigation and transportation, but also to the im-
provements in extension and research activities centering around the work
of various technical assistance agencies such as FAO, ICA., and the Rocke-
feller Foundation. The mission is convinced that sufficient ground work
has now been done to provide the basis for an accelerated development
during the next decade. Planned improvements in irrigation and increased
mechanization will reduce weather risks, wjhich are an important factor
holding down average yields. Increased use of fertilizers, improved
seed and other inputs, as well as further development of disease-resis-
tant and high-yielding varieties already in preliminary stages of
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development, should be possible over the next decade. The emphasis being

given to development of livestock enterDrises fr )asture deivelopment aho'ulld

improve soil fertility and.crop yields and stimulate expansion of field

crops, particularly in the southern areas where climate and rainfall are

favorable 'or intensive mixed farming.

60. Wheat production has ranged from 1.10 to 1.25 million tons over

the past several years with yields averaging between 1.25 to 1.50 tons

per hectare. The plan provides for roughly a 20% increase over the base

year estimate of 1.20 million tons. This would represent a rate of growth

slightly lower than that achieved during the past decade. The mission
believes that acreage under wheat may decline comewhat as marginal

areas are withdrawn from production but that higher yields per acre should

permit achievement of the production goals. The 25% increase in yields

per hectare postulated in the plan appears quite reasonable if not somewhat

conservative in terms of the present state of technological development.

61. Sugar-beet production has increased rapidly under the program of

IANSA (National Industrial Sugar Co.), increasing from 27,000 tons in

1°53-54 to 477,000 tons in 1959-60. Acreage increased from 2,400 hectares

in 1953-54 to 18,400 hectares in 1959-60, and per hectare yield increased

from about 13 tons to present yields of about 25 to 30 tons. Under the

program three sugar mills were constructed at Los Angeles, Llanquihue,

and Linares. Farmers produce sugar beets under contract with the factories,

receiving seed and technical guidance. The increase in beet production

has been stimulated by the high prices paid to growers (14h.30 to $20 per

ton ex-factory) as compared to prices paid producers in most other countries

($1h.00 in U.S.A., $12.50 in Denmark) and by the heavy subsidization of

the industry. The supply of beets is, however, still not sufficient to

operate existing factories at full capacity.

62. From an agricultural point of view the production of sugar beets
has many advantages. The deep cultivation and heavy fertilization required

for beet production make it a useful crop in soil-building rotations. The

tops, pulp, and molasses furnish valuable feed supplements. Cn the other

hand, beet production requires a large amount of labor inputs, which even
at Chilean wage rates tends to make the cost of production high. European

and U.S. beet producers have overcome this handicap in part through mechani-

zation, but the sugar-beet industry has been able to survive only as a

result of various forms of protection and subsidization. Chilean beet

production was started on a commercial scale only eight years ago and as

yet production is not efficient. Yields per hectare are approaching

European standards and can be expected to increase further. Mechanization

has been only partially carried out since production has not been on a large
sc-le. This in turn has forced the factories to procure beets from relatively

distant points over poor ro-tds, adding further to production costs. The mis-

sion believes that at this time sugar b(et production should not be
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encouraged beyond the level needed to utilize existing processing facili-
ties fully. A full-scale study should be made of the economi s of the
industry before investing in further processing facilities. %f

63. Oilseed production has been encouraged through efforts of the
Chilean Association of Vegetable Processors (COIVARSA) which has carried
on an active promotional campaign over recent years. The Association
arra2nges for contract production at -:-uaranteed prices, providing seed and
liberal advances as well as technical guidances and supervision. Acreage
under sunflower increased sharply during the past two decades, rising from
about 1,000 hectares to 50,000 hectares in 1959-60. Rape production,
which was introduced in 1954-55, has shot up at an even faster rate to
about 40,000 hectares in 1960-61.

Agricultural Credit

64. The a;ricultural credit system in Chile is oriented to the needs
of the cormiercial farmer. The principal. source of credit has been the
Banco del Estpdo, supplemented by CORFO, the Central Bank and the comrer-
cial banks. About 85% of the institutional credit to agriculture originates
from the Banco del Estado, 5% from CORFO' and the remainder from the
Central Bank and commercial b,7nks. The activities of these institutions
have been domin'ted by infl]tionary conditions during the past decade. The
Banco del Estado has restricted its lending to farmers to short-term credits
at interest ra*tes which now range from 12% to 19%; rates have been as high
as 24% in order to cover the rapid depreciation of Chilean currency during
the recent inflation. These high rates were not sufficient to cover the
inflationary risk of some years and the Banbo del Estado has restricted its
lending to short-term production loans.

65. CORFO has been concerned primarily with medium-term development
loans. Agriculture has been a sporadic field of activity for CORFO; only
about one-third of CORFOis resources have gone into agricultural projects
such as irrigation a.nd drainage, land clearing, farm mechanization, live-
stock improvement, and reforestation. In 1948, the International Bank
granted CORFO a loan of 02.5 million for farm-macninery imports. However,
in 1956 CORFO's lending activities in agriculture were partially curtailed
because of the shortage of resources and risks from inflation. During the
second half of 1960 it started a program of reconstruction loans to farmers
affected by the 1960 earthquake. Loans for livestock development and farm
machinery purchases were also started toward the end of 1960. During 1961
CORFO had made 582 livestock development loans amounting to E° 7.4 million,
farm machinery loans estimated at E° 3.5 million and other agricultural
loans of about E° 4 millions.

I/ See discussion of beet-sugar processing in Chapter 5, Industry, page 32.
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66. The role of the Central RBnk and commercial banks has been limited
to short-term operations for marketing agricultural produce. Commercial
bank loans are now available at 17 to 20% interest. Another Government
agency, CONFIN, attached to the Ministry of Agriculture, provides financing
for construction of processing plants such as dairy plants and slaughter-
houses.

67. At present there are no facilities for providing credits to small
farmers in need of supervised credits, except for pilot operations. The
Banco del Estado started a small program in Chillan in May 1959 with the
help of United States Government financing to provide four- to five-year
development loans at 10% interest. This program was initiated in connec-
tion with the Plan Chillan, an effort to concentrate investment, extension
services and credits in a relatively small area to develop and demonstrate
possibilities for regional development on an integrated basis. Under this
program about 500 loans were made to small and medium-sized farms. The
record of development as well as repayment of the loans has been excellent.
As a result of the success in Chillan, a second project was started in the
Santiago area about a year ago. CONFIN. with the assistance of the exten-
sion service, started another small pilot project, involving 150 farmers,
for supervised credit near Santiago. Under this program farmers are pro-
vided with seed and fertilizer on credit. In an effort to keep down costs
of supervision, the detailed supervision and farm planning featured in the
Plan Chillan have not been adopted. The first year's loans have been fully
repaid, indicating that there may be considerable scope for expanding this
type df lending. The mission fully supports current plans to expand these
pilot projects into other areas as rapidly as possible.

68. The mission believes that CORFO, with its staff of 60 agricultural
technicians, has worked out reasonably adequate procedures for technical,
financial and economical appraisals of development loans. The Banco del
Estado, with its large number of local offices, has been operated as a
sound financial institution and would be capable of handling the banking
aspects of an expanded credit program. The mission believes that a reason-
ably efficient channel for expanded development financing can be worked out
with CORFo handling the technical and economic appraisals and the Banco
del Estado the financial appraisals and banking operations.

Farm Mechanization

69. Farm machinery imports increased rapidly from 1940 to 1955 reaching
a peak of $17.8 million in 1955. During the period of rapid growth, farm
machinery could be purchased with 20% to 30% cash payment and three-year
credits at 5% to 10% interest. Beginning in 1956, farmers were required
to pay 60% in cash and the balance in two years at 12% interest. The volume
of Government loans for agricultural machinery purchase dropped sharply
until 1940, when a new program of farm-machinery loans was initiated. Im-
ports in 1940 amounted to $11.6 million and are expected to increase further
in 1961.
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70. The 10-year plan calls for imports of 20,600 tractors, or an average
of 2,060 tractors per year. Imports during the last five years before
credit restrictions averaged 2,274 per year, increasing from 1,950 in 1951
to 3,555 in 1955. Tractors purchased during that period will probably
have to be replaced during 1961-65. In addition there is a backlog of
unsatisfied demand resulting from the limited imports during the period
1956-59. Imports now included in the plan will not be sufficient to meet
the replacement demand, and there would be an increasing backlog of un-
satisfied demand. With Government now contemplating a sharp increase in
agricultural investments, it seems clear that the expansion in the use of
agricultural machinery which was well underway in the early 1950's should
continue. The mission believes that there is considerable scope for use
of additional agricultural machinery in pasture development, sugar-beet
production, and the general program of agricultural intensification. The
allocation for agricultural mechanization has therefore been increased to
EO 26Q million, with Government financing of EO 130 million. During the
first five years, about 80% of the investments would be Government financed,
but the proportion would be sharply reduced in the second five years.

Fertilizer Subsidies

71. Fertilizer consumption in Chile had increased steadily from the
1920's, when annual consumption was estimated at about 30,000 tons, to
254,000 tons in 1955. Reduced to plant nutrients, this consisted of
36,000 tons of phosphoric acid units, 15,000 tons of nitrogen units, and
5,600 tons of potash units. During the past five years, however, there
has been no increase. In fact, as a result of the generally unfavorable
environment for agricultural investment, fertilizer use during 1956 to
1959 was lower than the average levels achieved during the previous five
years. In 1960, with the assistance of more liberal credits and a 30% sub-
sidy, fertilizer use has again roughly reached the 1955 level. An increase
in the subsidy to 50% of the retail cost to the farmer is currently under
consideration. The plan targets call for almost a three-fold increase in
the use of phosphates, a fourfold increase in nitrogen and a doubling in
potash. Considering the increase achieved during the decade prior to 1955
when usage was more than doubled, the targets appear to be reasonable,
particularly in view of Government's agricultural development program and
its intentions to improve the terms of trade for agriculture.

72. The mission believes that the present fertilizer subsidy can be
justified as a transitional measure to hold down input costs during a
period of adjustment from the recent inflation, but can see little justi-
fication for it over an extended period to time. Fertilizer usage is
already well established for high-value commercial crops such as fruits
and vegetables, and in the mixed farming regions the increased emphasis
on pasture development and livestock production will assure a steady
improvement in soil fertility once proper rotations are established. The
mission, therefore, feels that present fertilizer subsidies should not be
increased at this time and should be gradually reduced as the development
program progresses.
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Agricultural Extension and Research

73. With the help of FAO, ICA, and the Rockefeller Foundation, Chile
has developed the nucleus of a sound agricultural-extension and research
program. Pilot operations of the past five years or so are in process of
expansion and Government is now thinking in terms of a substantial increase
in extension activities over the levels originally contemplated in the plan.

74. Chile has a substantial number of trained agriculturists and has
plans for further accelerating training programs at all levels. The princi-
pal problem to date has been the relatively low salaries paid by the Minis-
try of Agriculture. Many agronomists have been forced to seek employment
in other more remunerative fields. CORFO has been able to pay higher salaries
for its agricultural personnel and has been more successful in finding per-
sonnel. At present the Ministry of Agriculture is trying to overcome the
problem of low salaries by providing housing for its employees. The mission
believes that Government will have to increase its pay scales for agricul-
tural technicians as well as to provide for a larger program of employee
housing particularly in rural areas. In addition there will be a meed for
more transportation and other facilities to take care of the currently
planned expansion in extension services.
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IV. SU1IARY OF CONCLUSIONS

75. The mission is in general agreement with the plan target of
achieving a 5.5% annual rate of growth in agricultural output. Given
the projected population growth of 2.5 percent per annum and the current
deficit in agricultural trade, a lower rate of growth could result in a
continuing drain on foreign exchange resources and perpetuation of the
low level of agricultural incomes, particularly among the 300,000 landless
farm families. Considering that the agriculture sector has maintained a
1.8% annual growfth rate over the past 15 years in spite of generally
adverse economic policies and a lack of any major organized effort to in-
crease agricultural output, the target rate of 5.5% appears to be quite
reasonable. Sufficient knowledge and experience about pasture develop-
ment, improved seed, mechanization, and fertilizer use Tave been developed
to provide the basis for a sharp increase in outptit, provided farmers are
given adequate incentives.

76", Past policies of relying primarily on short-term credits without
other incentives were doomed to failure so long as more profitable outlets
existed and adequate supervision could not be provided. Recent relaxation
of price controls and proposed increases in the supply of medium and long-
term development credits should go a long way toward stimulating the in-
vestments needed to achieve a more rapid rate of growth. CORFO, the
agency through which most of these credits would be channelled, is planning
to provide technical appraisal and supervision of such loans; the Banco
del Estado is well equipped to handle the banking aspects.

??). In addition, however, import policies will have to be reviewed
with a view toward coordinating them with production policies. A number
of agricultural input items such as farm machinery, fertilizer and seed,
can now be imported on a fairly liberal basis and this has already resulted
in some increased use during the pa,t year. There are some items such as
trucks and spare parts for farm machinery which are still subject to
excessive tariffs. Supplies of seed, pesticides, and fertilizer are not
always available when needed. On the product side, imports of foodstuffs
and agricultural raw materials have been made on an ad hoc basis -- to
relieve temporary shortages or for advantages in negotiating trade agree-
ments without proper regard for possible damage to domestic production.

In view of prospective discussions on the Latin American Free Trade Associa-
tion, it is extremely important that the adjustments bring domestic produc-
tion closer into line with Chilets natural advantages. There must also be
longer-range planning of trade policies with adequate consideration to the
interests of the domestic farm producer.

78. Another important factor which has contributed to the lack of in-
centives for agricultural investments has been the high cost of transpor-
tation and marketing which has kept farm prices excessively low in relation
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to prices paid by consumers. :,easures proposed for reducing transporta-
tion costs are discussed separately in this report in the transport
chapter, but we should like to re-emphasize the major importance of cheaper
trucks and better access roads, particularly for the more intensive develop-
ment of the southern area from Temuco to Puerto M4ontt. Improved processing,
marketing, and storage facilities proposed in the plan -- discussed in the
commodity sections of this chapter -- should reduce marketing margins and
give farmers a better price. In addition, however, the selling practices
in some of the major markets should be thoroughly investigated to permit
a freer flow of goods from the farm to the consumer.

79S.. The existing land-tenure system has also been a factor holding
back agricultural production. The popular concept of the latifundia, owned
by the large landowner who lives in Santiago and has no interest in his
lands other than prestige and traditional rents and profits, is by no means
without basis. on the other hand, there is no question that a number of
large holdings are operated on an efficient businesslike basis and have
contributed materially to increased output as well as the development of
better management techniques. With the passing of time and the break-up
of estates, a number of larger farms have gone through a natural process
of division, have been pagsed down as communal property, or have been
organized into corporate farms. Many landovne1t have responded tb chang-
ing social, economic and political pressures by taking a mo±b direct
interest in management.

The growing awareness of the needs of the workers, the increased
interest in increasing production through better management and the numerous

examples of large-scale, modern,efficiently run farm enterprises indicate
considerable hope for further development along these lines. The mission
feels that every encouragement should be given toward stimulating more
activre management, higher investments, and increased output from these
large farms. They can produce the quickest increases in output. This
will call for positive assurances against expropriation of lands which
are being efficiently farmed, as well as credits and technical advice under

the development program. At the same time, however, Government should
insist on equal attention to the problems of improving the general con-
ditions of the laborers on these farms. This means enforcing legislation
on minimum wages and working conditions, financing investments in workers'
housing and improving rural health and educational facilities, as well as
more liberal legislation to assure workers' participation in bargaining
for better working conditions.

81., For many of the smaller farmers and some of the agricultural
laborers the shortage of land or lack of water rights has been the limiting

factor. For these people, Government should provide a program for land
distribution on a liberal long-term credit basis and a reform of the
existing system of water rights. The Government owns a fairly considerable
acreage of land and can acquire additional unimproved land in connection
with proposed irrigation and reclamation projects. This should be sufficient
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to take care of the number of families wnich the Government can expect
to resettle effectively without resorting to large-scale expropriation
of land.

82. The Government organization for agricultural development needs
considerable strengthening and expansion. If the planned intensification
of agricultural production is to be achieved, a series of important measures
are necessary. Agricultural extension and research staffs will have to
be increased and sufficient transportation, housing and other facilities
will have to be provided. OORFO will have to expand its technical and
administrative staff considerably in order to process the increased number
and volume of loans proposed in the development plan. The staffing and
orientation of the Caja de Colonizacion will have to be radically changed
to carry out an expanded land distribution program. CONFIN1 s functions
should be reviewed with a view toward transferring some of its responsi-
bilities for financing processing industries to some other agency in view
of its expanded program for providing facilities for extension and research.
Closer relations will have to be developed between the Irrigation Department,
CORFO, and the Ministry of Agriculture to ensure rapid development of
on-the-farm investments needed to make effective use of the new water result-
ing from the Irrigation Department's program. The co-ordination of all of
these agencies in their programming, detailed planning and implementation
will be a crucial factor in the success of tne-development plan,

Investment Plans

83. Table 4-10 below summarizes the mission's view on the investments
required to reach the production targets outlined in the Ten-Year Plan.
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Table 4-10

Gross Agricultural Investments, 1961-70
(in millions)

Govcrnmient Progrz-n Mission Recommendations

Total Total
Agricultural Investments (EO) ($) (EO) (E°) ($) (EO)

Irrigation (Public Wlorks) 112.7 2.8 115.6 82.0 17.1 100.0

Land Development 30.9 2.3 33.3 137.8 21.2 160.0

Orchards & Vineyards 10.2 10.2 50.0 50.0

Farm Mechanization 92.3 81.2 177.6 96.5 150.0 260.0

Livestock (cattle, pas-
ture fencing, etc.) 255.7 3.0 258.9 182.5 50.0 235.0

Other Agricultural Im-
provements (research &
seed farms, fertilizer) 126.1 7.1 133.6 147.5 50.0 200.0

Resettlement 55.5 4.3 60.0 144.8 5.0 150.0

Processing & Marketing 16.2 10.8 27.5 40.1 38.0 80.0

Transportation Equipment 49.2 .4 49.5 46.1 108.5 160.0

Other Public Works 39.9 39.9

Reconstruction 32.0 32.0 -

820.7 111.9 938.1 927.3 439.8 1,395.0

Less Transfer Payments 100.0 100.0

GRkND TOTAL 820.7 111.9 938.1 827.3 439.8 1,295.0

Less transport equipment
included in transport
sector 49.2 .5 49.5 46.1 108.5 160.0

771.5 111.4 888.6 781.2 331.3 1,135.0
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Total investments recommended by the mission are considerably higher than
originally provided in the 10-year plan. As indicated earlier, the 1961
and 1962 budgets already provide for a higher rate of expenditures than
provided in the plan. Moreover, the present Government thinking with
regard to agrarian reform and the implementation of some of the policies
set forth in the plan implies a need for further increases, and is more or
less consistent with the higher level of investments recommended by the
mission.

814. The main differences between the mission recommendations and the
original investment program are as follows:

a. A considerable increase has been provided for CORFO financing
of private on-the-farm investments required to make more
effective use of available i;Tigation water.

b. The investments for developing orchards and vineyards have
been increased considerably and provision has been made for
liberal government financing of such investments.

c. The investments for farm mechanization have been increased
to provide for a more adequate level of replacements and to
allow for machinery and equipment needed for the livestock
program. A much higher proportion of Government financing
is provided during the first five years in line with current
CORFO policies in relation to financing purchases of farm
machinery.

d. Investments in cattle, fencing, pastures, and installations
over the life of the program are more or lsss in line with
the plan. However, the annual schedcle of expenditures has
been changad to provide for a more realistic build-up of
expenditures.

e. Estimated expenditures for other agricultural improvements
such as research and extension facilities, seed farms, and
breeding stock have been increased considerably over the
plan provisions, particularly during the first five years
of the plan. The purpose of this change is to provide
for housing and other facilities needed to support the much
faster build-up of agricultural extension and research
activities now contemplated by the Government and already
reflected in budgetary provisions for 1961 and 1962.

f. Some provisions for the cost of the agrarian-reform program
not covered elsewhere has been made. The amount (about
E° 150 million) may need to be much increased if the pro-
gram is more fully developed. Rural housing expenditures
to support agrarian reform have been included in the housing
sector.
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85. Leaving out transfer payments for purchase of agricultural land
under agrarian reform, the mission program calls for total investments
of E° 1,135 million as compared to the Ten-Year Plan provision of E°
838 million. The mission's projection calls for Government financing of
roughly 60% of these investments, whereas the Government plan provides
financing for only about one-third of the total expenditures. The total
amount of privately financed investments would be considerably less than
provided in the plan, about E° 425 million. Direct public investments
would amount to about E° 270 millions and publicly financed private invest-
ments would amount to E° 440 millions. Transfer payments for agrarian
reform would amount to EO 100 millions.

86. Table 4-11 compares these estimates with the rate of investments
in the period 1955-1960. Direct public investments would rise from E° 14.1
million in 1960 to an estimated E° 40 in 196h and then drop off after that
time. The annual rate of publicly financed private investments would rise
sharply from an estimated E0 8.5 million in 1960 to E° 17.0 million in 1961,
E° 43.4 million in 1962, and E° 58.9 in 1963. From that point on the rate
of investment tapers off and falls off rapidly in the last five years. In
view of the rapid rate of increase which has been achieved by CORFO in
1960 and 1961, the mission believes that there is a reasonable expectation
that CORFO's operations could be expanded at the projected rate. The
mission further believes that if Government lending is held to a lower
level, private investments in agriculture would probably not be forthcoming
on a sufficient scale to meet investment targets. Privately financed in-
vestments would rise slowly at first and increase rapidly as the initial
investments begin to raise agricultural production.
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Table 4-11

Gross Agricultural Investments, 1955-70 a/

Public Private Investments
Year Investments Publicly Privately Total Grand

(actuals) Financed Financed Total
1955 1.0 5.2 6.2
3956 1.9 10.9 12.8
1957 1.8 18.0 19.8
1958 3.2 23.9 27.1
1959 )4.2 29.9 34.1
1960 1L.1 8.5 17.7 25e5 LO.3

kprojections)
1961 22,3 17.0 17.9 34.9 57.2
1962 31.h h3.h 2065 63.9 95.3
1963 39.3 58.9 2765 86.4 125.7
1964 40.0 69.6 35.8 105,4 145S4
1965 30.0 65.o 50.0 115.0 145.0
1966 25.0 51.1 48.3 99.h 124.h
1967 22.0 40.0 50.0 90.0 112.0
1968 20.0 35.0 55.0 90.0 110.0
1969 20.0 30.0 60o0 90.0 110.0
1970 20.0 30.0 60.0 90.0 110.0

1961-70 270.0 44000 425.0 865.0 1,135.0

a/ Excludes E° 100 million transfer payments for Agrarian Reform
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Irrigation (Obras Publica). Includes only direct public invest-
ments both in mission projection and 10-year plan. Foreign exchange
component in mission projection changed as a result of revised estimates
by Irrigation Department.

Land Development (CORFO). Includes all on the farm developments
for irrigation, land clearing, levelling, drainage.

Orchards and Vineyards. Includes only on the farm investments
up to point when plants reach bearing stage.

Farm Machinery. Mission projection for farm machinery includes
all machinery and equipment for livestock development. Ten-year plan and
Governmentts revised livestock program include some machinery under
livestock. 1Iission projection also provides for more adequate level of
replacements.

Livestock. Ten-y-ar p lai and Government's Revised Livestock Program
provides for some machinery and equipment included under farm machinery in
mTission projection.

Other Agricultural Improvements. Includes capital items in support
of expanded research, extension and training program, fertilizer subsidies,
seed farms, forestry development loans, etc.

Agrarian Reform. Mission projections are notional and subject
to considerable changes as details of the program are developed.

Processing and Marketing Facilities. M14ission projections include
processing and marketing facilities relating to all agricultural products.
lO ear Plan includes only facilities for wihich financing arrangements
have not been arranged and appears to understate depreciation and private
investments for which public financing is not required. The Revised
Livestock Program prepared by the Chilean Government relates only to
livestock processing and marketing facilities not financed and appears
to omit depreciation.

Transportation Equipment. Investments in this category are in-
cluded under the transportation investment program and have been excluded
from the grand total of agricultural investments.

Grand Total. Total agricultural investments of EO 938.4 million
in the 10-year plan cited in earlier tables includes E° 49.5 million for
transoortation equipment excluded from total shown above.



Appendix Table 4

Details of Agricultural Investments, 1961-70
(in millions)

Foreign
Projects 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70 Exchange

TFY TE"T TY tT7 TE7 TF (ET ) (Total Eu) (US$)

Irrigation (Obras Publicas) 11.7 14.0 19.3 20.0 10.0 63.3 25.0 100.0 17.1 Mission Projection (Public)
4.5 6.6 10.0 11.6 13.7 41.9 69.2 115.6 2.8 10-Year Plan (Total)

Land Development CCIRFO) 2.5 6.5 10.0 13.0 16.0 45.5 52.0 100.0 14.2 Mission Projection (Public)
(including clearing, levelling, 3.5 8.5 13.0 17.0 23.0 61.5 95.0 160.0 21.2 Mission Projection (Total)
reclamation, ground water 1.4 1*7 2.0 2.6 2.9 9.2 22.7 33.3 1.5 10-Year Plan (Total)
development)

Orchards and Vineyards O.1 0.9 2.0 3.0 4.0 9.9 15.0 25.0 0 Mission Projection (Public)
1.0 2.5 4.0 5.5 7.0 19.0 30.0 50.0 0 Mission Projection (Total)
0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.5 3.8 6.o 10.2 0 10-Year Plan (Total)

Farm Mechanization 6.o 14c0 21.0 24o. 20.0 79.0 45.0 130.0 70.0 Mission Projection (Public)
(includes machinery and 15.5 22.2 31.0 35.3 35.0 123.5 121.0 260.0 150.0 Mission Projection (Total)
equipment for livestock 11.8 13.3 15.3 16.9 19.0 64.5 101.3 177.6 81.2 10-Year Plan (Total)
program)

Livestock 5,6 17.0 19.9 22,6 20.0 79.5 64.9 150.0 30.0 Mission Projection (Public)
(cattle, fencing, pastures 8.0 20.7 25.9 32.6 30.0 109.2 117,8 235.0 50.0 Mission Projection (Total)
and installations) 17.9 21.0 21.7 22.3 28.6 93.6 144.2 255.7 0 10-Year Plan (Total)

13.0 16.8 19.3 17.0 6.4 59.5 0 72.5 43.7 Rev. Livestock Program (Pub. only)

Other Agricultural Improvements 10.6 14,4 15.0 15.0 15.0 59.4 50.0 120.0 40.0 Mission Projection (Public)
(res. and ext. facilities, 14.0 18.4 19.5 20.0 25.0 82,9 103.1 200.0 50.0 Mission Projection (Total)
seed farms, breeding stock) 0.5 0o.4 o.4 7. 8.5 16.3 120.0 136.8 10.1 10-Year Plan (Total)

Agrarian Reform 2.0 13.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 58.0 90.0 150.0 5.0 Mlission Projection (Public)
of which land purchases 2.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 40.0 58,0 100.0 0 14ission Projection (Public)
net of transfer payments O 3.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 18.0 32,0 50.0 0 Mission Projection (Public)

6.9 7.8 9.1 7.0 7.4 31.3 21.8 60.0 4.3 10-Year Plan (Annual breakdown
est. by Mission)



Appendix Table 4 (continued)

Details of Agricultural Investments, 1961-70
(in millions)

Foreign
ProJects 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70 Exchange

E°) TPT T T(E°)T ( E T -MO7 (Total E°) (US$)

Processing and Marketing Facilities 2.8 5.0 6.o 7.0 5.o 23.0 9.2 35.0 18.0 Mission Projection (Public)
3.5 60o 8.0 10.0 10.0 34.o 42.5 80.0 38.0 Mission Projection (Total)
1.6 I.4 1.l 1.5 2.0 6.o 19.9 27.5 10.8 10-Year Plan (Total)
5.0 6.3 2.8 1.4 0 10.5 0 15.6 9.0 Revised Livestock Program

Transportation, Equipment 0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 7.0 3.0 10.0 8.5 Mission Projection (Public)
(excluded from Grand Total below) 9.0 10.5 12.0 13.0 17.0 52.5 98.5 160.0 108.5 Mission Projection (Total)

0.1 1.6 2.0 2.2 3.3 9.1 40.3 49.5 o.4 10-Year Plan (Total)

Grand Totals 39.3 74.8 98.2 109.6 95.o 377.6 293.1 710.0 204.3 Mission Projection (Public) I
57.2 95.3 125.7 145.4 145.0 511.4 566.4 1,135.0 331.3 Mission Projection (Total) tv
59.8 65.6 74.1 72.7 87.5 299.9 529.2 888.9 111.9 10-Year Plan (Total) cc

I



CHAPTER 5

INDUSTRY

I. CURRENT STATUS

1. The growth of manufacturing as a major sector of the Chilean
economy dates from the early 1930's, when such groTwth first began to be
favored by exchange controls and high protective duties. The Develop-
ment Corporation (CORFe) was formed in 1939, and wias instrumental in
creating several new industries during World War II, besides aiding in
the expansion of existing ones. The post-war period has been charac-
terized by the development of modern steel, newsprint, and cellulose
industries; the advent of petroleum refining and beet-sugar milling;
and major investments in such food and feeding-stuff industries as
edible oils and oilcake, condensed and powdered milk, and fish meal.
During this period, there was substantial expansion and modernization
of already established industries, e.g., the cement industry and the
cotton and wool textiles industries. During the five-year period be-
tween the first quarter of 1956 and the first quarter of 1961, however,
there was rmuch smaller growth in output.

2. Today, manufacturing industry accounts for roughly one-fourth
of the gross national product. Employment in manufacturing industry is
in the neighborhood of 250,000 persons. The censuis of 1957 showed
nearly 6,0oo industrial establishments employing five persons or more.
Hilost of industry is concentrated in the provinces of Santiago, Valparaiso,
and Concepcion.

3. As Table 5-1 shows, industry is well diverEified. The bulk of
employment and value of output is in the major consurer goods industries:
food, beverages, tobacco, textiles, clothing, and shoes. All industrv
groups taken together supply about 75% of Chile's requirements and manu-
factured products. That is, imports amount to about 25% of the value
of manufactured goods each year. In 1957, approximately 70% of all imports
of manufactured goods were in two branches of industry which are as yet
relatively underdeveloped in Chile: machines and spare parts, and
chemicals. In other areas, the 1957 census revealed a fairly high degree
of self-sufficiency with respect to manufactured goods. This self-
sufficiency, however, has in many cases been encouraged by high tariffs
and other forms of protection -- with the result that much of Chilean
industry is high-cost. Only 4% of Chile's production of manufactured
goods (as measured by the value of output) could find export markets in
1957, and the bulk of this was in basic metals, such as rolled-steel
products and manufactured copper. Total exports of manufactured goods
amounted to about 10% of all Chilean exports in 1957. The proportion has
not since changed significantly.



Table 5-1

Structure of Chilean Industry 1957

(in millions escudos at 1957 prices)

Gross Value Gross Value Proportion of Value added by size of Fixed Assets
Added at Number large Medium Small

Industry Sector of Output Factor Cost ftloyed Exports Imports 200 E° over 20-199 5-199

Food, Beverages, Tobacco 263.0 82.7 50.9 3.5 27.6 36% 49ffl 15

Textiles 105.5 49.2 48.1 .9 5.6 66 25 9

Clothing and Shoes 52.2 27.1 26.5 - 5.0 33 42 25

Wood, Cork, Furniture 33.6 20.0 19.8 3.6 0.8 24 49 27

Pulp, Paper and Printing 37.2 17.8 13.2 0.2 6.3 50 35 15

Leather and Rubber 20.8 9.8 7.4 0.0 1.8 45 43 12

Chemicals 73.4 33.9 13.9 1.3 30.9 48 46 6

Non-metallic Minerals 40.1 22.2 16.1 0.0 3.5 77 16 7

Basic Metals 62.5 2°.6 14.6 15.2 7.6 91 9 0

Metal Products and
Machinery 51.2 29.9 28.7 1.5 134.0 (57) (32) (11)

Sundry Industries 7.5 4.0 .5.4 O. 11.0 10 50 32

TOTAL 752.0 326.2 244.6 26.7 234.2 49% 38% 135.

Establishments with five or more persons employed.
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Natural Resources

4. The natural resource base is favorable for the further develop-
rient of manufacturing industry in Chile. The Chilean heartland between
Aconcagua in the north and Puerto Montt in the south, where 85- of the
population is found, compares favorably wTith some highly industrialized
countries in terms of climate, agricultural and forest resources, and
hydroelectric potential. Chile's copper reserves are the largest in the
world, and the iron ore resources are promising. Oil and coal reserves
are also very satisfactory in relation to the size of the country, although
some qualities of coking coal must be imnported. The internal cost of
transportation is increased by the many mountains, particularly in the
coastal range; but this cost handicap is not excessive, and may be very
much reduced in the future through improved transportation. On the debit
side, there is the geographic isolation of the country, which raises the
landed cost of exportable goods in foreign markets. For example, to
move a ton of wood-pulp to Buenos Aires from Concepcion costs about the
samne as from Goteborg, Sweden.

Human Resources

5. In spite of the relative stagnation of Chilean industry in
recent years, it is apparent from the total performance during and since
World lWar II that Chilean management and labor have the necessary
adaptability and other qualities to meet the targets of the 10-year
program. Nevertheless, the difficulties ahead should be faced squarely.
In the past, inefficiencies and technical backwardness have been
tolerated under a system of high protective tariffs, and steady inflation
has made tight cost controls unnecessary. Chilean industry is composed
mainly of medium-sized companies which, generally speaking, are not well
advanced in modern industrial management. If Chilean industry is to com-
pete internationally -- wfhich means competing internally with products
offered from abroad, especially when the Latin American Free Trade Area
begins to function -- then Government must take steps to make sure that
management becomes much more intensely concerned with imnproved organization
within the plant and with improved industry structure (e.g., in terms of
standardization, quality control, specialization, etc.). Management
iill automatically move in these directions as a result of increased com-
petitive pressures; but the mission believes that Government should
provide more encouragement, incentives, and technical assistance to
increase the rate of industrial productivity. Through its educational
media, Government can also help the labor unions to come to a full
realization that increased productivity is the only possible road to
higher living standards and increased employment.

II. THE GOVERTvIENT PROGRAI'I

6. The Government program is an integrated program for economic de-
velopment, i.e., it is rmore than a series of loosely related sector programs.
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The growth rates calculated for individual industries are determined not
only by the postulated growth rates in gross national product, investment,
and consumption, but also by the programmed increases in such things as
hydropower capacity, road construction, and other manufacturing industries.

7. At the same time, it is well to remember that less than 15% of
the program for manufacturing industries represents public investment in
publicly owned industries, and only about 25% of the financing is assunved
to come from public sources. ,iost of the investments will be made by
individual business entities on the basis of their long-term appraisal
of future economic opportunities in their own lines of activity. We can
be sure that the actual industrial development over the next decade will
differ, in some respects, from the Government program or from the slightly
different development envisa,;ed by the mission. But if the overall goals
of economic growth outlined in the 10-year plan are to be fulfilled, the
actual changes in industrial output would no doubt be similar to the
patterns outlined in the plan. To achieve these goals, three types of
action are required by the Government. First, it must sell Chilean in-
dustrialists on the idea that the plan targets can be and will be ful-
filled. In mnany cases, this will mean no less than a revolution in the,ir
present appraisal of economic opportunities. Secondly, the Government
must convince individual industries or industryo associations of the need
for developing plans for their own industries consistent with the general
goals of the plan. This is necessary to assure orderly expansion and
modernization. Finally, the Government must help create the material
and institutional conditions and a climate conducive to healthy indus-
trial growth, particularly in the field of finance but also in many
other ways (new forest legislation and a positive program for extending
and improving the forest area, a new Nisheries Institute, etc.).

8. One of the important determinants of the future pattern of
Chilean industry will be the Latin American Cree Trade Area. For Chilean
industry, accustomed as it is to heavy protection, this change will not
be easy. The Government can facilitate a smooth transition by affirming
its unflinching adherence to the idea and the timetable of the Free Trade
Area and its willingness to assist financially those industries faced
with major problems of adjustment. The advent of the reduction of tariff
barriers to intraregional trade reinforces the case for each major industry
to elaborate its own development plan in line with the general targets of
the Plan.

9. Statistically and analytically, the Government program divides
investment in manufacturing industry into four categories: "specified
projects", non-specified projects, small-scale industries, and replace-
ments and renewals. The so-called specified projects are not projects
in the usual meaning of that term. That is to say, they are not clearly
made on the basis of feasibility studies, market surveys, cost-income
analyses, etc. Rather, they are estimates of the investments which the
Chilean authorities think should be made in the more important industrial
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sectors, such as steel, paper and pulp, cement, timber, petroleum deriva-
tives, and so on. The other categories -- non-specified projects, small-
scale enterprises, and replacements and renewals -- are adequately defined
by their terms.

Overall Magnitude of Major Categories

10. The planners have courageously tackled the difficult task of
estimating the future line of development of Chilean industry and the
corresponding output and investment targets. Their highlighting of
certain sectors for special attention seems amply justified. Viewed as
a wihole, the industrial projections (Table 5-2) give an idea regarding
general goals and provide a framework that, with suitable modifications
and refinements, should provide a valuable guide for governmental and
private action.

Table 5-2

Investments in Industry, 1961-1970
7 . -

(in millions)

Government Program Mission Recommendations
Foreign Foreign

Domestic Exchange Total Domestic Exchange Total
(E°) (US$) (EO) (E°) (US$) (E°)

Specified Projects 313.0 381e4 713.5 239.5 313n6 568.8

Non-Specified 318.0 194.3 522.0 311.7 189.8 511.0
Projects

Small-Scale
Industries 116.7 27.0 145.1 10h.6 24.2 130.0

Replacements and
Renewals 400.5 230.0 642.0 416.2 239.8 668.o

Total 1,148.2 832.7 2,022.6 1,072.0 767.4 1,877.8
Of which:
Publicly Financed 178.8 214.9 404.4 171.7 190.4 372.0

Privately Financed 969.4 617.8 1,618.2 900.3 577.0 1,506.2

11. As will be seen from Table 5-2, the mission is in substantial
agreement with the general magnitude of the Government investment projections.
Nevertheless, the table is apt to give a somewhat mis;Leading view of the
degree of agreement for the four principal sectors. 2

1/ The methods used in preparing the projections are described in detail
in Appendix A.
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12. The planners placed great emphasis on the industries subsumed
under "specified' projects". In this category are certain basic indus-
tries, some with an export potential: beet sugar production, the fish-
ing industry (including the processing of fish meal), paper and pulp,
lumber, cement, steel, agricultural implements, shipbuilding, chemicals,
and petroleum refining (including petrochemicals). The planners' main
purpose in analyzing these industries was to indicate what type of
development would be required to fulfill the general goals of the 10-year
plan. -Another motivation was the belief that Chilean industry was enter-
ing into a more difficult phase, characterized by a greater capital inten-
sity, greater technical complexity, and subject to sharper foreign compe-
tition. Over the 10-year period, anticipated investments in the "specified
projects"(excluding investments for replacement and renewal in the indus-
tries represented in this category) come to about one-third of the total
investments expected in manufacturing.

13. The much lower mission figures for specified projects is due
mainly to the mission's doubts regarding the likelihood of greatly
expanded steel exports. To a lesser extent the reduction reflects the
mission's scepticism regarding the economics of beet-sugar production
in Chile, and to its feeling that the growth of the market for petroche-
micals may have been overestimated.

14. The mission believes that the plan total for the other three
sectors combined is a reasonable one. In the case of replacement in-
vestments, the similarity between the mission's independent estimate and
the plan estimate is particularly close. The apparent similarity between
the estimates for non-specified projects and small-scale industries, on
the other hand, conceals some real differences in estimating procedures.
In the case of non-specified projects, the mission made an econometric
evaluation of probable investment requirements based on an appraisal of
production targets, available unused capacity, representative capital
output ratios, etc. The mission's resulting estimates for investment
requirements in this category for investments strictly necessary to reach
the targets of the plan -iere somewhat higher than those contained in the
plan estimates.

15. Like the plan architects, the mission felt it appropriate to make
a generous allowance for underestimates and contingencies. A figure of
about 20 for the manufacturing sector, including replacements, did not
seem too high to the mission. This figure takes into donsideration two
factors: (a) the program estimates for specified projects are on the low
side, and (b) there is the possibility that more steel expansion than
that assumed by the mission may, in the final analysis, prove to be
justified. The choice of 20% as a contingency allowance brought. the
mission's estimate -- for all except the specified projects -- to just
about the same level as originally set forth in the Government program.
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The decision to exclude specified projects from the contingency allowance,
as a matter of convenience, meets with the mission's agreement -- on the
basis that statistical methods used to estimate the specified projects
were more rigorous than could be used with the other categories.

16. A question may be raised whether in actual fact the mission
thought the manufacturing targets could be achieved at a lower investment
cost than the conservative figure finally chosen. The answer is in the
negative, for the following reasons. In the first place, there is an
almost universal tendency for both preproject and engineering estimates
to be below the actual cost of the project. Secondly, the mission is
wary about reliance on the mechanical-statistical approach. This approach
is a useful, indeed, an indispensable aid in providing points of reference
and filling out gaps in the detailed analysis; but it must not become
the major measuring rod. Suggestions for a complementary approach, which
enlists the aid of the industries concerned, are given later in this
chapter.

17. Table 5-2, the summary of investments, does not show an impor-
tant difference between Government and mission projections in the time
phasing of probable investments in manufacturing industry. As shown
in Table 5-3, the mission believes that planned activities and develop-
ments now underway should result in rather more investment in this
sector than the Government estimates in the early years of the program,
and rather less in the later years,

Table 5-3

Time Phasing of Investments in Manufacturing

(in millions)

1961 1962-65 1966-70

Government Program

Domestic (EO) 32.9 288.4 826.9
Foreign ($) 2704 237.5 568.0

Total E) 61.7 537.8 1,h23.3

Mission Recommendations

Domestic (E°) 67.5 372.8 631.7
Foreign ($) 48.3 278.0 4411.

Total (E°) 118.2 664.7 1,094.9
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18. In the missionts view, the plan allocations for replacement and
modernization in the early years are too low. Unless there is a quicker
build-up in this respect, it is doubtful that the planned targets could
be attained.

III. SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF PROGRAM

Steel Industry

19. The steel industry's ability to export requires special discussion.
The Government plan assumes that steel imports will continue to represent
about 20% of total consumption, and that Chile would export 150-200,000
tons of steel per year. During the last four years, CAP (Compania de
Acero del Pacifico) has exported an average of slightly over 100,000
tons per year, mainly to Argentina (flat products and sections) but with
occasional large shipments to the United States and other countries.
Prices for these exports have averaged well below cost, including a
reasonable return on the investment. While they contributed in the past
towards covering overhead expense and depreciation, it would be quite a
different matter to plan for future new capacity with a view to exports.
The best prospects for Chilean steel exports, within the framework of
the Latin American Free Trade Area, would be neighboring countries.

20. It is far from certain that Chilean steel could become competi-
tive in the main Argentine market. This would seem to follow from the fact
that the lower iron ore cost for Chilean steel and the somewhat lower
coal cost are offset by the freight on finished steel and also by the
larger domestic market in Argentina which will make it possible to achieve
a larger scale of output at Rosario or Villa Constitucion. United States
coal delivered in Concepcion is at least 81 per ton cheaper than the
same coal delivered at Rosario or Villa Constitucion. (The fact that
Chilean industry would use two-thirds domestic coal -- which is more
expensive -- might be disregarded since, in calculating the economic
benefits from steel exports, it would clearly be unreasonable to charge
the Chilean steel industry a higher price than the cost of imported coal
free of duty.) By the same token, the cost of Chilean iron ore should
be figured on the basis of the present export quotation which is on the
order of $7.00 for 60-62% ore, to which should be added ocean freight
to Concepcion, say on the order of a1.50 -- giving a total of $8.50 per
ton delivered. By comparison, the cost of similar grade Brazilian or
Chilean ore delivered at Villa Constitucion or Rosario may be estimated
at jl2.50. The approximate difference in assembly costs per ton ingot
may therefore be summarized as follows (to the advantage of Chile):
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1.2 tons of coal x 1.00 -> l.20
1.85 tons of ore x 4$ .00 = 7.40

The cost difference per ton finished steel would be of the same order of
magnitude since the use of, say, 1.33 tons of ingots per ton finished
steel would be compensated by the scrap credit. The freight rate for
steel between Concepcion and Buenos Aires is estimated at about .19-lO per
ton.

21. Detailed studies would be necessary to determine (a) what quantities
of steel Chile might profitably sell to Argentina before domestic pro-
duction in that country catches up with demand, and (b) what quantities
may be marketed, on a more permanent basis, within the framework of a
Latin American Free Trade Area.

22. Such studies are presently under way in Chile. Steel company and
government officials are quite hopeful the studies will prove that sub-
stantial export opportunities exist. Strong emphasis is placed on the
coming into force of the Free Trade Area. This means that steel pro-
duction would not be started or excessively expanded in areas where it
would not be competitive with other Latin American producers. Secondly,
it means that Latin American steel exporters like Chile, when selling to
other Latin American countries, would enjoy some degree of protection
against European steel exporters. Thirdly, Chilean experts believe there
may be some possibility of reducing ocean freights from Chile to other
Latin American countries. Finally, emphasis is placed on Chile's prior
experience in steel-making, which it is said will make the conversion
costs at all stages of steel-making lower than in other Latin American
countries. Hence it is argued, Chile should be able to supply (a) inter-
mediate steel products (pig iron, billets, and slabs) to Argentina during
an interim period until that country has developed its basic steel-making
capacity more fully, (b) various types of finished products to Latin
American countries now lacking a steel industry, and (c) various spe-
cialities (e.g., silicon sheets) all over Latin America.

23. It is to be hoped that the opportunities suggested above can be
confirmed by further detailed studies and that the necessary agreements
with other Latin American countries can be reached. Viewing the
Latin American community as a whole, this would be the preferred
solution. Until more concrete data are available, however, the mission
does not feel justified in projecting a higher export demand than
100,000 tons per year. On this basis, the development of steel con-
sumption, production, and foreign trade over the next 10 years would be
as follows (in 1,000 tons of finished steel):
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1961 1970

Consumption 275 600
Imports 55 100
Exports 100 100
Production 320 600

24. According to these projections, steel production would grow more
slowly than steel consumption due to the stagnation of steel exports.
A somewhat more optimistic assumption, which might be capable of fulfill-
ment, would be the maintenance of a net export surplus on the order of
50,000 tons per year. On this basis, the required domestic output by
1970 would be on the order of 650,000 tons of finished steel.

25. At the present moment, CAP can produce about 450,000 tons of
ingot steel per year -- assuming no abnormal interruptions through
strikes, etc. -- and this would suffice for a rolled-steel production
of about 350,000 tons. CAP's present plans are to expand basic metal-
lurgical capacity to 600,000 tons, which would permit the rolling of
about 500,000 tons of finished steel. The cost of this expansion is
estimated at about Eo 40 million equivalent. In order to meet the
expected demand in the early 1970's, further expansion would have to
take place during the last few years of the plan. Our optimistic es-
timate of 650,000 tons per year by 1970 would correspond to a demand in
a boom year of about 750,000 tons. And with consumption growing at
nearly 50,000 tons per year, CAP would need a capacity of about 800,000
tons of finished steel by the end of 1970 in order to meet all expected
requirements. Assuming that the increase from 500,000 to 800,000 tons
of finished steel would cost E° 200 per ton, the investment requirements
would be bn the order of EO 60 million. Allowing about E° 30 million for
modernization investments, mainly in 1964-66, the total investment in
steel-making capacity would be on the order of EO 130 million. This,
of course, is far below the E° 216 million included in the Government
plan. 1/

26. Owing to the "lumpiness" of investments in the steel industry,
it is conceivable that actual investments would be higher. Thus, the
installation of the second blast furnace would probably provide pig-iron
capacity geared to a steel production of a million tons of finished
products rather than 800,000 tons. On the other hand, future development
of continuous casting of steel billets might reduce investment costs per
ton ot steel. The steel company:quite naturally has not planned 10 years
ahead in detail.

1/ The rough estimate of EO 130 million of required investment relates
to the possibility (mentioned in the text) that an export surplus of
50,000 tons might occur, making the annual output requirement 650,000
tons of finished steel, as compared with CAPts present plans for
600,000 tons per year. The investment figure of E° 111 million shown
in Table 5-5 (and carried throughout all of the summary tables) is based
on the CAP forecast.
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Investment Criteria

2T.. The preceding discussion of the steel industry was prompted by
the differing appraisals made by the Government and the mission as to
the potential of the industry, especially in the export field. We
realize that there is room for differences in the assessment of demand
prospects and of cost estimates. But we believe that the different
estimates illustrate quite clearly the need for a Government re-examination
of some of the manufacturing investment projections. Needless to say,
we would not advocate any Government steps to slow down private industrial
investment while such an examination is under way. Our only purpose here
is to point out that when Government contemplates positive means of en-
couraging particular investments in industryj it should give special and
more detailed study to the opportunities bblieved to exist.

28. Sometimes such studies -- and the conclusions -- require un-
orthodox analysis. In economies characterized by reasonably full
employment and no endemic balance of payments difficulties, the profit-
ability of certain investments (assuming no subsidies and no net
protection by import duties, etc.) would normally be a fair measure of
the economic usefulness of the investments. In considering the promotion
of various industries in such an economy, there would be no reason for
special consideration of balance of payments and unemployment effects.
It is a characteristic feature of the Chilean economy, however, that the
shortage of capital hinders the best social allocation of capital re-
sources and the full utilization of labor resources. Hence, it is
important that project analysis should include an effort to calculate
the cost of capital at its real (opportunity) cost to the economy,
rather than in accordance with the easier terms at which capital may be
made available from foreign or official domestic sources.

29. The economic implication of foreign exchange earnings and
savings also must be taken into account. Balance of payments diffi-
culties have caused much harm to the Chilean economy in the past. This
suggests that vigorous attention and aid -- in the form of government
financing of basic research, government loans and guarantees, etc. --
should be given to industries promising a better utilization of Chile's
mineral, ocean, and forest wealth. In these areas, one would expect
possibilities for additional production at internationally competitive
prices with some hope for really exceptional surpluses above the cost to
the economy. A very determined effort must be made to overcome obstacles
impeding the optimum growth of natural resource industries such as lumber,
pulp and paper, and fish meal.

Industrial Policy

30. Chile's balance of payment is important for the development of the
industrial sector of the economy in still another way. In the past,
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the Government has given high protection and other privileges, virtually
without exception, to any manufacturing enterprise which could produce a
commodity hitherto imported into the country. In some instances, protec-
tion has helped in the establishment of industries which are now strong
and can hold their own with little or no Government support. There also
exists, however, a rather wide range of industries which have not become
more efficient as they have grown older. They still claim a need for
high protection -- on the grounds that any competition from abroad would
adversely affect their cost structure because of the small size of the
Chilean market, which barely permits one domestic source of supply to
exist.

31. We realize the real handicap of a small market. But we also
think that the productivity of many enterprises can be improved by
increased efficiency of management and modernization of machinery and
equipment. We therefore stress the need for Government authorities to
pay close attention to the capital that establ±ii3ea -ndustria1 eaternrIses need
for modernization and expansion in line with the growth of the domestic
market. The project for the establishment of a private industrial-
development bank is an important step toward securing long-term financing
for industrial re-equipment and expansion as a supplement to Corfo's
activities. We recommend that the Government give this initiative its
full support.

Finance

32. Although the overall financial implications of the plan are dis-
cussed at some length in the Plan Summary, there is no analysis of the
special financial conditions for reaching the targets with respect to
industry. In some of the large sectors of the economy, such as trans-
portation and public power, the inclusion of projects in the investment
budget would by itself guarantee their financing -- assuming, of course,
that there is an overall balance in the accounts of the nation and of
the Government. In certain other areas, such as mining and private
"public-utility" power, the financing is mainly conditional on the
existence of a reasonable investment climate for large foreign companies.
But the financing of the major portion of private industrial investments
raises problems regarding the availability of funds: the retention of
earnings, the functioning of the capital market and the banking system,
the creation of an Industrial Development Bank, the role of CORFO in
financing private industry, the special problems of small and medium-
scale industry, etc.

33. The mission recommends that the Government appoint a special
committee of highly qualified experts, including both Chilean and foreign
experts, to study this problem. Since the proportion of funds to be
channeled through CORFO would also have to be considered, this committee
should report at the highest Cabinet level.
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3,k. Pending such a study, the mission has tried to gain a preliminary
perspective as to the magnitude and character of the financing problem.
The results of the mission analysis are shown below with reference to
1963 (figures in EO millions). The figures are of necessity based on
rough estimating procedures and should be regarded as purely illustrative.

Capital Needs

Fixed investment requirements for 1963,
according to mission estimate 157.8

Working capital requirements 27.0
184.8

Financing

Budgeted allocation of sublic funds
(mission estimate) 37.9

Requirements for private financir.g 146.9
184.8

Breakdown of private financing 146.9

Depreciation, less debt repayment 67.5

Retained earnings 45.0

Net financial requirements to be covered
through capital market, foreign loans or
investments or additional allocation of
public funds. 34.4

35•. The major assumptions on which the above analysis is based are
as follows:

a. Depreciation will average 5.8% (2.5% for buildings and
7.5% for machinery) of fixed assets valued at 1960 prices.
About 17% of the funds made available through depreciation
would be needed for debt repayment.

b. Retained earnings were estimaated on the assumptions that
807. of the fixed assets existing at the beginning of 1963
would be financed through equity, and that the average return
on equity (revalued at 1960 prices) before taxes would be 12%
of w-hich about one-third would be retained by the com'pany
after the payment of taxes and dividends,
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c. The current assets (inventories and receivables) re-
quired at given levels of production were estimated
separately for different industry groups based generally
on typical ratios of current assets to sales. It was then
assumed that half of the estimated increase in gross current
assets would be financed through short-term liabilities
(bank debts, trade debts, etc.), the balance representing a
claim for long-term financing.

36. Since many of the figures are uncertain and conjectural (e.g.,
the present value of fixed assets or the amounts required for debt
repayment), it would be premature to draw any far-reaching conclusions
from the above analysis. The purpose is to show the need and feasibility
of planning in this area, both on a global basis and for industrial
sectors likely to be faced with financing problems. Industry-wide
studies of production goals and investment targets, recommended earlier
in this chapter, should also include aitelyses of financial requirements 0
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APPENDIX 5.-A

PROJECTION TECHNIQUES

Demand Estimates

37. The Government program was based on estimates of demand for
each major industrial sector, as related to projected per capita income:

a. The demand for manufactured consumer goods was calculated
on the basis of postulated growth rates for public and
private consumption, and on the basis of the estimated
relation of demand to income growth (income elasticity
of demand). The calculation was made for each of the
broad areas of industry.

b. Separate estimates were made of the demand for Chilean
manufactured exports, the domestic demand for capital
goods purchased within Chile, and the derived demand
for certain basic materials (e.g., steel, cement, lumber).

cc Estimates were also made regarding the practicable degree
of substitution of domestic articles for previously
imported articles.

38. In the final analysis, the validity of the Government estimates
depends on the validity of the estimates of demand elasticity in rela-
tion to per capita income. This method of analysis is useful as a first
approximation, but it is too blunt a tool to be relied on without addi-
tional checks. This is especially true of the projections for specific
industries where a less schematic and more down-to-earth forecasting
method could have been used. We shall offer some examples of what we
consider to be useful methods of cross-checking the detailed forecasts.

39. On more general lines, the mission has used a cross-check tech-

nique which relies on what is believed to be a systematic relationship
between industrial 9utput on the one hand, per capita income and popula-

tion on the other.& }pith this method (which was not available when the

program was prepared) adjusted to conditions in Chile, and applying it

to the broad categories of manufacturing output, the mission made a

comparison (Table 5-4) with the Government projections based on elas-
ticity of demand.

2 This method was developed by Professor Hollis Chenery, of Stanford
University. Professor Chenery collected data regarding the net per capita

imports in different sectors of manufacturing in 1952-54 for some 50 coun-
tries. He then converted these values into dollars of a constant purchasing
power, and computed a series of regression equations expressing the rela-
tionship between per capita income, industrial output in a given manufactur-
ing sector and the total population. (See American Economic Review,
September 1960).
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Table 5-4)

Production and Investment Targets
in iManufacturing

(Indexes 1957-59 = 100)

Industry Production Capacity
Government ilission Government l'ission

Food 171 180 106 106
Beverages 180 189 145 152
Tobacco 170 179 71.5 113

Textiles 170 219 100 112
Clothing and shoes 166 198 75 120
Lumber 282 236 90 106
Furniture 178 175 137 122
Pulp and paper 254 257 254 313
Printing 171 235 101 139
Leather 157 201 83 105
Rubber 180 234 120 152
Chemicals n.e.s. 252 221 104 125
Coal and Petroleum

Derivatives 25h 208 251 234
Fon-metallic

Hinerals 299 197 203 157

Basic Metals 225 220 155 200
Miachinery & Equipment 252 184 103 125

Sundry Industries 184 670 77.5 224

Total Industry Average 200 221

Lo. The mission does not claim that its estimates of potential pro-
duction increases and of required capacity increase are superior to those
used by the Government. But they do illustrate the desirability of cross-

checking -- when substantial differences appear, it will be known at once
that further investigation is desirable. Like the original projections,
these estimates for broad categories of industry groups also need to be

supplemented with special market studies, especially for industries which
are expected to have a large export demand. The authors of the industrial
program realized that market analyses for the "specific projects" fall
short of what is required. This is true, for example, for the important
export projections for steel and lumber. Similarly, in the study of the

future domestic market for cement, two approaches yielded widely different
results; instead of restudying the whole problem, the authors of the plan

simply struck an arithmetic average of the two demand estimates. We can-
not overemphasize the need for detailed and careful specific analyses,
particularly for the key industries in terms of total investment. In
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subsequent Appendices we present analyses covering the "specified projects"
of forest products, steel making, beet-sugar refining, and fish meal.
They are offered as examples of the kind of analytical approach we think
the Government should attempt in the future even though our analysis ne-
cessarily suffers from lack of detailed information on many relevant points.

Investment Cost Projections: Other Than Specified Projects

41. The useful procedure would be to request each industry (a) to
prepare an analysis of the present structure and problems of its sector;
(b) to estimate the volume of future production and foreign trade compat-
ible with the general plan targets for national income, consumption,
investment, etc.; (c) finally, to estimate investments needed for modern-
ization and expansion. Qualified plan officials could be made responsible
for liaison with the industry groups and co-ordination of their estimates.
Although many Chilean industrial associations lack the highly qualified
staff required for this type of planning, it should be possible, with the
full cooperation of the industries, to answer some important questions
regarding major industries:

Obsolescence as a factor reducing actual capacity in a 10-year
perspective below the nominal capacity.

The number of shifts to be assumed.

Possibilities of obtaining higher output from the same
machinery by improved internal organization, working methods,
and incentives.

Possibilities of obtaining higher output by improved industry
structure (standardization, specialization, weeding out
inefficient procedures).

42. The relevance of cooperative investigations may be demonstrated
by a few examples. One important firm in the woolen industry raised
its output over a period of three years by 50% through improved organiza-
tion -- using the same machinery and actually reducing its labor force.
On the other hand, there has also been much progress in the techniques
of textile manufacturing in the recent decade, and there are many spindles
and looms included in the capacity calculations which will never be used
again. One large cement mill is idle much of the time; and the circum-
stances under which it could effectively compete have not been elucidated.
In the lumber industry, only perhaps a third of the present nominal
capacity is utilized; yet the plan specifically recognizes the need for
wholesale replacement of outmoded equipment. In contrast, improved
organization within the machinery industries could conceivably lead to
important economies in the use of its installations and equipment.
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Investment Cost Projections: Specified Projects

43. For two reasons, the mission concentrated its detailed examina-
tion on the "specified projects". First, they are the ones which have
been singled out by the Chilean Government for special attention. Second,
they account for a much larger proportion of the potential investment in
industry than any other group of potential investments that can be identi-
fied and studied in detail. In short, they are crucial to an appraisal
of the programmed investments in manufacturing industry. Table 5-5 shows
the main differences between the Government's estimates of investments in
"specified projects" and those of the mission; both, of course, are esti-
mates of investment needs as related to forecasts of production require-
ments and demand.

Table 5-5

Investments in Specified Projects, 1961-70

(in EO millions)

Government Plan Mission Estimates

Beet Sugar Refining 21.7 4.9
Fishing Industry,

including fish meal 29.0 38.1
Paper and Pulp 116.2 105.0
Lumber 40.6 4o.4
Cement 38.9 39.0
Steel 216.0 111.2
Agricultural Implements 3.0 nil
Shipyards 19.7 20.1
Chemicals 26.6 26.6
Petroleum Refining

and petrochemicals 201.7 183.4

Total 713.5 568.8

44. In most respects, as will be seen from the table, the mission's
estimates tie in very closely with the estimates of the Government. We
foresee, however, the need for approximately EO 140 million less than
the Government does. Ilost of this can be explained as follows:

a. More than EO 100 million of the difference is due to
our less optimistic attitude towards the future of
steel exports from Chile. This point is elaborated
in Appendix 5-C.
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b. Under present cost patterns, we see little justification
for plans to expand the sugar refining industry in Chile.
This point is elaborated in Appendix 5-D. This accounts
for about EO 15 million of the difference.

c. Approximately EO 20 million more is accounted for by our
lower estimate of investment needs in petroleum refining
and petrochemicals.

d. Offsetting these reductions to some extent is the mission's
recommendation that approximately EO 10 million more than
the Government estimates be invested in further exploita-
tion of the fishing industry, especially in the production
of fish meal. This point also is elaborated in Appendix 5-E.
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FOREST PRODUCTS

45. Production targets are given in the original draft of the Govern-
ment plan. The proposed capacities are according to the printed version of
the plan.

Production Targets Capacity Tar-
1959 1963-64 1968 get 1970

Lumber (million Cu.m.) 0.67 1.16 1.77

Domestic Consumption 0.44 0.82 1.24
Exports 0.23 0.34 0.53

Newsprint (1000 tons) 68.& 168.0 228,0 230.0

Domestic Consumption 25.0 30.5 37.0
Exports 43.0 137.5 191.0

Other Paper and Board
(1000 tons): Domestic
Consumption 47.0 56.o 67.o 70.0

Che!Iical FuIp (1000 tons) 50.0 100.0 205.0 240.0

Domestic Consumption 37.0 55.5 70.0
Exports 13.0 44.5 135.0

Investment Requirements (EO at 1960 prices)

Lumber: Twenty-two new sawmills with a double shift
capacity of 47,000 cu.,m.(s) per year at
V0.75 million per mill, all for replacement.

Thinning, reforestation, forest roads. Drying
capacity for 350,000 cubic meters per year,
plus sheds.

Sub-Total 40.9

Newsprint: Expansion Bio-Bio from 60,000 to 160,000 tons per
arear 25.2
New Mill of 60,000 tons per year capacity 17.6

Sub-Total 42.8

C.henical Expansion Laja from 70,000 to 1CO,000 tons per year 2.1
Pulp Tw-o new plants of 70,000 tons per year each 46.8

Sub-Total 48.9

Replacement investments, paper and cherical pulp (cellulose) 24.1

GRAND TOTAL 156.7
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L6. In the balance-of-payments projections, it is assumed that news-
print will sell at an average price of $130 per ton f.o.b. and cellulose
(unbleached kraft pulp) at 100 per ton f.o.b. Lumber exports are pro-
jected at a price of '48.60 per cu.m.

According to the original plan estimate, internal Chilean lumber
cu sumption would grow from about 0.65 million cu.m. in 1960-61 to about
1.50 million cu.m. in 1970 (extrapolated from 1968). More recent CORFO esti-
mates (December 1961) place internal consumption in 1970 at a much lower
level, at only about 0.9 million cu.m. The mission has not had occasion
to see the details of these latter estimates; the major reason for the new
lcwer figures appears to be a revised estimate of actual consumption in
1959. The percentage rate of growTth, however, is also less than originally
assumed. On the latter point, rough calculations undertaken by the mission
suggest that the plan targets would require a rate of growth in line lwith,
or even slightly above, the original plan estimates. A new study of the
lumber requirements implied in the Government housing program might there-
fore be in order.

)4-. There is as yet no comprehensive market study to back up the pro-
posed expansion in exports from 0.10 million cu.m. in 1959 to 0.53 million
cu.m. by 1968-70 (recently revised to 0.38 million cu.m.). The present
price in Argentina is about 4j82.00 per thousand board feet, c.i.f.; with
freight on the order of $134.00 to 439.00, this would result in an f.o.b.
Chile price of 43.00 to ;48.0o. This price could conceivably suffice for
well-managed, large-scale operations. Apart from profitability, however,
exports may be hampered by a shortage of raw materials.

49 - The market outlook for Chilean exports of pulp and newsprint is
very favorable. The following estimates for production and consumption in
all of Latin America of newsprint, other paper and board, and paper pulp
were prepared by FAO in September 1959. The figures are exclusive of
Chilean expansion plans.

1958 1965 1970 1975

Newsprint
Production 0.13 0.40
Consumption o.64 1.00 1.40 1.80

Balance -0.51 -O.60

Other Paper and Board
Production 1.42 2.45
Consumption 1.75 2.50 3.60 4.70

Balance -0.33 -0.05

Total Paper and Board
Production 1.55 2.85
Consumption 2.39 3.50 5.00 6.50

Balance -0.84 -o.65

Wood Pulp
Production 0.49 1.08
Consumption 0.88 1.62

Balance -0.39 -0.54

Long-Fibered Wood Pulp
Production 0.28
Consumption o.58 1.07

Balance -0.30
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50. The most important fact to be retained from the above summary is
that by 1965 virtually the wjhole Latin American pulp and paper possibili-
ties of expanding the output of these products in countries other than
Chile are extremely limited. Thus Chile's potential export market in Latin
America by 1970 would compare as follows with planned exports (million tons):

Potential Planned Chilean
Market Exports

Newsprint 0.60 0.19
Long-fibered pulp paper 0.79 0.14

51 Demand and supply for paper on a world basis is expected to be in
reasonable balance through 1965. Hence, there is no reason to anticipate
unusual pressures on the Latin American market by Scandinavian and Canadian
exporters. In fact, recent studies suggest that world export prices which
were relatively stable during the past five-year period will not deviate
much from their average 1955-59 level. Given reasonable competitiveness,
a market would seem assured for the maximum possible output by the Chilean
pulp and paper industry.

52. Chilean competitiveness would depend mainly on production costs
(including an adequate return on the investment) and shipping costs to major
markets. At present capacity levels, it is unlikely that more than a modest
profit would be earned on Chilean exports of pulp and newsprint; but this
situation should be very much improved when the existing producer expands
its newsprint output from 60,000 tons per year to 160,000 tons and its pulp
output from 20,000 tons per year to an estimated 140,000 tons or more be-
sides integrating its pulp and paper operations with saw-milling.

53 . Lumber, newsprint, and kraft pulp are no doubt destined to become
the volume items in the exploitation of the Chilean forests. Substantial
opportunities also exist in the production of semichemical pulp. paper-
board, and fibreboard. The development of a market for these products is
particularly important since it would permit the use of a considerable
volume of wood from the Chilean natural forest. CORFO is now making a feasi-
bility study of a fibreboard project.

Resources

54. There are two types of forest resources in Chile. The natural
forests (20 million hectares, of which 4 million hectares are classified
as accessible and exploitable) supply about 7 million cu.m. of wood per
year, of which about half is for fuel. In contrast, the forest plantations
(mainly Insignis pine) cover only 0.25 million hectares, but it is esti-
mated that the existing plantations could supply at least 2.5 million cu.m.
per year on a sustained yield basis; the availabilities will be higher at
the end of the decade when many of the existing stands will reach maturity.
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55. Turning first to the Insignis nine plantations, FAO estimates of
availabilities and requirements are summarized below (figures in million
cu.m. of roundwood equivalent):

1959 1962 1965 1968

Total volume 31.3 47.1 61.4 68.5

Annual increment 2.7 3.3 3.8 4.0

Allowable cut 1.8 3.3 5.3 6.6

The FAO report specifies that, in the absence of much relevant
data, the above figures must be regarded as rough estimates. Even so,
FAO's conclusion that the "average allowable cut over the next 20 years
would be at least 3 million cu.m., somewhat less in the immediate future
but much higher at the end of the 1960's" is surprisingly conservative.
Although no further explanations are given in the report, one might guess
that this conclusion is based on several considerations. In the first
place, many plantations would reach maturity in the late 1960's, and the
figure of 6.6 rnillion cu.m. considerably exceeds the sustained average an-
nual yield from the present plantations. Even if new areas are planted at
a rapid rate, there would still be a discontinuity in the supplies so that
it would not be possible to expand the forest industries, particularly not
the saw-mill industry, to absorb the full allowable cut in the late 1960's.
Secondly, the practical availabilities would be below the allowable cut be-
cause of poor accessibility, small dimensions, and other factors.l/ The
above discussion, though cursory, clearly indicates the great national
interest in a thorough appraisal of economic availabilities of pinewood--
so that the expansion of the forest industries be properly adjusted and
timed.

d6. Based on earlier and somewhat more conservative figures, CORFO
used the following estimate of wood availabilities as a basis for the

1/ In Sweden, the annual "cuttable" growth in the forests is 70 mil-
lion cu.m. but the actual cut is only 40 million cu.m. The difference is
said to be largely composed of small dimensions and thinnings which cannot
be used economically. (This proportion would presumably be higher in
Sweden, because of hard climate and poor soils, than on Chilean pine planta-
tions). There may also be differences in the definition of the volume of
growth. The previous study, on which the plan was actually based, indi-
cated a "potential production" of 2.25 million cu.m. of pulp logs and 4.37
million cu.m. of saw logs for 1968.
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plan. The corresponding requirements are also shown (million cu.m. round-
wood):

1959/61 1961/64 1965/67 1968/70

Supply 1.2 3.8 4.3 5.0
Sawlogs 0 1.3 1.7 2.3
Other 0.8 2.5 2.6 2.7

Requirements

Sawlogs

Present use (pine lumber) 0.25

Increase in requirements (all pine
lumber; no increase from natural
forests) 1.84

2.09

Pulpwood

205,000 tons of cullulose at 5 m3/ton 1.03
228,000 tons of newsprint at 3.3
m3/ton 0.78

1.1T

Total Requirements 3.90

57. According to the above figures, and considering accessibility, etc.,
there were some doubts regarding the availability of pine logs to meet the
requirements of the plan. The program for the saw mill industry, however,
has recently been revised downwards, and figures supplied by CORFO to the

mission (December 1961) show the following new estimate of 1970 require-
ments (million cu.m.):

Roundwood
Lumber Equivalent

Pine lumber 0.52 1.0
Hardwood lumber 0.71 1.4

Total 1.23 2.4

5?. The above figures imply rather more than a doubling of the present
output. Domestic consumption would increase from 0.45 million cu.m. in
1959 to 0.85 million cu.m. in 1968-70, and exports would rise from 0.11 mil-
lion cu.m. to 0.38 million cu.m. over the same period. Out of the total
required output of lumber, 0.52 million cu.m. would come from Insignis pine
and 0.71 million cu.m. from domestic hardwoods. The mission questions this
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allocation on two grounds. In the first place, the physical availability
of pine saw logs (say, over the next two decades) will tend to be higher
than the 1.0 million cu.m. required to cut 0.52 million cu.m. of lumber.
This suggests that the saw-milling industry in the Insignis pine area
should be expanded. It is conceivable, on the other hand, that it would
be advantageous for Chile to reserve some of these saw log dimensions for
additional pulp and newsprint production, and this would be a problem for
the study of wood availabilities recommended above. Secondly, the produc-
tion of domestic hardwood lumber may well encounter substantial economic
difficulties. The FAO experts, however, do not believe that it will be
possible even temporarily to accelerate the output of hardwood lumber, and
focus their attention on long-run measures designed to prevent a deteriora-
tion of the forest wealth. These measures would include:

a. An inventory of natural forests and a plan for appropriate
use, defining lands suitable for agricultural settlement and
for respectively protective and commercial forest.

b. Definition of reforestation goals, based primarily on
natural regeneration but including a minimum program of re-
planting 40,000 hectares per year in selected species so as to
secure requirements for uses to which Insignis is not suited.

c. Creation of a National Forest Corporation to administer
State-owned natural forests (about one-half of the natural
forest area) and to promote better silviculture among private
forest owners.

59. Admittedly, the difficulties faced in logging the natural forests
are formidable. There are uncertainties regarding the yield of good lum-
ber. In view of the low density of usable timber, the prevalent method of
exploitation is by mobile mills which yield a lower quality of lumlber.
Also, transportation costs are high since the construction of good roads is
not justified. for- temporary operations. It may still be po)5sible. how;vever,
to locate tz acts of natural forest which could fomn the b.ts;: for L;ge-
scale inte•-_-ted fores;; operations (lumber, £i - seniche,Lcal pulp).
The idsni C+<;-- of^ :-ch Iir-as arid the -ib i.?-iKL.- y st.y -cr such an in-
tegrated. pro`tect vruuld seem to deserve the h4hczst priority.

Invest'ments and HE.xport Targets

60. In terms of investments, the Government program envisages the es-

tablishment of 22 new saw mills with an estiwa-61d avsra&e double-shift capa-
city of 47,000 cul,m. per year at an average inv:-. .;r t - f $-075 million ,er
mill. This irve.:t-ment cost would seem far too h a g m. ll O L abou c 100,000
cu.m. per year as being bui]t in the Conc-Jcion a-e- af .-7,oro;imat-.y the
same cost. Since the existing milling capaci y; i:! r'.`i of the esti-
mated 1970 output-, the essential purcpose of l , i its would be
modernization to produce better grade of a. _bec 'i 7 a Lxier- cost. The qual-
ity aspect is particularly important; improved qUJL-:ltJy ,s ecsential if lum-
ber is to maintain its present position in expz.:d- clcncestic housing con-
struction, and even more so if exports are to be developed.
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61. The possible rate of exports will be dependent on raw material
availabilities and, in the case of lumber, also on markets which would
need to be carefully studied. The mission investiment cost estimates for
the pulp and paper industry reflect the assumption made by plan officials
at the time of the mission's visit -- that newsprint production at the
existing Bio-Bio plant would be expanded from 60,000 tons to 160,000 tons,
and that about 60,000 tons per year would be produced from the new Indus-
trias Forestales mill. The cellulose output, according to the same source,
would be expanded by 30,000 tons through various additions and improvements
to the Laja plant and by another 14O,000 tons through the erection of two
new mills. These estimates are very preliminary, and the whole subject is
one requiring re-appraisal. In this appraisal, special weight will no
doubt be given to the following considerations. It is much more economical
to expand the output of the existing mills than to build entirely new mills.
Hence, first priority should be given to the expansion of the Laja cellu-
lose plant and the Bio-Bio newsprint mill to a size where the advantages
of scale are reasonably fully utilized. In this manner, the most efficient
use would also be made of the existing know-how, organization, and credit
standing. For the same reason, the financial means of accomplishing this
expansion with a minimum of delay should be given careful consideration
by the Government. Simultaneously, and subject only to the limitations
imposed by the uncertainties regarding the available wood supplies, the
Government should actively study the possibility of establishing the pulp
and paper industry in new localities, both as a contribution to the in-
dustrialization of these areas and to take advantage of nearness to local
timber supplies.

Summary

62e A firm evaluation of the program for forest products is diffi-
cult, considering many uncertainties and some inconsistencies in this part
of the plan. Nevertheless, in framing a program for forest products,
weight should be given to the following considerations:

1 It is believed that Chile's actual and potential forest
wealth represents one of the major resources available for the develop-
ment of employment and exports. There are obstacles to exploitation of
this wealth both on the demand side and on the supply side but these
could perhaps be overcome by vigorous action.

2. An effort should be made to establish the present pattern
of domestic demand for lumber, particularly in housing construction, by
types of housing and by geographic regions. At the same time, the charac-
ter of competition between lumber and other building materials must be
elucidated both in terms of marketing factors and intrinsic values. On
this basis better projections of future demand might be established.

3. A complete study of the export market for all major types
of lumber and products should be undertaken. This would necessarily include
the problems of the cost of inland transportation and ocean shipping.
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4. In terms of supplies, it is of highest urgency to reconsider
the estimates regarding availabilities of Insignis pine for saw logs and
pulp logs over the next decade. The pessimism of the FAO report regarding
the exploitation of natural forests should not deter the Government from
taking such action as would be necessary to chart the forest resources in
areas holding reasonable promise, and to solicit and support private indus-
trial investment in saw-milling or integrated forest operations (saw mills,
fibreboard, possibly semichemical pulp, etc.). A minimum program of forest
planting should be initiated immediately, both in the area suited for In-
signis pine and in other areas where reforestation is indicated to prevent
soil erosion and to put wasteland into economic use. A more definite pro-
gram should be framed once definitive projections for lumber, f.;rcYoard;
pulp, and paper have been completed.

5. Reforestation and new forest plantings should be undertaken
on a large scale. Government assistance should be provided by technical
assistance, support prices (guaranteed in terms of constant purchasing power)
and by long-term finance.

6. A study should be made regarding the economic possibilities
of locating a major pulp and paper industry in some suitable area in addi-
tion to the pulp and paper industry now growing up around Concepcion.
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PROBABLE STEEL CONSUMPTION

63, This Appendix illustrates two different methods of calculating
probable levels of steel consumption in 1970.

Method I

64.. Studies made by the World Bank Economic Staff indicate that per
capita consumption of finished steel (in kg.) in any given country and year
may be computed from the formula

y = 1/4 x1 + x2

where xi indicates the domestic gross fixed capital formation in construc-
tion measured in U.S. dollars of the 1953-55 average purchasing power and
adjusted (according to a special formula) for differences in the internal
purchasing power of the U.S. dollar as compared with the currency of the
country examined. The term x2 denotes the gross value added in metal pro-
ducts and machinery industries (ISIC groups 35-38), similarly adjusted
for differences in internal purchasing power.

In applying this formula to Chile, the preliminary working
hypothesis was adopted that Chilean 1960 escudos would have the same in-
ternal purchasing power as U.S. 1953-55 dollars. On this basis, the
following results were obtained:

1/4 x x2 y

Total Consumption (th.tons) 1960 59 132 191
1970 187 289 476

Per Capita Consumption (kg.) 1960 7.7 17.1 24.8
1970 19.1 29.4 48.5

66. There are a number of factors which could make the estimates
above in error, because the equation, developed for general use, is obviously
not valid for all countries. Accordingly a further adjustment is warranted,
and in this case a reasonable one is readily available. The adjustment con-
sists simply of comparing the computed figures for 1960 with the ac-tual ob-
served consumption in 1960, and adjusting the 1970 computed figures by the

The following estimates of capital formation were adopted for the purpose
of estimating steel consumption. (As more reliable data become available,
the estimate for steel consumption would, of course, have to be adjusted
accordingly).

Chilean Domestic Gross Fixed Capital Formation
(EO millions at current Drices)

1959 1960 1961 1970
Equipment 217 266 301 600
Construction 245 327 326 750

Total 503 1350
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resulting ratio. On this basis, the following results are obtained
(in thrusands):

Computed as above Adjusted

1960 191 251a
1970 476 626

6T. We believe that the estimate, as adjusted, for 1970 would tend
to be slightly on the high side. This is because the method does not take
into account the probable long-term trend towards more economical use of
s--el. In other words, by 1970 it is very likely that less steel will be
required to produce a given volume of steel-using goods.

Method II

This method projects estimates for total rolled-steel produc-
tion as well as rolled-steel consumption by categories and consuming sectors
based upon a market study made by the Chilean Steel Institute for 1960 (re-
ported in the ILAFA Bulletin of June 1961). The following table with attached
notes should be self-explanatory.

aJ Actual 1960 consumption. See Method II below.
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1960 Actual (0ooo)
Sector Bars Flats Other Total

(tubes, shapes,
semis)

(Industry 29.2 35.4 3.1 67.7
Domestic(Construction 41.0 15.1 5.8 61.9
Steel (Mining 13.7 2.9 5.4 22.0

(Transportation 2.7 5.2 10.5 18.4
(other Uses 3.9 12.9 1.1 17.8
(Warehouses 4.5 13.0 1.1 18.6

95.0 b4.5 27-0 206.-5
Imported Steel

9 4 rails,
etc. 15
tubes,
etc. 17 45

251

Estimated 197011 ('000)
Bars Flats Other Total

(tubes, shapes,
semis)

(Industry 62 77 9 148
Domestic (Construction 82 30 12 196
Steel (Mining 28 6 15 49

(Transportation 3.5 6.5 13 23
(Other Uses 6 19.5 1.5 27
(Warehouses 9 26 2 37

190.5 165 52.5 4eo
Imported Steel 18 8 rails,

etc. 15
tubes,
etc. 50 91

571

-Basis of estimate for 1970:
Industry: Estimated increased output in metal products and machinery

industries.
Construction: Estimated increased value added in the construction

industry.
Mining: Assuming a tripling in consumption by the petroleum industry,

and a doubling in consumption by other mining sectors.
Transportation: Mainly railroad consumption.
Other Uses: 50% increase assumed.
Warehouses: Main ultimate use is construction. Hence same increase

assumed as for construction industry.
Imported Steel: Rails, etc.; no increase assumed for railroads; for

other products the import percentage would remain unchanged.

Tripling of tube consumption assumed.
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Conclusion

69. The two methods give rather similar estimates for finished steel
consumption by 1970, i.e. about 625,000 tons and 575,000 tons respectively,
or, say on the order of 600,000 tons + 4%. Neither of the two methods
gives any consideration to possible economies in the use of steel. On
the other hand, they do not either take illto account the increases in steel
consumption which would result from substantial price reductions, for
which there would seem to be great opportunities as CAPEs scale of opera-
tions increases. Pending a detailed study of these factors, our guess
is that they could tend roughly to compensate one another.
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BEET-SUGAR REFINING

The cost of beet sugar produced in Chile is today t357 per ton
(including depreciation and debt interest) as compared with a cost of about
zl65 for sugar refined from imported raw cane sugar. The main argument for
the industry is that it gives the farmers a higher income than alternative
crops (considering also the green tops for winter feed, the dried beet
pulp, and th2 residual effects from fertilizers). At the present moment,
however, tnis superiority is entirely conditioned on the government subsidy
to the industry. A second argument is that sugar-beet growing raises the
level of technical competence in agriculture. The beet-sugar industry in
Chile is less than 10 years old, and the agricultural benefits of sugar-
beet culture in Chile are not yet fully evaluated. Hence, although the
10-year plan envisages the construction of two new sugar mills in addition
to the three existing mills, both the Government and the National Sugar
Corporation (IANSA) recognize the need for a definitive economic study be-
fore these expansion plans are carried out. Pending such a study, a few
salient Points may be brought out to facilitate a preliminary judgment.

iT. Probable future price for imported sugar. The average world mar-
ket price for a raw sugar over the seven-year period 1952-59 was 370.50
per ton f.o.b. Cuba. Adding freight at $15.00 per ton and refining at
s>60.0o per ton gives a target price c.i.f. Chile of about 4150 per ton.

72. Probable future price for domestic sugar. Reduction in prices
for Chilean-made sugar could be achieved by a reduction in processing mar-
gins or a reduction in the beet costs.

71- The estimated average price paid for Chilean beets ex factory in
1961 varied between 414.30 equivalent and 4p20.00 equivalent for the three
factories concerned, with an average of about *;"17.50 (price includes freight
bonuses paid to a small proportion of the growers). These prices are rather
higher than those paid e.g. in the United States (about $14.00 per ton in
1958 and 1959) and much high than Danish rrices (about $12.50 per ton in
1957-59). Since many Chilean farmers still lack experience in beet-growing,
it should be possible in the medium run to increase yields and reduce costs.
In the immediate future, however, there is a problem of beet procurement,
and in 1961 beet-sugar factories operated at only one-half of their rated
capacities, based on a 100-day campaign.

74t.. In contrast, the processing margin is disturbingly high. The fol-
lowing figures are taken from the IANSA budget for 1961:

EO per ton of refined sugar

Cost of beets 134.55
Variable processing costs 37.33
Fixed processing costs 118.10
Sales and general overhead 34.47
Financial charges 41.27

Total Costs 365.72
Sales Receipts 173.16

Net Loss T92. 57
Processing margin: EO 231.17
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75. The following comparison with Danish figures may give a rough idea
how high the Chilean costs are (in U.S. dollars):

Chile Denmark

Cost of 7tons beets ex factoryl! 122.00 86.oo
Cost of ton refined sugar ex factory 347.00 151.00

Difference 225.00 75.00

No. of workers and employees per
1,000 tons sugar per year 57.8 14.5

76. One outstanding reason for the high processing margins is the poor
capacity utilization, estimated at 52% for 1961, based on a 100-day cam-
paign. Under the assumption that all costs shown in the IANSA budget ex-
cept the "variable processing costs" are truly fixed, a change from 52 to
l005% capacity utilization would reduce the necessary processing margin from
about $225 to about $150e Even then, the factories would still be a long
way from really efficient operations. One reason, though not necessarily
the major one, is that the original investment in Chilean beet-sugar fac-
tories would appear to be very high by international standards. (The new
plants, according to the investment cost projections, would cost even more
per ton of capacity than the present plants.) Another reason, according
to IANSA, is that a higher proportion of the labor force in the beet-sugar
factories has to be permanently employed in Chile than in more developed
countries, since it is difficult to enlist skilled people for the campaign
from among the farm population.

Conclusions

77. Every effort should be made to reduce costs at all beet procure-
ment levels. A study should assay the reasons for the high sugar factory
investment and processing costs and provide an estimate regarding the low-
est possible processing margins attainable in the future. Finally, the
work initiated in appraising the agricultural economics of beet-sugar grow-
ing should be vigorously pursued with a view to arriving at scientifically
established conclusions. Only after these studies have been essentially
completed should a decision be made regarding possible future capacity
expansion. 2/

i/ Seven tons of beets of average quality produce one ton of sugar.
2/ See discussion of sugar beets in Chapter 4, Agriculture, page 23,
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APPENDIX 5-E

FISH MEAL INDUSTRY

78. The fish industry has developed rapidly since the war. The
average catch of fish and shellfish in 1955-59, at about 215,000 tons,
was more than three times the 1946-1950 average which, in turn, was
about twice the prewar average. In 1954, about half of the catch was
sold fresh and the rest industrialized, mainly as canned shellfish
and fish, and in the form of fish meal. In 1959 three quarters of
the catch was processed; practically the whole increase was due to
the four-fold expansion in fish meal production.

79. The Chilean Government has taken various steps for the
development of the fishing industries, including loans for vessels
and equipment on liberal terms and exemption from import duties on
vessels and fuels. Improvements in port installations to serve the
fishing industry are included in the 10-year development program.
Finally, exporters of fish meal obtain subsidies; partly on purchases
of fish and partly on sales of fish meal, amounting to about 20% of
the f.o.b. value of fish meal.

80, The capacity of the fish meal industry at the end of 1957
was 84,000 tons per year (based upon 120-210 working days per year,
depending upon the area, with an average of 18 hours worked per day)
though only 16,000 tons were produced. This shortfall was due mainly
to lack of fishing vessels. Hence, high priority was given in the
10-year plan to an increase in the fishing fleet by about 40 vessels,
estiriated to catch an additional 200,000 tons of fish per year, and
permitting an increase in fish meal production to about 50,000 tons
per year. In addition, five new fish meal plants with an estimated
combined output of about 90,000 tons per year would be built in 1960-68.

81. The actual expansion has been much more rapid. It is estimated
that about 50,000 tons of fish meal were produced in 1960, and by the
end of 1961 the combined fish meal capacity at Arica and Iquique alone,
where most of the e-pansion occurred, will be over 70,000 tons per year,
as compared with about 15,000 tons in 1957. A study is being made for
a new OORFO promoted project for an integrated (frozen fish - canned fish -
fish meal) plant in the port of Iquique at an estimated capacity of
20-24,000 tons per year. There are still more important private expansion
plans, and a total fish meal production in the order of 250-300,000 tons
per year, or even higher, has been predicted.

82. Hence, the whole focus of the problem has shifted from means
of achieving expansion to the safe limits of expansion. Although
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the rpsources of the ocean outside Chile are known to be abundant,
precise estimates are lacking. The Government,with the assistance
of the U.N. Special Fund, therefore hopes to create a Fisheries
Institute which would evaluate resources and establish long-term
production goals. Active policies to encourage decentralization
of the industry may also be necessary since the present special
facilities granted to industries establishing themselves in Tarapaca
Province may have favored an unduly heavy concentration of the fish-
meal industry in that area.

R3. Price expectations as well as estimates of production costs
have changed radically since the first projections were made. The
main reason for the change in costs, as may be seen from the
following summary, is the reduction in the cost of catching fish.
The new assumptions are that a fleet of 10 vessels would catch at
least 120,000 tons of fish per year as compared with the previous
assumptions that 15 somewhat smaller and more expensive vessels
would be needed to catch 90,000 tons per year.
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Cost and Returns for Fish-Meal Production

(US$ per ton)

10 year plan CORFO

estimate Iquique Project

Costs

Fish (5 tons) 60.00 35.00

Fuel 12.00 --

Bags and containers n.a. 4.50

Direct Labor 9.00 2.60

Overhead, depreciation, maintenance 15.00 16.50

Selling expenses, etc. n.a. 4.90

Contingencies 4.00 --
100.00 63.50

Returns I/

Fish meal (1.0 ton) 120.00 72,00

Fish oil (0.25 ton) 30.00 ?8,75

Solubles (0.1 ton) 12.00 11.50
162.00 112.75

Available for profits, interest, taxes

Per ton of fish meal 62.00 49,25

Total (US$1,000) 868 985

Percent of investment 28.9% 32.8%

1/ The draft 10-year plan assumed a selling price of US$120.00 per ton

for each product. The return at Iquique is estimated at $72.50 for

fish meal, and $115.00 for oil and for solubles.
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3L4 The above cost projections are most encouraging but would
need to be closely supported by actual operating data. In particular,
it seems doubtful that the cost of fish could be reduced to about
$7.00 per ton; the iresent price is on the order of $10.50 per ton.
Moreoveri the average yield of fish oil from catches in northern
Chile waters appears to be substantially lower than indicated in
the above cost and earnings statement.

85. The market outlook for fish meal is good. World consumption
of fish meal has grown steadily in the post-war period by 50% (630,000
tons) between 1954 and 1959. Exports to Western Europe and North
America tripled between 1954 and 1959, exceeding 450,000 tons in the
latter year.

86* The main use for fish meal is as a protein animal feed, and

there is considerable scope for increased consumption. According to
expert predictions, the most advanced fishery nations in Western
Europe may be reaching a ceiling in their fish catch, and continued
diversion of their fish resources to the fresh fish market would
greatly increase the import demand for fish meal. There is also the
hope that fish flour (a somewhat different product requiring higher
standards of freshness in the fish and the separation of fats) will
eventually make an important contribution to the protein intake of
low-income nations. As far as new supplies are concerned, the West
Coast of South America is one of the areas of greatest promise.
Peru is already the world's largest supplier of fish meal, and
Chile's production is probably well below its reasonable share in
the available sources. An FAQ expert has recently concluded that
Peru, Chile, and the Union of South Africa are likely to continue
to be the lowest cost producers of fish meal in the world.

(7 . According to expert opinion, a balance between supplies
and demand in the fish-meal market will probably be reached around
a level of $100 to $110 per metric ton c.i.f. Western Europe
(corresponding to a price f.o.b. Chilean port of about $75 - 85).
At this price, fish meal would still be underpriced, in terms of
nutritive values, as compared with e.g. meatmeal or soybean meal.
A Fish Meal Exporters' Association (comprising Angola, Iceland,
Norway, Peru, and South Africa) has been formed recently with a
view to ensuring stable supplies and prices in the industry.
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Conclusions

88, The fish-meal industry fully justifies the place given to

this industry in the 10-year plan. Demand prospects must be regarded

as exceptionally good. The only limits on expansion are the estimated

long-run availabilities of raw material and the agreements which may

be reached with other producers for the orderly expansion of supplies.

The proposed creation of a Fisheries Development Institute which, as

one of its functions, would carefully assess these availabilities,

will help the formulation of policies. In addition, pending completion

of long-range studies by the Institute, it should be possible for CORFO

to obtain expert advice regarding the maximum immediate expansion which

could be responsibly supported. Research on the production and marketing

of fish flour for human consumption should be accelerated, either indi-

vidually by Chile or in cooperation with other producers. Foreign

exchange earnings may be projected conservatively upon a fish meal

price c.i.f. Western Europe of $105 per ton.
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Notes to Appendix Table 5 below

1. The distribution of public investments by industry is based on
various observations made in the text of the plan and upon analytical
grounds. The breakdown, both for the plan and for the mission estimates,
is therefore somewhat subjective. Factors considered were (a) existing
public ownership (petroleum refining and beet sugar; these are apparently
the only areas considered for public direct investment); (b) the
necessity for public financial contributions to help launch projects
in new and difficult fields (shipbuilding, petrochemicals); (c) the
necessity of public financial contributions because of the magnitude
of the investment effort involved (steel).

2. The mission totals for industrial investments, other than
specified projects, were computed on the following assumptions:

a. The overall totals 1961-70 for the three categories combined
would remain the same as in the plan.

b. The time-shape of investments in small-scale industries was
changed to provide a higher proportionate investment in the
early years.

c. Replacement investments were geared to the estimated actual
requirements. The difference between the plan figures and
the mission estimates for the whole period 1961-70 is
relatively small (the mission figure being about EO 26
million higher). The mission, however, shows substantially
greater replacement requirements in the early years of the
plan. The estimate of replacement investments was prepared
assuming that depreciation would be equal to 2% per year of
the replacement value of buildings and 7.5% per year of the
replacement value of other fixed assets existing at the end
of 1960 or added in 1961-70.

d. The percentage breakdown between foreign exchange and local
expenditure is the same as assumed in the plan.
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Ten-Year Development Program for Manufacturing Sector, with Projections
of ancing Metods nd Foreign Exchange Expenditures

kin millions)

A. Plan Figures

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70
$ BE° E $ E°l E $ E° $ E.° $ E° $ EO

Grand Total Industry 27.4 42_2 50.9 56 S9. S 25.o .s 103.1 Qz-s 288.4 568.0 826.9 832.7 1.148.2

Public 6.6 7.6 17.8 16.0 20.9 17.5 19.7 18.9 36.3 26.1 94.7 78.5 113.6 92.7 214.9 178.8
Private 20.8 25.3 24.4 34.9 27.8 42.0 36.4 56.0 54.2 77.0 142.8 209.9 454.4 734.2 617.8 969.4

Total Specified Projects 1 12.0 28.8 23.2 1Q 24.1 32.8 29.8 59.6 45.6 152.2 122.7 212.9 3 381.4 313.0
Public, direct 6.1 .7 12.0 5.5 16.5 7.8 11.1 5.4 20.8 10.1 60.4 28.8 79.5 38.5 146.0 70.0
Publie, indirect 0.3 0.7 5.6 6.3 4.2 5.5 8.4 9.3 15.3 11.8 33.5 32.9 33.1 33.0 66.9 66.6
Private 9.9 8.6 11.2 11.4 10.3 10.8 13.3 15.1 23.5 23.7 58.3 61.0 100.3 106.8 168.5 176.4

Beet Sugar Refining -
Public, direct _- - 1.8 1.1. 1.8 1.1 2.9 1.8 6.5 4.0 6.5 4.0 13.0 8.0

Fishing Industry -
Public, indirect o 0.6 0.4 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.8 1.1 0.8 3.9 2.9 4.5 3.3 18.4 6.2
Private - - - - - - 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 7.1 5.3 7.8 5.8

Paper and Pulp - I
Pablic, indirect - - 1.6 1.3 - - 2.2 1.7 3.4 2.5 7.2 5.5 5.5 4.2 12.7 9.7
Private 6.9 5.0 4.5 3.4 3.3 2.5 2.2 1.7 7.8 5.9 19.8 13.5 27.0 20.8 51.5 39.3 TZ

Lumber -
Public, indirect 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.4 o.6 1.4 o.6 1.4 o.6 1.3 2.5 5.5 3.3 7.7 6.1 13.9 1
Private - - 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 1.2 2.8 4.7 11.3 5.9 14.1

Cement -
Private 1.9 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 2.8 3.0 13.3 15.0 18.0 20.0

Steel -
Public, indirect - - 1.8 2.1 1.3 1.6 2.8 3.1 3.3 3.6 9.2 10.4 10.6 11.8 19.8 22.2
Private 1.3 1.6 5.5 6.3 5.5 6.2 8.7 9.9 12.8 14.6 32.5 39.0 45.4 51.2 79.2 89.8

Agricultural Implements -
Public, indirect - - - - 0.3 o.6 0.4 0.7 - - 0.7 1.3 - - 0.7 1.3
Private -- - 0.3 0.7 - - 0.3 0.7 - - 0.3 0.7

Shipyards -
Public, indirect - - - - - - - - 5.6 2.0 5.6 2.0 7.4 4.0 13.0 6.o

Chemicals -
Public, indirect - - 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.6 4.4 5.3 1.8 2.0 6.2 7.3
Private - - 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.5 2.8 3.2 5.8 6.7

Petroleum Refining and
Petrochemicals -
Public, direct 6.1 2.7 12.0 5.5 14.7 6.7 9.3 4.3 17.9 8.3 53.9 24.8 73.0 34.5 133.0 62.0

Total Industry other thsa
Specified Projects 11.1 20.9 1a.4 27.7 17.7 .4 23. 45.1 30.9 57.5 85.3 165.7 355.1 648.6 452.3 835.2

Public 0.2 4.2 0.2 4.2 0.2 4.2 0.2 4.2 0.2 4.2 0.8 16.8 1.0 21.2 2.0 42.2
Private 10.9 16.7 13.2 23.5 17.5 31.2 23.1 40.9 30.7 53.3 84.5 148.9 354.1 627.4 449.3 793.0

Non-soecified Projects 0.9 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.3 2.2 4.4 7.1 7.7 12.3 185.7 304.2 194.3 318.0
Small-scale Industries 0.8 3.2 1.7 7.5 1.7 7.7 1.9 8.0 1.9 8.0 7.2 31.2 19.0 82.3 27.0 116.7
Replacements and Renewals 9.4 16.2 10.7 18.7 15.0 26.2 20.1 34.9 24.6 42.4 70.4 122.2 150.4 262.1 230.0 400.5
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Ten-Year Development Program for Manufacturing Sector, with Projections
of Financing Methods and Foreign Exchange Expenditures

(in mdllions)

B. Mission Recommendations

1961 1962 1963, 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70
$ E° $ E° $ E3' E $ E° $ Eu E° i c-

Grand Total Industry 48.3 59. 7 81.2 65.9 88 6 1 27 24a 80.7, 108.1 278,0 372.8 j4L.11 63L.7 767.4 L.072.O

Public 8.6 8.6 14.9 13.8 18.9 18.1 22.9 21.2 22.5 25.8 79.2 78.9 102.6 84.2 190.4 171.7
Private 39.7 58.9 44.8 67.4 47.0 70.5 48.8 73.7 58.2 82.3 198.8 293.9 338.5 547.5 577.0 900.3

Total Specified Projects 18.2 L.2 27.4 21.2 29.4 21.8 33. Z )g7. 2 128.2 97.1 167.2 129.2 313.6 2
Public, direct 5.4 2.4 8.7 3.9 8.1 3.5 13.9 .4 14.5 .8 45.2 20.6 74.5 33.0 125.1 56.o
Public, indirect 3.0 2.0 6.o 5.7 10.5 8.1 8.6 6.9 7.4 7.1 32.5 27.8 26.9 26.8 62.4 56.6
Private 9.8 8.8 12.7 11.6 10.8 10.3 11.2 11.4 15.8 15.4 50.5 48.7 65.8 69.4 126.1 126.9

Beet Sugar Refining -
Public, direct - - - - - - 1.1 0.8 1.7 1.2 2.8 2.0 - - 2.8 2.0

Fishing Industry -
Public, indirect 2.6 1.4 1.2 0.7 1.9 1.1 1.2 0.7 1.2 0.7 5.5 3.2 3.3 2.5 11.4 7.1
Private - - o.6 0.4 o.6 0.3 1.3 0.7 1.2 0.7 3.7 2.1 7.2 5.5 10.9 7.6

Paper and Pulp -
Public, indirect - - - - - - 2.2 1.7 3.2 2.6 5.4 4.3 6.1 4.6 11.5 8.9
Private 6.5 5.2 8.1 6.5 5.4 4.4 2.7 2.2 5.4 4.3 21.6 17.4 17.7 13.4 45.8 36.0 ;r-

Lumber -
Public, indirect 0.4 o.6 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.7 0.8 1.2 4.0 5.8 2.7 6.3 7.1 12.7 1
Private - - 0.4 o.6 0.4 o.6 0.8 1.2 0.8 1.1 2.4 3.5 4.3 9.7 6.7 13.2

Cement -
Private 1.9 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.0 1.9 2.0 3.8 4.0 12.4 14.0 18.1 20.0

Steel -
Public, indirect - - 1.8 2.1 1.9 2.1 - - 0.9 1.0 4.6 5.2 8.2 9.4 12.8 14.6
Private 1.4 1.6 2.7 3.1 3.2 3.6 4.6 5.2 5.5 6.2 16.0 18.2 21.4 23.6 38.8 43.4

Agricultural Implements -
Public, indirect - - - - -

Private - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Shipyards -

Public, indirect - - 1.3 o.6 4.6 2.2 2.7 1.2 - 8.6 4.0 4.8 2.0 13.4 6.o
Chemicals -

Public, indirect - - 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.6 4.4 5.3 1.8 2.0 6.2 7.3
Private o - 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.5 2.8 3.2 5.8 6.7

Petroleum Refining and
Petrochemicals -

Public, direct 5.4 2.4 8.7 3.9 8.1 3.5 12.8 5.6 12.8 5.6 42.4 18.6 74.5 33.0 122.3 54.0

Total Industry other than
Specified Projects 30.1 lit4.- 22 60.0 6.5 66. 38.0 70.2 43 0 ?8.8 150.8 275 22.9 502.5 453.8 832.5

Public 0.2 4.2 0.2 4.2 0.3 6.5 0.4 7.9 o.6 11.9 1.5 30.5 1.2 24.4 2.9 59.1
Private 29.9 50.1 32.1 55.8 36.2 60.2 37.6 62.3 42.4 66.9 148.3 245.2 272.7 478.1 450.9 773.4

Non-specified Projects 10.0 16.5 11.1 18.3 14.5 23.8 14.9 24.4 18.9 31.1 59.4 97.6 120.4 197.6 189.8 311.7
Small-scale Industries 1.1 4.8 1.9 8.0 1.9 8.0 2.2 9.7 2.2 9.7 8.2 35.4 14.9 64.4 24.2 104.6
Replacements and Renewals 19.0 33.0 19.3 33.7 20.1 34.9 20.9 36.1 21.9 38.o 82.2 142.7 138.6 240.5 239.8 416.2



CHAPTER 6

MINING

I. RECENT TRENDS

1. The major end product of the Chilean mining industry is copper,
and nine-tenths of the copper output is accounted for by three large cop-
per companies. These companies are Chile Exploration Co. and Andes
Copper Mining Co. (controlled by Anaconda) and the Braden Copper Co., a
subsidiary of Kennecott. Three other sectors (medium and small copper
companies; iron ore; and nitrate production) each have an annual output
value equal to about one-tenth of the output of the large copper com-
panies; but iron ore output has been rising rapidly in recent years. Gold
and silver, which were formerly important minerals in their own right, are
still fairly important by-products of copper mining. All other products
combined (manganese ore, lead and zinc concentrates, and molybdenum concen-
trates are the most important ones) yntribute a very small percentage of
the total value of minerals exports.-

Copper

2. Chile has the largest indicated copper reserves in the world.
The ores, though not as rich as in the Congo or in Northern Rhodesia, aver-
age a respectable 1.5% copper content. All the Chilean mines are within
reasonable distance of the coast, and all but a small portion of the ore is
smelted in Chile by large companies well versed in all aspects of mining
and metallurgical operations. Anaconda, through its Chuquicamata and El
Salvador plants, is responsible for over two-thirds of the present output
of the large mines, with El Teniente (Braden) accounting for the remaining
third. Production costs are among the lowest in the world.

3. Reflecting in part the relatively slow growth of world copper con-
sumption and the rapid increase in African production, Chile's share in
the world mine output of copper has fallen from a high of about 18% just
before World War II to an average of barely 16% in 1951-55 and an average
of slightly better than 16% in 1956-60. Other factors retarding expansion,
particularly during the 1950's, were discriminatory exchange rates and per-
rennial labor troubles. In 1955, new legislation was enacted, aimed at pro-
viding stable rules under which the companies could operate; as an incent-
ive to vigorous expansion, the discriminatory exchange rates were eliminated.
A single graduated tax of 50-75% on income was established, with lower rates
becoming applicable as the output of each company increases above a speci-
fied base level. In the case of investments in new mines or new refineries,

1/ The production of coal and oil is discussed in Chapter 7.
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the 50% rate applies. At the same time, a Copper Department was created,

on whose board the Government, the large mining companies, and the labor

unions are represented. This institution is empowered to investigate

copper market conditions and to supervise the proper allocation of receipts

and expenditures to the Chilean operation. Under the new regime, substan-

tial capacity expansion has taken place. Some further additions to capacity
are now under way but expansion has recently been stalled. The copper
companies, before undertaking major new investments, desire certain guar-

antees governing their future operations. No agreement has been reached

between the Chilean Government and the copper companies. This stalemate

represents a serious threat to the entire development program because the

balance of payments projections are based on the assumption of greatly

increased copper exports for which the substantial investments are essen-

tial. The mission recommends that a prompt solution to this problem be

found in order not to endanger the entire development program.

4. The production of medium and small copper mines was fairly con-

stant at a level of about 45,000 tons of copper content per year in 1955-59,
about one-tenth of total production. Nearly one-half of this production

was treated at the Paipote smelter, operated by the Government-owned Empresa

Nacional de Mineria, with the rest being exported as ores or concentrates.

The Empresa also acts as a sales agency for the medium and small mines,

and provides technical and financial assistance. In 1960, the Empresa held

75 loans to small mines totalling about EO 1 million, mainly for moderniza-

tion of mining and transportation facilities. Empresa's lending operations

are intended to conform to reasonable banking standards and are supervised
by the Superintendent of Banks. The smelting operations showed a fair

profit in 1959.

5. The largest venture, among the medium copper mines, is the Mantos

Blancos Company which recently started production of fire-refined copper

at a rate of about 18,000 tons per year. The ore, holding about 1.8%

copper content, is obtained in open cast mining.

Iron Ore

6. Iron ore production approximately doubled between 1955 and 1960,

and iron ore now rivals nitrate as the second most important Chilean

mineral in value of output. In 1955, the industry consisted mainly of

one large mine (operated by the Bethlehem Steel Corp.) and a number of

small operators. Today, several additional large iron-mining concerns

are either in production or are actively developing new properties (CAP

Steel Company, Santa Fe, Santa Barbara, Mitsubishi). Most of these mining

operations are concentrated fairly close to the Pacific Coast between

Huasco and La Serena. While the ore is generally high grade, proven

reserves in this region are relatively modest, though exploration continues.

The largest known deposit, El Laco, is located inland in Antofagasta

Province. Though this deposit is over 400 km. from the coast, the ore

could be transported for a considerable distance along the existing
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Antofagasta-Bolivia railroad. "'Potential" reserves are estimated at
300-500 million tons of 65% ore. More recently, the Government announced
the discovery of large new deposits just northL of Huasco in Atacama Pro-
vince. Although the deposit was reported to be of unusual importance
with claims of a final stage annual output of 10 million tons, no esti-
mate has yet been made of the probable reserves or of the economics of the
entire operation.

Nitrate

7. At the turn of the century, Chile, the world's only producer of
natural nitrate, accounted for about two-thirds of the world nitrogen out-
put. The subsequent expansion of synthetic nitrogen production dealt a
severe blow to the industry. In spite of rapid increases in world nitrogen
consumption, production of natural nitrates fell from anarerage of 2.5 mil-
lion tons in 1925-30 to about 1.5 million tons in 1951-55. Another spurt
in synthetic nitrogen production, based uporn improved technology as well as
new raw materials (particularly natural -as), further curtailed the market
for Chilean nitrate; and by 1961, the annual output had fallen to 1.2
million tons.

8. In 1934, after the wforld depression had forced many small producers
out of business, the Government organized COVENSA (Corporacion de Ventas
de Salitre y Yodo de Chile) to handle all sales of nitrate and iodine. The
producers were given output quotas, and were obliged to deliver nitrate at
cost to -!-he new sales corporation. C0VEUA's net profits (the Government
claiming 25% of its gross profits before debt service) were distributed
amoog the producers in proportion to their output. While these arrange-
ments succeeded in restoring the financial position of the industry, they
provided no incentive towards increased efficiency.

9. In the 1950's, the situation was again critical. In 1950, two
of the largest cornpanies merged to form the Anglo-Lautaro company which
at the time of the merger accounted for about 58% of the output and which
today is responsible for about 80% of the total. The third among the large
producers ran into financial difficulties, and CORFO tooK control in 1960.
A new company, Empresa Salitrera Victoria, was formed. The number of the
small producers has dwindled rapidly, and today only two remain.

10. In the early 1950's, the Government had added to the burden of the
industry by fixing unfavorable exchange rates for export and by freezing
domestic prices. A new law, approved in 1956, contains provisions against
discriminatory exchange rates, allows duty-free imports of equipment, per-
mits the companies to charge amortization and interest on new facilities
against costs, and provides price incentives for quality output.

11. The steadily declining export prices and the long period of
efficiency-impeding Government regulations would have doomed the industry
but for the remarkable technical and production achievements by the major
producer. The first step was the gradual replacement of the Shanks process
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by the Guggenheim process, enabling the companies to produce a much
superior product at a lower cost, to use much lower-grade raw materials,
and to fully mechanize mining operations. The second major step forward
was the recovery, through solar evaporation ponds, of about 20% of the
nitrate content and 45% of iodine content of the original ore, previously
left in the tailings from the Guggenheim process. Finally, and linked
with the solar evaporation process, is the growing recovery of by-products,
including potassi-um nitrate which sells at a considerable premium compared
to sodium nitrate, boric acid, sodium sulphate, and others.

II. THE FROGRAMY

12. The total investments in the mining sector were planned at EO 688
million, of which about three-fifths would be for copper mining and smelt-
ing, and about 45% for the large copper companies alone. The Government's
program, along with the mission's recommended revisions, is summarized in

Table 6-1.

13. The major expected development among the medium-sized copper
mines is the bringing into production of the Rio Blanco deposit (initial
capacity: 60,000 tons) by the Cerro Corp.; the estimated investments are
in the order of EO 75 to 85 million. A new smelter at Las Ventanas, already
under construction, will process ores and concentrates from the copper
mines in Central Chile which are too far from the existing Paipote smelter
for economic treatment.

14. The nitrate investments would be primarily for the modernization
of existing installations; the two major producers have sufficient capaci-
ty to meet the total production target.

15. About one-half of the planned increase in iron ore production
would come from the mines of the Santa Fe i4ining Company. The new Algar-
robo mine, owned by the CAP Steel Company, would contribute 1.2 million
tons, and the remainder would come from smaller producers.

16. In contrast with the other economic sectors, public investment
in mining will be very small relative to private investment. The Govern-
ment Plan for 1961-70 calls for EO 26 million of public funds and EO 662
million of private investment.
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Table 6-1

Proposed Investment in Dining, 1961-70
(in millions)

Mission
Government Program Recommendations
_7 EO_B __

Copper

P ran IMJineria del Cobre 195.0a/ 195e02/ 189.4h/ 190.h4/
Medium and Small Producers 67.2 41.1 67.2 41.1

Public
Copper Smelter 12.2 9.5 12.2 9.5

Iron Ore

Private (various) 26.6 18.3 49.5 33.0

Nitrate

Private
Anglo-Lautaro 4.0 1.8 8.0 3.9

Public
Victoria 2.0 1.3 4.5 3.0

Replacement

Excluding Gran Mineria del Cobre 57.0 38.3 57.0 38.0

Totals

Including Gran M'iineria del Cobre 364.2 305.3 387.8 318.9

Public 14.2 10.8 16.7 12.5
Private 350.0 294.5 371.1 306.4

Excluding Gran Mineria del Cobre 169.2 110.3 198X4 128.5

Public 14.2 10.8 16.7 12.5
Private 155.0 99.5 181.7 116.0

a/Including replacememt investments of US$ 35,0 and EO 350,. respectively.
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Table 6-2

Government Plan Production Targets of Mining Sectors
(thousands of metric tons per year)

Highest Output Planned Increase Percentage
1956-196o 1961-1970 Increase

Copper 550 295 54%

Large Mines 497 182 37%
Medium and Small Mines 53 113 213%

Iron Ore 4,843 6~,ooo 124%

Nitrate 0 100 8%

17. The following f.o.b. prices were assumed in the Government Plan
for purposes of export projections (in U.S. dollars).

Blister copper 27¢ per lb.
Electrolytic copper 29¢ per lb.
Iron ore $ 8.00 per metric ton
Sodium nitrate $35.00 per metric ton

The above figures for copper were later revised by the Government to 25.5
and 27.5¢, respectively.

III. EVALUATION

18. In the mission's view the projected increases in copper produc-
tion represent a reasonable target provided an agreement between the
Chilean authorities and the copper companies is reached promptly. The
investment cost projections also appear to be consistent with estimates
published by the major mining companies.

19. The original Government program target for increasing iron ore
production and exports by 6 million tons, also appears reasonable. How-
ever, during the mission's visit the Government announced plans for the
eventual production of 10 million tons of ore and concentrates per year
from newly discovered deposits in Atacama Province. Many questions re-
main unanswered regarding the feasibility of this project and it does
not appear to the mission to be reasonable to include it in projections
of iron ore production and exports during the 1960's. In the first place,
the future of the Atacama project will depend upon the results of the
test drillings which are yet to be undertaken. Secondly, the mission
believes that such a large investment undertaking would place a heavy
strain on public financial resources and a serious burden on public
administration. Moreover, as will be shorin below, the marketing of an

I/ Exclusive of the Atacama announcement by the Government.
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additional 10 million tons of iron ore over and above the exports in-
cluded in the original plan would represent a formidable task at best.
Finally, should the study show the Atacama project feasible and economic,
the Government should consider as an alternative to a direct public in-
vestment a suitable arrangement with private investors to carry out and
operate the project.

20. On the other hand, the mission believes that some additional
possibilities for increased iron ore exports - perhaps by as much as
5 million tons over the original program target of 6 million - might
be possible and certainly should be explored. In the mission's view,
private investors are likely to undertake this additional expansion if
a promising market appears and the incentives to iron ore mining in
Chile are adequate to attract private domestic and foreign investors.
Although the mission hopes that such private investments will take
place, because of the many uncertainties involved, the mission has not
included these possible additional quantities in its projections of out-
put and exports of iron ore.

21. In terms of total investment requirements, the missionts esti-
mate is higher by about BO 50 million than the plan estimate. This is
due mainly to the inclusion, in the mission total, of approximately this
sum for additional iron ore investments. On the other hand, the mission
arrives at a slightly lower investment figure for the planned increase
in copper output.

Copper-

22. At the time the program was developed, the large copper compa-
nies offered to invest the following sums to expand their output (in
metric tons):

Anaconda: $125 million over six years (say 1962-67)
for 80,000 tons

Kennecott-Braden: $193 million over the same period for
100,000 tons

Adding about q$20 million per year for 1968-70 gives the total of
e? 389.3 million shown in the mission's projections.

23. The foUlowing figures indicate the effect these programs, to-
gether with the program for the medium and small mines, would have on
Chilets share of the world copper output.

Chile's Share of Copper Market
(thousand metric tons)

1959 1960 1970

Trorld, excluding Soviet bloc 3,.140 3,600 4,500-4,800
Chile 550 535 815
Chile's Percentage 17.5 14.9 17-18
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24.. It is assumed above that world production in 1970 will be equal
to world consumption, based on a 4% cumulative increase over the 1955-57
average through 1965 and a slightly lower increase after 1965. This gives
a consumption of 4.8 million tons by 1970, with the lower figure of 4.5
million tons representing a somewhat more pessimistic estimate. Chile's
1970 production is assumed to be the 1959 output of 550,000 tons plus 90%
of the proposed capacity increase of 295,000 tons.

25. If the Chilean authorities and copper companies can reach agree-
ment in regard to the latters' future operations in Chile, the prospects would
seem to be good for the attainment of the above output target. The pro-
jected moderate increase in Chile's share of the world market over a 10-year
period would appear reasonable considering the relatively low cost of cop-
per mining in Chile and the unusually large ore reserves.

2-6. The mission has agreed with the Chilean authorities to base export
projections on a price for electrolyticcopper f.o.b. Chile of 27.5 cents
per lb. as compared with the price of 29 cents per lb. used in the plan,
with a corresponding reduction for blister copper to 25.5 cents per lb.
The mission accepts the price of 26.5 cents per lb. (average for blister
and electrolytic copper) used in the revised Government report projections
as a reasonable figure.

27.. The Government's plan does not include provisions for electrolytic
refining of copper. Nevertheless, Anaconda's subsidiary, Andes Copper, is
said to have offered to construct a new electrolytic refinery at Chanaral
to process El Salvador's blister output totalling 100,000 short tons, plus
another 20,000 short tons from other sources. In addition, the Government
has announced plans for an electrolytic refinery, of about the same size
as the proposed Chanaral refinery, at Las Ventanas. The cost of the
Chanaral refinery would be on the order of $18 million equivalent, and a
similar sum would have to be allocated for the Ventanas plants. According
to official pronouncements, refining the copper in Chile rather than abroad
should lead to "a noticeable reduction in the total refining cost."
This presumably refers mainly to that portion of Chilean copper presently
sold to Western Europe after refining in the United States and where
freight costs would be reduced if the copper were refined in Chile for
direct shipment to the consumer market.

28. If, in fact, refining in Chile will mean a lower average cost to
the companies for copper, delivered at the point of final consumption and
including a normal power cost and a satisfactory return on the refinery
investment, the inclusion of the new refineries in the plan would be amply
justified. If the opposite were true (and this is a point which merits
investigation) it would be against the country's interest to pursue these
relatively capital-intensive projects. Likewise, market preferences and
possibilities in various parts of the world must not be left out of con-
sideration or the total exports might be adversely affected,
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Iron Ore

29. While there should be no overriding difficulty in marketing
an additional six million tons of Chilean ore by 1970, the marketing
of further sizable quantities -- more than five million tons or so
poses a problem of a completely different order of magnitude.

30. According to one recent market study, the total iron-ore
import requirements of the United States and 1Jestern Europe would be
on the order of about 155 million tons of ore by 1970 as compared with
actual imports of about 70 million tons in 1957, or an increase of
85 million tons. Even though Chile may direct a significant portion
of her iron exports to Japan, the total exports might become so large
that it is doubtful whether they could be absorbed over a decade.
This is particularly true considering the substantial expansion of
iron-ore output under way or planned in Sweden, Canada, Africa,
Venezuela and Brazil -- to mention only the most important exporters.
Before a conclusion could be reached regarding actual export prospects,
it would be necessary to undertake a detailed study of the future market
and to establish contact with prospective buyers since large investments
could not and should not be initiated without long-term contracts for a
major portion of the output.

31. In any such study, Chilean costs would have to be closely
examined in relation to costs in other major existing and potential
iron ore producing areas. From a practical point of view, such studies
are of little value unless they refer to actual ore-bodies so that
mining conditions, cost of transportation to the coast, and the char-
acter of port facilities can be taken into account. Another factor of
strategic importance is the future level of ocean freight. Chile belongs
to the suppliers furthest away from the major markets, and any fall in
United States import prices, and/or any decrease in ocean freights,
would be reflected in a disproportionate decline in Chilean f.o.b.
prices to all markets except, perhaps, Japan. On the other hand, a
careful study may show the possibility of a further decline in freight
rates over the next 10 years -- resulting from the use of larger ore
carriers. Sunming up the above argument, the mission believes that
such a study would be of great assistance to the Chilean Government
in framing export targets and policies for achieving these targets.

32. The price ('8.0o per ton) used in the plan export projections
for iron ore would seem high. The average f.o.b. value of Chilean 1960
iron ore exports was ..6.35 per ton. This is somewhat below the 1956-59
unweighted average of 16.84 but probably better reflects the impact upon
future prices of the very large iron expansion programs now under way
in many areas of the world. Moreover, present Chilean exports include a
very high proportion of open-hearth ore, for which a considerable premium is
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paid. There are some reasons for believing that both the proportion of ore
that can be sold as open-hearth ore and the premiums paid will decline over
the next decade. These reasons include a reduced share of open-hearth
steel in total steel production, and uncertainty as to whether Chilean
deposits developed over the next decade will contain the same high propor-
tion of open-hearth grade.

Nitrate

j3. The first priority in planning for the nitrate sector is an up-to-
date study of the future position of natural nitrates in the world market
for nitrogen. The market for major actual and potential co-products and
by-products (boron, iodine, potassium-sodium nitrate, sodium sulphate)
would also have to be studied.

3rd. There are quite a few facts justifying some degree of optimism
regarding the industry's future. The export price f.a.s. Chile at the
present moment leaves a small margin of profit to the major producer,
Anglo-Lautaro. The demand for potassium-sodium nitrate is brisk and exceeds
the present production possibilities. Iodine is a very profitable by-
product. There is no lack oi good quality nitrate ore. Moreover, if the
solar evaporation process meets all expectations, it might double the
economically recoverable reserves.

350 There are, it would seem, three possible threats to the industry.
One would be a possible further fall in the world market prices for syn-
thetic nitrate. The second would be increased protectionism in the remain-
ing major markets for Chilean nitrate (United States, Japan, India, Australia,
Spain), such as would be associated with an accelerated development of domes-
tic fertilizer industries. The third would be some change in market prefer-
ences or in the quality of rival fertilizers that would make consumers less
willing to pay the customary premium for the natural nitrates. The proposed
market study would give a better idea of the exact nature of these threats.
If none of these fears should prove justified, there would be a clear
inference that the 10-year program for the Chilean nitrate industry is too
modest, perhaps far too modest.

36,. This raises the question of Government policy. In the mission's
opinion, this policy uiight be inspired by two considerations. In the first
place, every assurance should be given to the major producer that there will
be no discriminatory taxation or social charges, and that Government inter-
vention in its business activities will be limited to a minimum, necessitated
by the coordination of export sales or the protection of local labor forces
against widespread unemployment.

The policy with respect to the Victoria company raises more complex
issues. At the present moment, this company operates at a loss, and service
on its long-term debt is overdue. In terms of nitrate resources, Victoria
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has the advantage that the minerals are located closer to the extraction
plant but the by-product values are smaller (no potassium nitrate, only
one-half the iodine content). Company officials believe that by doubling
the present output from 9,JU0 tons per month to 19,000 tons, it would re-
duce its costs to about the Anglo-Lautaro level. Such expansion could
probably take place only gradually, however, or the market might become
disorganized. The estimated cost of such expansion would be on the order
of E0 6 million.

38. In the immediate future, increased production could be obtained
much 1more economically by increased output at Anglo-Lautaro, which is now
operating at only about 70% of capacity. There is the complicating factor
that the important town of Iquique gets its livelihood, in large part,
from the Victoria mine. Even a temporary closing of that mine is hardly
a practical possibility. Moreover, in the long run, it may prove bene-
ficial to Chile to have two producers developing the nitrate deposits. If
these basic premises are accepted, the following Government action would
seem indicated: first, to undertake the market study suggested above as a
matter of urgent priority; secondly, to confirm present estimates regarding
the probable production costs for an expanded and modernized operation at
Victoria; thirdly, once these studies have been completed, to undertake
negotiations with the Anglo-Lautaro company to explore whether the Chilean
national interest might be served better by a rapid expansion at Victoria
than by expansion at Anglo-Lautaro, and, if so, under what conditions
Anglo-Lautaro might be willing to accommodate a temporary increase in
Victoria's share of total industry sales.



Table 6

Ten-Year Program for I'Iining Sector, with Projections of
Financing Methods and Foreign Exchange ExpcndituLes

(in moillions)

A. Plan Figures

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70
U EO -US$ E0 Us$ EO US$ EO US$ E° US$ E° US$ EO

GrardTotal, including
Gran Mineria del Cobre 31,0 28.0 45.1 38.5 50.1 40.7 43.9 35c9 27.6 20.5 166.7 135.6 166.5 141.7 364.2 305.3

Public _6 _,f-7 63 4e77 0.3 0.2 0.3 C '2 135 10.4 0.7 0.E 14.2
Private 31.0 28.0 38,6 33.3 43,7 36.0 43.6 35.7 27.3 2G03 153.2 125.2 165,8 141e3 350.0 294.5

Gran Mineria del Cobre 0
Cprivate) 22,2 22,2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22,2 22.1 22.1 8.7 8.7 75.2 75.2 97,6 97*6 195.0,, 195.oh

Grand Total, excluding
Gran Mineria del Cobre 8.8 5.8 22.9 16.3 27e9 18,5 21,8 13e8 18e9 l1,8 91,5 60.4 68.9 44,1 169.2 110.3

Public - _ 6, 352 -FI 7 0T3 Th7 0.3 0,2 1 O e2 10.4 07 0 e4 14.2 10U8
Private 8.8 5.8 16.4 11.1 21.5 13.8 21.5 13.6 18.6 11,6 78.0 50.0 68.2 43.7 155.0 99.5

Copper
Medium and small

producers (private) - - 8,0 55 13.0 8.2 13.0 8.0 10.0 6.o 44.0 27.7 23.2 13,4 67.2 41.1
Copper smelter

(public direct) - - 6.1 5,0 6.1 4.5 - - - - 12.2 9e5 - - 12.2 9.5
Iron Ore

Private 2.6 1.8 2,6 1.8 2.6 1.8 2.6 1.8 2.7 1.8 10.5 7.2 13.5 903 26,6 18.3

Nitrate
Anglo-Lautaro (private) 0o8 0.4 0,4 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.5 0,2 0.5 0.2 1.9 0.7 1,3 0.7 4.0 1,8
Victoria (public direct) - - 0.4 0.3 0o3 0.2 0.3 0,2 0.3 0.2 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.4 2.0 1.3

Repacemaent Investments
(excluding Gran Mineria
del Cobre) 5.4 3.6 5.4 3.6 5.4 3.6 5,4 3.6 5.4 3.6 21.6 14.4 30.0 20.3 57.0 38.3

a/ The printed version of the program gives totals for the public investment of only 12.2 and 9.5 million,respectively, representing mainly investments
in the new Ventanas smelter. The additional sums included above correspond to investments in the Victoria nitrate plant which, at the present momentis Government-administered, and presumably would receive its investment funds mainly from Government sources.

/ Including replacement investments of US$ 35.0 and E° 35.0, respectively.



Table 6. (continued)

Ten-Year Program for Mining Sector, with Projections of
Financing Methods and Foreign Exchange Expenditures

(in millons)

B. Mission Recommendations

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70
US$ W v U '$ E US$ E- US$ ° U$ E' US E' $ E- E

Grand Total, including
Gran Mineria del Cobre 16.8 13.0 54.5 45.2 64.7 51 54.2 434 51.2 41.5 224.6 181.5 146.4 124.4 387.8 318.9

Public - _ 7.1 - Og 5.0 T; -5 70.7 . 15.7 711.5 1.0 1 6.7

Private 16.8 13.0 57.6 46.6 53.4 42.9 53.4 42.9 50.5 41.0 208.9 170.0 145.4 123.4 371.1 306.4

Gran Mineria del Cobre
(private) 5.0 6.0 25.8 25.8 25.8 25.8 25.8 25.8 25.9 25.9 103.3 103.3 81.1 81.1 189.4 190.4

Grand Total, excluding
Gran Mineria del Cobre 11.8 7.0 28.7 19.4 38.9 25.6 28.4 17.6 25.3 15.6 121.3 78.2 65.3 43.3 198.4 128.5

Public - - 7 .1 5.5 7.1 5.0 577 0-.5 007 0.5 15 . 7 U.0 1.0 -1T37 12.5
Private 11.8 7.0 21.6 13.9 31.8 20.6 27.6 17.1 24.6 15.1 105.6 66.7 64.3 42.3 181.7 116.0

Copper
Medium and small

producers (private) - - 9.0 5.5 15.0 9.2 15.0 9.0 12.0 7.0 51.0 30.7 16.2 10.4 67.2 41.1
Copper smelter

(public direct) - - 6.1 5.0 6.1 4.5 - - - - 12.2 9.5 - - 12.2 9.5

Iron Ore
Private 5.4 2.9 6.o 4.3 10.0 7.3 6.0 4.0 6.0 4.0 28.0 19.6 16.1 10.5 49.5 33.0

Nitrate
Anglo-Lautaro (private) 1.0 o.5 1.2 0.5 1.4 o.5 1,2 0.5 1.2 0.5 5.0 2.0 2.0 1.4 8.0 3.9
Victoria (public direct) - - 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.5 3.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 4.5 3.0

aeplacement Investments
(excluding Gran Mineria
del Cobre) 5.4 3.6 5.4 3.6 5.4 3.6 5.4 3.6 5.L 3.6 21.6 1h.4 14.4 20.0 57.0 38.0



CHAPTER 7

FUEL AND POWER

I. RECENT TRENDS

1. Chile's total energy consumption, measured in tons of coal equiv-
alent, rose by nearly 30% between 1950 and 1955 but has since remained
stationary. Until 1955, the Chilean coal mines managed to find a market
for about 2.3 million tons of coal per year; since then there has been a
steady decline to 1.8 million tons in 1959. The 1960 consumption of
Chilean coal was only 1.4 million tons but this figure was affected by a
3-month strike in the coal mines.

2. In contrast to coal, consumption of oil products rose from about
1.5 million cubic meters (cu. m.) in 1951 to 2.4 million cu. m. in 1959
and 2.6 million cu. m. in 1960. The rapid growth in oil was aided by the
initiation of crude-oil production from the Hlagallanes fields,which rose
from about 0.1 million cu. m. in 1950 to 1.15 million cu. m, in 1960, and
by the completion, in 195h, of the Concon oil refinery which last year
produced about 1.6 million tons of oil products, or over 60% of the
Chilean consumption, including consumption by the large copper and nitrate
mines.

3. The total production of electric energy grew from 2.9 billion kwh.
in 1950 to about 4.6 billion kwh. in 1960. About three-quarters of the
increase came from additional hydropower. In 1960, hydropower accounted
for 655o of the total power generation, though only a little more than one-
half of the installed capacity.

4. Out of the total power generated in 1960, self-producers (mainly
the large copper and nitrate companies) accounted for 49%, -ND.SI, (the
Government-owned power corporation) for 35%, and other public utilities
(mainly the foreign-owned Compania Chilena de Electricidad, known as
Chilectra) for 16%. "ND SA!s sales are mainly bulk supplies to distribu-
tion companies and large industrial customers.

4. An interconnected system to be completed in 1962 will serve an
area encompassing more than 90% of the total population. Apart from the
large coDuer and nitrate companies in the North,which are self-sufficient
in power, conswuption outside the interconnected grid is very small.

5. The orices for coal and oil are high in Chile. The cost of coal
(slack) to consumers in Santiago is EO 24-25 per ton, with perhaps 10-15%
less for large customers. Bulk No. 6 fuel oil sells at a price of about
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E° 52 per ton (including about E° 17 in duties and sales taxes). In con-
trast, prices for electric power are relatively ;ioderate, particularly at
the wholesale level. Thus,ENDESA's average sales revenues both in 1959
and 1960 were only 11.7 mills per kwh. of primary power generated.

II. THE FROGRAMA FOR FUEL AND POWER

6. The Government is now making an intensive study both of the
probable future demand for various types of fuels and desirable expansion
targets and policies.

7. Pending the completion of this study, certain tentative targets
were established for the major fuel and power sectors. The corresponding
investment requirements are summarized in Table 7-1, together with the
mission recommendations.

Table 7-1

Investments for Fuel and Power
(in millions)

Government Program M4ission Recommendations
Eu US$ Total Ed Eu US$ Total E0

Coal Niining 16.0 6.9 23.1 22.6 10.2 33.3

Crude Petroleum
and Natural Gas 251.9 159.2 419.1 238.9 159.2 L5.9

Electric Powqer L25.0 244.7 682.0 396.2 224.7 632.2

Total 692.9 410.8 1,124.2 657.7 394.1 1,071.5

8. The Plan assumes that the ENAP (the Government-owned petroleum
enterprise) and ENDESA investments would be publicly financed (in the
case of ENAP entirely by its own means). According to the ENDESA finan-
cial plan for 1959-68 (the latest one available), showing total investment
requirements of E° L23 million, about EO 235 million would be obtained
through retained earnings and reinvested dividends, about E° 75 million
would be raised through CORFO advances and the remaining EO 113 million
through foreign loans. CHILECTRA, in a recent contract with the Chilean
Government, has agreed to execute a plan involving a minimum expenditure
of US$ 100 million equivalent and a minimum new thermal capacity of
200,000 kw. A recent Eximbank loan for $42 million will help finance
this plan.

Electric Power

9. ENfDESA's "Electrification Plan" covering the period 1959-1972
contains detailed estimates of energy requirements (in kwh.) for 1959-1968;
the figures through and beyond 1970 were apparently determined
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by extrapolation. The mission has made an independent estimate of the
probable power demand which shows a total energy requirement for 1970
only slightly higher than the Plan figures for 1968. The major difference
between the mission figures and the Plan figures concerns residential and
commercial consumption where the mission's estimates are considerably
lower. In some areas, however (cement, miscellaneous industries, and rural
demand), the mission's estimates are significantly higher. Because srnall
percentage differences in the estimated power demand in 1970 would make a
substantial difference in total investment requirements, a continuous
refining and keeping up to date of the power demand estimates, particularly
in such areas as residential and rural demand, is necessary.

10. The Plan targets for capacity expansion in the interconnected
system, along with estimates of peak loads and energy requirements, are
summarized below:

Installed Estimated Energy Requirements
Capacity Peak Load Plan Mission

-(h,W1,tT. ) (i'fJ. ) (billion kwh.)

1960 607 575 2.88 2.88
1965 1,286 12050 5.20 4.67
1970 1,600 1,575 7.90 7.05

11. According to the Plan, both capacity and energy requirements
would increase by about 12.5% per annum between 1960 and 1965 and by about
9%O between 1965 and 1970. In actual fact, one would have expected capacity
requirements to increase at a more rapid rate than energy requirements since,
under the Plan, the share of residential, commercial, and rural consumption
would increase from 25 to 35% of the total. Considering furthermore that
energy is now rationed during the winter peak, it would seem that the capa-
city increases scheduled under the Plan are too snmall. If the rmission's
demand projections prove correct, however, the scheduled capacity increases
would be about right, since the total demand would only increase to 7.05
billion kwh. (corresponding to an estimated peak load of only 1,400 kw,
allowing a reasonable reserve) instead of 7.9 billion kwh., and there would
be no major cnange in the combined share of residential and rural consum-
ers.

j/ In a revised estimate received after this chapter was written, ENDESA
estimates the 1970 requirements in installed capacity at 1460 MW and the
energy demand at 6.4 billion kwh. These figures are both about 9'% below
the mission's estimates, and represent ENDESA?s adjustment of earlier
higher figures to take account of the relatively slow rate of industrial
growth during the last three years. There is no need for adjusting the
mission's figures since these are consistent with the mission's assump-
tions regarding the possible growth in other sectors of the economy.
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12. The Plan investment cost estimates for the ENDESA projects have
been checked against similar estimates accepted by the Wlorld Bank for pur-
poses of financial projections (December 1959). Although the fiapel project
will be more expensive than originally estimated, the programa as a whole
would seem to contain adequate contingency allowances. The in adequacy of
present power rates has, howrever, reduced ENDESAIS self-financing below the
sums anticipated in BEkA1 s financial projections. Because of the sub-
stantial increases in domestic prices, which have raised both operating and
investment costs, and the inability of ENDESA to adjust rates, ENDESA is
dependent upon the budget for large contributions toward the cost of its
expansion program. The return in recent years -- only about 3-1/2% in 1960
-- on its investments is inadequate. Prompt action to increase rates would
strengthen ENDESAte financial position and afford relief to the already
heavily burdened Government investment budget.

13. The estimate for other power projects (mainly CHILECTRA) was
raised from about EO 192 million at 1960 prices (of which EO 94 million
is for new generating facilities) to about EO 251 million in the summary
program. This estimate, it wqould appear, includes considerably more gener-
ating capacity (the exact figure is not specified in the Plan) than assumed
in ENDESA's overall projections for the interconnected system. Also, it
appears that a substantial portion of CHILECTRAis new unit now under con-
struction at Renca was already paid for by the beginning of the Plan period.
To compensate for these apparent inconsistencies, the mission tentatively
reduced the investment cost estimates for power companies other than ENDESA
by EB 50 million (from E0 251 to 201 million).

1h. Question of Balance. One final question to be raised is the proper
balance between hydropower and thermal power. This choice is particularly
relevant to the requirements during the second half of the Plan period.
Nevertheless, because of the long planning and construction period for hydro
projects and because of important repercussions on the coal mines and trans-
portation system, the economic evaluation should take place today.

15. As presently drafted, the Plan relies almost exclusively upon
hydropower for the additional needs arising during the second half of the
Plan. Calculations undertaken by the mission (based on an analysis by a
powqer expert in a German Government economic mission to Chile) suggest that
there is very little difference in final production costs under Chilean con-
ditions between hydropower and a hydro-thermal combination, at least if the
thermal power is supplied by large units on the order of 100 MWf. The final
choice will very much depend on assumptions made with respect to fuel costs
and capital charges. With respect to fuel costs, it will be shown below
that coal could probably be supplied economically at a cost considerably be-
low the present market price. With respect to capital charges, it is essen-
tial that the rates of return used for calculating purposes in this type of
comparison should be high enough to reflect the actual and expected relative
scarcity of capital in Chile and that the depreciation rates should reflect
realistically all risks of obsolescence, wear, and physical damage.

16. Beyond the calculation of immediate yields on the investment,
certain advantages of a higher proportion of thermal power wnuld seem to
merit attention, namely lower investment costs, better capacity utilization
of the Chilean coal mines, and more independent of weather conditions.
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Coal and Oil Fuels

17. Demand for Fuels by 1970. The planning for the coal and oil
sectors is handicapped by the absence of a fuel balance sheet for 1970
consistent with the Plan targets for railroad and highway transporta-
tion, electric power generation, steel and cement production, etc. To
obtain some preliminary bearings, the mission has constructed its own
tentative fuel balance sheet for 1970.

18. The method used in drawing it up was to take account of the
projected increases in major fuel-consuming sectors as well as expected
structural changes (e.g., continued dieselization of the railroads) and
improvements in the efficiency of fuel use (e.g., coke consumption in
blast furnaces). The future coal/oil price relationship was also con-
sidered in apportioning markets between these two fuels.

19. The mission estimate for oil products requirements in 1970 is
shown below, together with the corresponding estimate by ENAP (in millions
of cu. m.).

Enap Mission

Aviation gasoline 0.12 0.03
Motor gasoline 1.30 1.10
Gas/diesel oil 0.48 0.49
Fuel oil 1.50 2.05
Kerosene 0.42 0.42
Total 2.09

20. The two estimates are in reasonably good agreement although
Enap used a completely different forecasting method, namely the extra-
polation of past trends. The mission estimate for gasoline is consistent
with the assumed growth in the motor vehicle population (apart from in-
evitable shortcomings in the forecasting technique, such as higher than
expected increases in the fuel consumption per vehicle). If passenger
vehicles could be imported free of license and under less-burdensome
conditions with respect to customs duties and financing, it is probable
that the demand for gasoline would rise to and beyond the figures assumed
by ENAP.

21. The major difference between the mission's estimate (2.05
million tons) and ENAP's estimates (1.50 million tons) is in fuel oil:
550,000 tons of fuel oil or about 830,000 tons of coal equivalent. It
has its counterpart in coal where the mission's estimate, at 2.16 million
tons, falls considerably short of the Plan figure of 2.80 million tons.
A forecast recently prepared by one of the major coal companies is even
lower than that of the mission.
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22. On an overall basis for all coal and oil fuels combined (using
an equivalent of 1.5 tons of coal per ton of oil products), the mission's
estimate works out at 8.30 million tons of coal equivalent as compared
with 8.53 million tons for the Plan, a negligible difference of only
about 2.5%. This is in spite of the mission's assumptions that pro-
duction in certain fuel-consuming sectors will not rise quite as rapidly
as assumed in the Plan (steel, power, production, private motor trans-
port) and that the improvements in fuel efficiency will be very important
(steel, thermal power, railroads).

23. Petroleum. Chilets only petroleum producer, the state-owned Empresa
Nacional del Petroleo, (ENAP) plans to spend E0 419 million in increasing
the annual output of crude oil from 1.2 million cu. m. to 4.2 million cu. m.
The gross capital expenditure per ton of oil produced, according to these
plans, would change only slightly from an estimated U.S.$1.90 per barrel
for 1962 to 12.10 by 1970.

2h. The size of this expansion program is determined by the target
of making Chile virtually self-sufficient both in crude oil and in
petroleum products. This target is expected to be reached by 1965. After
1965, production of crude oil will grow essentially with the Chilean
market for refined oil products; exports are not envisaged.

25. In the mission's opinion, this is a sound program provided that
the crude oil can be produced in the desired quantities and at a reason-
able cost. ENAP has been doing a competent job in mobilizing the country's
oil resources, and there would seem to be no reason why it should not be
able to expand production at a rate consistent with the actual availabili-
ties of oil. There is a large element of conjecture, however, in the
projection of reserves, and in this respect, the attainment of the target
is by no means assured.

26. In accordance with present Chilean law, no exploration licerses
have been granted to private oil companies, domestic or foreign. If it
were thought that Chile had very large oil resources that potentially
could make a substantial contribution to the country's exports, there
would be much to be said for allowing increased competition in the develop-
ment of the southern area. ENAP's experience leads the Government and
ENAP to elieve that resources are probably limited, and that therefore
development by several cornpanies would give rise to unwanted
exports and raise the long-run production costs as compared with operations
under a single enterprise.

27. In the mission's opinion, however, it should be of interest tq
Chile to encourage foreign-oil-company participation in the northern
and central parts of the country. ENAP's program in the north, though
as yet relatively modest in scale, diverts financial resources from the
major task of ensuring self-sufficiency based on the southern fields. The
drillings in the north also raise the question whether the same sums could
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not be spent more usefully in some other way to promote the economy of
the north. On the other hand, foreign investors might find the risks
in some northern and central areas worth taking. As late as June 1959,
however, the Chamber of Deputies defeated a proposal to permit private
participation in oil field development in the north.

28. The mission is not competent to evaluate the probabilities of
Enap actually attaining the 4.2 million cu. m. output target by 1970.
The figures quoted by ENAP suggest that the crude oil part of their
operations is a profitable one at the present moment, i.e. that the cost
of Chilean crude compares favorably with the cost of imported crude es-
timated at $15 to $22 per cu. m., c.i.f. Valparaiso, depending on the
quality.

29. In terms of finance, ENAP expects to carry out both its crude-
oil expansion program and its refinery expansion without recourse to
outside borrowing. This is made possible, in part, by the fact that
Enap sells its products at the c.i.f. price plus duties which average
about 40% of the c.i.f. price. I4oreover, duties paid on imported equip-
ment and materials are automatically refunded by the Government to ENAP.1/
Finally, bTAP pays no coroorate taxes, and ite entire earnings, by a
1950 Law, will be added to reserves until the Chilean petroleum industry
"has reached its full development."

30. The special incentives and the tremendous capital invest-
ments clearly indicate the need for more detailed accounts of the financial
and economic implications of ENAP's operations than given in its present
annual reports. In that way, the public would be informed as to the costs
and benefits to the economy of planned investments in both oil-field
development and oil refining. As a minimum, such a statement might in-
dicate (a) what profits are being earned on the crude oil operation,
based on a selling price equivalent bo the price of imported crude3 and
(b) how actual refining costs compare with, say, the margin betweeh im-
ported crude and imported refined products. (The latter comparison would
provide an up-to-date measure of the economic efficiency of refining im-
ported petroleum in Chile. It is not suggested that it would be advan-
tageous to refine Chilean crudes outside Chile).

31. The Future of Coal. The mission believes that coal's role as a trans-
portation fuel and as a general-purpose industrial and household fuel will
fall to insignificant proportions over the next decade. From a com-
mercial point of view coal is no longer competitive in many areas, and
from an economic point of view there is a limit beyond which additional
protection against fuel oil would be unjustified. However, coal still

I/ Thus, *in the IJA budget forecast for 1962, there is an item of
Eo 6 millioni which occurs on both sides of the bDerating budget (as
"customs duties" on the experiditure side and as 'tfis6al contAibution
for I'£J d`uti0s" o'rithe income side.) In addition, the capital budget
contains an item of E° 5.8 million representing "refund of customs duties."
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has an important role to play as a thermal-power fuel, as a raw material
for the production of metallurgical coke, and as a low-price fuel for
certain major industries, especially those located near the mines. In
fact, as will be shown below, the potential market for coal may be substan-
tially higher than its projected market share, assuming an energetic program
to take full advantage of this national fuel. According to mission esti-
mates, the major markets remaining to coal would be thermal power, steel
and cement, and (more problematically) the Santiago gas plant. There are,
in addition, some major fuel markets which have not been allocated to coal
in the mission estimates, but where the balance of advantages in favor of
oil is very slight. In the first place, the thermal power market could
turn out to be larger than assumed in the table, depending on more inten-
sive studies regarding the optimum proportions of thermal and hydro-power
in the second half of the Plan period. Secondly, there is the demand for
fuels by the major pulp and newsprint mills, which are all likely to be
located very near to the coal mines. Thirdly, there is the demand for
fuels by the large copper mining industry in the north. Both these latter
industries are at present using mainly fuel oil.

32. The present coal-oil relationship is analyzed in Table 7-2. The
analysis is based on the supply situation for large industrial consumers
(thermal power stations, large mining companies, etc.), since these con-
sumers would form the bulk of the coal market in future years. As will be
noted, the price of fuel oils is complicated by three price elements: a
sales tax, the distributor's gross margin, and a customs duty. Consecuently,,
alternative prices -- I, II, and III -- are listed for the fuel oils:

Price I is the full price.

Price II is based on two assumptions, which would hold true only
for very large consumers. First, by importing their fuel oil directly,
these consumers would be exempt from the sales tax of EO 5 per ton. Second,
we are assuming that oil companies would be willing to reduce their dis-
tributing margin to a minimum of $3, or less than half their normal margin;
to the extent that this expectation is exaggerated, the comparative price
would not be operative.

Price III focusses attention on the price the nation pays for fuel
oils, as opposed to the price paid by oil consumers. This price is arrived
at by subtracting the import duty from Price II.



Table 7-2

Price Comparison of Coal and Oil
(in U.S.$ per ton)

Slack Coal Prices

Santiago Concepcion Tocopilla

Ex Mine Price 15.10 15.10 15.10

Plus Freight:
Sea Freight 4.68(2.78)2/ - 6.34(3.35)
Rail Freight 3.34(2.91) 1.50

Fuel Oil Prices

#5 #6
Price Elements at port at Santiago at port at Santiago

C.i.f. price, excluding duties 24.16 -- 19.22 __
Duties 14.12 _ 12070 _ 
Distributor's gross margin 8.26 -- 9.46 --
Sales Tax 4.89 -- h.3h -4

Price I: Full Price 51.43 53.43 45.72 47.72

Price II: Excluding sales tax and
with minimum distribu-
tor's margin of $3.00 41.28 43.28 34.92 36.92

Price III: Also excluding
import duties 27.16 29.16 22.22 2h.22

Fuel Oil Prices, Per Ton of Coal EquivalentŽ/

Price I 32.]4 33.39 28.58 29.83

Price II 25.80 27.05 21.82 23.08

Price III 16.98 18.23 13.89 15.14

a/ The figures in brackets show the effects of possible reductions in freight
rates according to the Coal Commission study; following this study, ocean
transport for coal has been assumed, though it will be argued later that
rail transport to Santiago would probably be more economical.

b/ Using a conversion factor of 1.6 tons of coal per ton of fuel oil. This
is slightly higher than the straight heat-value equivalent (about 1.5 tons)
but probably the minimum market equivalent considering the greater con-
venience of fuel oil.
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33. The major conclusions suggested by Table 7-2 are as follows:

a. Based on the assumed minimum fuel oil price to large consumers
(Price II), coal delivered to Santiago would appear to be
slightly less expensive than fuel oil #5 and roughly competi-
tive with fuel oil #6. It should be noted that certain large
industrial customers (of the type that would perhaps be most
interested in using fuel oil #6) buy coal at a preferential
rate which would be fully competitive with fuel oil. On the
other hand, the Compania Chilena de Electricidad indicates an
average cost of $23 per ton (possibly including certain carry-
ing charges) for the 87,000 tons of coal consumed in 1960.

b. The price for coal at Concepcion is far below the price for
fuel oil, including normal duties. However, the major paper
producer benefits from a refund of duties on fuel oil corre-
sponding to the quantities of pulp and paper exported, and
since any increase in output from now on will be mainly for
export, the "marginal" cost of fuel oil would tend to be
slightly lower than the coal price. At present the newsprint
mill at Bio-Bio is equipped only to burn fuel oil.

c. The present price for coal placed at Tocopilla is approximately
the same as for fuel oil #6, with present duties payable by
the large copper-mining companies. The difference is much
greater for the nitrate companies which pay no duties on oil.

d. The above conclusions are based on the present price levels
for coal f.o.b. mine and present ocean freights. The figures
in brackets indicate the possible reduction in ocean freights
arising from better port installations and more efficient
operations, according to a study made for the Coal Commission.
At such ocean freights, coal would be significantly less expen-
sive than fuel oil at Santiago as well as at Tocopilla.

e. As far as the Santiago market is concerned, the possibility
of lower rail-transport rates must be examined. The present
freight rate of EO 9 per ton for the 600 km. between the coal
mines and Santiago corresponds to about 1.5 cents per ton-km.
This is roughly the rate for a 300-km. transport in Belgium
and France, while the rates in the Netherlands, Italy, and the
United States are only about one cent per ton-km. Because of
the normal regression in railroad rates with greater distances,
it may be assumed that where a 300-km. transport costs 1.5 cents
per ton-km., the cost of a 600-km. transport would be at most
one cent per ton-km. At a price of about $5.50, the railroads
would apparently be competitive with stream-lined ocean-rail
transport from the mines to Santiago. We strongly urge that
the railroad management review the rate structure as it applies
to coal, with a view to seeing wihether or not increased traffic
resulting from a lower rate would justify a reduction of the
rates for carrying coal.
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34. In the above calculation, no account has been taken of possible
reductions in the present cost of coal f.o.b. mine. The study undertaken
for the World Bank and the two major coal companies by a British firm
of consulting engineers in 1956 indicated a future cost price, including
a modest return on the investment, on the order of $13-14 per ton, at a
sales volume of about one million tons per year per company. This esti-
mate would not necessarily hold true at present Chilean cost levels and
the present exchange rate. Nevertheless, the order of magnitude repre-
sents a relatively low price by international standards. In early 1960,
the Ruhr price f.o.b. colliery for bituminous coking fines was $14.47.
The U.S. export price f.o.b. Hampton Roads was about $12.84, which, adding
freight to Chile, gives a c.i.f. price of about $17.50.

35. Moreover, the recently agreed merger between the two coal com-
panies offer certain additional opportunities for price reduction. In
the long run, it should permit a more rational development of the mines
as well as economies in administration and sales. With the market con-
centrated in the main to thermal power, cement, and a few major industrial
users, it will no longer be necessary to provide a substantial portion of
coal according to exacting specifications in terms of size and grade;
mechanization can be pushed; and areas with relatively poor coal can be
mined. If the combined output of the two large companies could be raised
from 1.6 million tons to, say, 2 million tons (for which there is enough
capacity) there would be significant economies of scale. This would
create a special opportunity for establishing a mine-based power station.
This station could be supplied with standard or relatively high-ash smalls
at a lower than average price (corresponding to the lower than average
costs for the increased portion of the output); the station would also be
able to use the lowest grade products and rejects from the coal prepara-
tion plant. The possible interest in such a power station -- which would
have to be supplied with coal at a very competitive price -- was discussed
in the section on Electric Power.

36. The above calculations suggest that there may be a substantial
additional market for the coal mines, approximately on the order of the
difference between the program and the mission estimates of the consump-
tion of Chilean coal by 1970. Before this conclusion is accepted, how-
ever, reference should be made to two elements of uncertainty in the
future price for fuel oil. The first concerns the probable future im-
port price free of duty. Although it seems unlikely that the future
price for fuel oil No. 6 will fall below $2.00 per barrel f.o.b. Aruba,
which is the basis for the above comparision, the mission cannot take
it upon itself to make a definite forecast in this respect. The second
question concerns the degree of customs protection for coal against
imported fuel oil which would be economically justified. The actual
protection, it will be seen from Table 7-2, amounts to about $8 per ton
coal equivalent. The strictly necessary protection would depend on the
future development of coal production costs and freight charges, but
would probably be on the order of $3-$5 per ton coal equivalent; i.e.,
16-26 % of the c.i.f. price for fuel oil.
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37. Without attempting to pass judgment on whether or not this
degree of protection would be justified, the mission would nevertheless
like to stress certain aspects. In the first place, according toENAPIs
calculations, Chile would not become self-sufficient in fuel oil during
the 1960's. Even in 1970, Chile still would be marginally dependent
on imports of fuel oil. Secondly, the necessary protection for coal
would be substantially lower than the effective protection enjoyed today
by a majority of Chilean industries; and the indirect economic and
social losses consequent to a severe reduction of employment in coal
mining would be very heavy. Finally, even if we restrict the comparison
to Chilean oil, it is interesting to set side-by-side the modest invest-
ment required to keep the coal-mine industry in operation (about $23
million equivalent for the 10-year period, based on an output of 2.8
million tons) with the investments in crude oil (about $400 million
equivalent to expand production by 3 million cu.m. of crude, or about
5 million tons of coal equivalent).

38. In conclusion, the mission's main findings with respect to
the future of Chilean coal are as follows:

1. The coal industry still has an important role to play
in Chile. In the mission's view, the fuel market that could be
economically supplied by coal by 1970 is substantially on the
order of magnitude assumed in the Plan. The actual market demand,
under present government policies however, is likely to be lower.

2. The Government can assist the coal industry to obtain
an economically justified share in the fuel market (a) by making
a general study of the future demand and supply of energy in
Chile; (b) by co-ordinating Chilean coal production with fuel-
oil production, based on Chilean crude, to serve the best eco-
nomic interests of the country; (c) by making sure that increased
coal production is not inhibited by freight rates in excess of the
long-run costs of moving additional quantities of coal; and (d)
by investigating closely the economics of increased use of thermal
power during the latter half of the Plan period.



Table 7-A

Chilean Fuels Consumption: Actual 1959 and Estimated 1970
by Types of Fuel and Sectors of Use

(in original units)

1959 1970
Fuel User Coal Fuel Oil Diesel Oil Gasoline Kerosene Coal Fuel Oil Diesel Oil Gasolne Kerosene

(th. tons) (th. cu. m.) (th. cu. m.) (th. cuo. m) (th. cu. m.) (th. tons) (th. cu. m.) (th. cu. m.) (th. C'1o m.) (th. cu. m.)

Aircraft n. s. o.06 0.03
Shipping 0.09 0.09 .03 max. 0.03 0.13 o.o4
Railroads 0.46 o.o4 ) 0.10 0.o4 0.03
Highways ) 0.21 o.68 0.12 1.1C
Electric Power 0.11 0.57 0.05 0.72 o.88 o.o6
Gas Plants 0.18 ) 0.18
Steel Productiom 0.26 ) 0.40
Cement Production (0.10) ) (0.40)
Other Industries ) )
Nitrate Mines ) o.43 ) 0.43 )
Copper Mines ) ) ) 0.12 1.00
Other Mines ) ) )
Domestic and ) ) )

Unspecified Uses ) ) o.A4 ) o.24
Fuel Producers'

Own Use 0.21 - - - - 0.21 - - -

Total Domestic Demand 1.84 1.13 0.33 0.74 0.25 2.16 2.05 o049 l.lj 0,42

Domestic Output
(actual orpanned) 1.90 0,27 0.24 Mo60 0.11 2.80 1.40 oM.h8 1.42 0.42

Exports (+) o*
Iorts (-) +o0o6 -o.86 -0.09 -o.14 -0o.14 - -o.65 -0.01 +0.29 -



Table 7-B

Projection of Electric Power Consumption, 1961-70
(in million kwh.)

Power User Actual Plan Am tions Projected
1957 1958 1959 1959 Plan 1961 Plan 1965 Mission 1965 Plan 1960 Mission 1970

Steel (CAP) 150 138 152 150 159 245 234 343 322
Cement 72 112 129 75 86 107 214 128 308
Pulp and Paper 164 193 256 200 312 596 603 791 854
Ferro-alloys and Carbide 75 (75) 81 79 90 I17 117 1347 3i47
Manganese - - ' - 100 140 - 140 -
Copper, small mines (18) (19) (20) 20 122 250 ) 102 270 )336

Quinteros smelter. - - - 2 6 15 15
Coal 80 85 89 80 121 143 143 142 150
Pupunahue coking - - - 5 7 I 1 - 15 -

Other "known" Industries 4 23 31 114 39 116) 924 129) 1,260
Unspecified Industries 526 529 557 535 578 676 ) 760 )

Total Industry 1,089 1.174 1.315 1,160 1,620 2,416 2,337 2,880 31377

Transport 136 130 128 140 176 267 267 283 297

Federal and Local Government 204 225 229 242 288 407 367 283 548

Residential and Commercial 549 586 634 560 738 1,281 900 1,837 1,5

Rural 59 65 75 88 131 290 290 527 685

Losses and Power Company Use 369 389 424 401 399 583 509 757 793

GRt1D TOTAL 2,406 2,569 2.805 2,591 3.352 5,2L44 4,670 6,812 ?.050

Outside System

Copper 1,,246 1,437
Nitrate 341 356



CHAPTER 8

BUILDING i-ND URBi-N DEVELOPMENT

I. THE PROGRAM

1. The building and urban-development part of the 10-year program

contemplates investment expenditure of just under E° 2,900 million, or

29% of the total planned investment. The greater part of the proposed

investmLent in this sector (E° 1,727 million) is for housing, both public

and private; much of the private housing will have to be publicly fin-

anced. Of the balance, E° 687 million will go into building construction

other than housing, roughly E° 387 million into urban development (water

and sewer service, paving, etc.), and E° 75 million into improving the

communi.ations system. The program is summarized in Table 8-1, together

with the mission's recommendations for revisions.

2. It should be noted that although the mission's cost figures

are higher than the Government's, there is only a minor substantive

difference between the two: our proposal to spend EO 6.5 million over

the 10 years for housing research and training. Accounting for the

greater part of the financial difference, the Government program allowed

no funds for land purchase for housing and other building construction.

Land purchase is not a new investment from the point of view of the na-

tion as a whole; but it is an expenditure which requires financing both

for public and private buildings, and failure to show it as a "cost"

understates the magnitude of the fiscal and private financial problems

connected with a building program. Consequently, we have added lU'% to 1/

the Housing and Other Building projections as the estimated cost of land.-

Housing

3. Based on today's standards and costs, the program's allocation

of funds to housing is sufficient only to maintain the per-capita quan-

tity of housing that existed at the beginning oi the period, plus the

replacement of earthquake losses. That is, excluding the earthquake

losses, the programi would, in terms of dwelling units, just keep up with

the expected population increase and the attrition of existing dwellings.

Contemplated expenditures would amount to about 2.7% of Gross Domestic

Product (GDP). The average expenditure on housing during the 1940-55

period was about 3.3% of GDP; the rate fell off rapidly after 1955 to an

average, through 1960, of only 1% of GDP. The program calls for con-

struction of 538,u0u dwelling units as follows (in thousands of units):

Total Urban Rural

Required for population growth 395.0 ) 422.3 57.7

Normal replacement requiremnents 85.J )
Earthquake losses 58.7 22.2 36.5

Total 538.7 444.5 94.2

1/ This "cost" is shoxwn separately, or eliminated, in those summary

tables of Chapter 1 which show the relation of the investment pro-

gram to the total economy.



8. BUILDING
Table 8-1

Building and Urban Development Expenditure 1961-70
(in E° million equivalent)

Government Mission
Program Recommendation

Housing

Financed by public sector 1,295.2 1,424.7
Financed by private sector 431.7 474.9
Housing research and training (public) 6.5

Total Housing 1,726.9 1,9u6.1

Other Building

Financed by public sector 529.7 582.7
Financed by private sector 156.8 172.5

Total Other Building 686.5 755.2

Urban Development

Financed by public sector 332.4 332.4
Finan.ed by private sector 55.0 55.0

Total Urban Development 387.4 387.4

Communications

Financed by public sector 14.4 14.4
Financed by private sector 60.9 60.9

Total Communications 75.3 75.3

Grand Total 2,876.1 3,124.uJ

Financed by public sector 2,171.4 2,36v.7
Financed by private sector 7U4.4 763.3

4. The average production rate would be 54,d0u dwelling units a
year, or nearly twice the previous peak of 3J,J0. dwelling units attained
in 1959. Even at this high rate of production, the program will fail to
make inroads on the estimated deficiency of 317,0Uj units which existed
at the beginning of the decade (as measured by the 1952 census standards).
This deficiency arose from two chief factors:
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a. The proportion of resources devoted to housing fell to
a very low level during the inflationary years prior to 1960,
as was nointed out above.

b. In previous years, building was heavily concentrated on
housing for middle and upper-income groups, with worker hous-
ing falling considerably behind. Available data indicate that
the average size of dwellings built during the decade of the
1950's was on the order of 80 square meters, a size considered
to be generally beyond the reach of most working-class fami-
lies. The average size dwelling unit contemplated in the 10-
year program is 55 square meters, mostly for workers.

Several alternative programs were considered that would at least partially
restore the housing standards of 1952, but a realistic appraisal showed
that a bigger program than that now contemplated would claim too large a
proportion of total resources and would jeopardize other sectors of the
investment program. (To restore the 1952 nurmber of dwelling units per capi-
ta would require the construction of 85,000 units a year over the next dec-
ade.)

5. As Table 8-2 shows, the clans call for a graduated increase each
year, a schedule which the mission believes can be well within the capabil-
ities of the Chilean construction industry, provided that contemplated
rationalization procedures are carried out. Although the plan shows that
there is sufficient capacity to produce the required building materials,
it will take time to organize the construction industry for its expanding
role in the economy.

Table 8-2

Estimate of Annual Investment in Dwelling Units, 1961-70

Dwellings Area Investment
(thousands) (millions M2) (EO millions)

1961 42.1 2.31 135
1962 44.4 2.44 142
1963 46.8 2.57 150
1964 49.3 2.70 158
1965 51.9 2.85 166
1966 54.7 3.00 175
1967 57.6 3.16 185
1968 60.7 3.33 195
1969 63.8 3.51 205
1970 67.4 3.70 216

Total 538.7 29.57 1,727
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6. Among the rationalization procedures implied in the Government
program are self-help projects which have already proven practicable in
Chile. Another is simplified land development which would provide space
and basic utilities, leaving responsibility for the construction of shel-
ters to the occupants. A third possibility is to provide a "core" dwelling
unit which can later be expanded to provide standard housing in a satis-
factory community. Research (including experimental projects) can prove
out these possibilities, as well as other housing methods which will be
less demanding on resources than methods commonly used in the past. New
methods, boldly used, can help to meet requirements within the limits of
both the physical and the financial resources available.

7. More than three quarters of the proposed dwelling units are sched-
uled for working-class families. Another 16% will be for middle-class, and
8% for the upper-income group. In the rural areas (which are scheduled to
get 17.5% of the new housing) nine out of 10 dwelling units will be for the
working classes. Probable costs of the program have been developed from
studies of previous experience which give average house size in terms of
square meters of floor space in working-class, middle-class, and upper-
income dwellings. These data, which also show the average cost per square
meter, lead to the conclusion that a suitable working-class dwelling can
be built for EO 40 per square meter, a middle-class house for EO 65 per
square meter, and a dwelling for the upper-income group at EO 100 per square
meter. These figures were used in the computation of annual costs. Table
8-3 shows the distribution, over the entire 10-year period, of the proposed
housing construction among the three broad classes of occupants.

Table 8-3

Construction of Dwellings by Income Class, 1961-70

Number of Percentage
Urban Area Dwellings of Total

Working-Class 321,090 72.2
Middle-Class 86,070 19.4
Upper-Income 37,340 8.4

Total Urban 444,500 100.0

Rural Area

Working-Class 85,630 90.0
Middle-Class 1,980 2.1
Upper-Income 6,590 7.0

Total Rural 94,200 100.0

Totals by Class

Working-Class 406,720 75.5
Middle-Class 88,050 16.3
Upper-Income 43,930 8.2

Grand Total 538,700 100.0
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8. The mission agrees with the program planners that the bulk of the
housing construction will require public financial aid, even though even-
tual ownership will be private. Of the programmed expenditure of some
EO 1.7 billion, the mission estimates that about EO 1.3 million would have
to be financed initially with public funds, leaving only EO 0o. billion to
be financed entirely through private sources. (To both figures the mission
would add 10% to allow for the cost of land, as previously explained.) A
substantial amount of "lpublic"! financing will come from the various social
security funds, which have traditionally invested their reserves in housing
for their members. We expect that over the 10-year period there would be a
recovery of approximately EO 250 million of public funds through rent re-
ceipts and loan repayments.

Building Construction Other Than Housing

9. The program for building, excluding housing, is for such structures
as schools, hospitals, public buildings, commercial buildings, installation
work on commercial premises, and other miscellaneous building. The plan is
based on studies of national requirements.

10. The school building allocation contemplates an increase in school
population of about 640,000 students in primary, intermediate and univer-
sity institutions, requiring approximately 2,680,000 square meters of school
buildings at a cost of approximately EO 171 million. The targets in hospi-
tal construction are based on a standard of 6.56 hospital beds of all kinds
per thousand inhabitants. On this assumption, 780,000 square meters of
such buildings must be constructed in the 10 years, providing a total of
19,300 beds at a cost of EO 87.5 million. The mission feels that there
should be a re-examination of the public-facility requirements, particularly
for schools and hospitals, in light of the anticipated improvement in com-
munications. Better roads and other means of communications will result in
greater mobility of the population, and will probably increase the demand
for schools, hospitals, and community-service buildings.

11. Public buildings are usually constructed through the Office of
Architecture in the Ministry of Public Works. The public building sector,
other than schools and hospitals, is considered to be of relatively low
priority, an opinion shared by the mission. Work is expected to continue
at the present rate of 40,000 square meters per year for the 1961-70 dec-
ade at a total investment cost of EO 29.4 million.

12. Commercial buildings--hotels, theaters and offices, markets and
commercial-premise installations in general-are considered in the realm
of private enterprise. Estimates suggest 2.6 million square meters of these
types of structures will be built during the decade, at a cost of EO 364
million. The cost of reconstructing buildings destroyed in the earthquake,
amounting to an estimated E° 33.6 million, must be added to the total for
building other than housing.
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Table 8-4

Building Other Than Housing
(in millions)

Square Meters _

School Building 2.68 171
Hospital Building 0.779 87
Public Building 0.420 29
Commercial Building 2.60 365
Reconstruction 34

Total 6.479 686

Urban Development

13. The principal expenditure contemplated for urban development is
the extension of potable water supply and sanitary sewers. Based on esti-
mates of urban population growth and conservative standards for water re-
quirements (250 liters, or about 66 gallons, per capita per day), EO 182.0
million will be required over the decade for water supply. Sewerage ser-
vices in communities of over 5,000 inhabitants are expected to cost EO 78.9
million. Urban paving, public lighting, and various municipal works, in-
cluding flood control in urban areas, are given a relatively low priority
and are continued at approximately the going rate at an anticipated cost
of EO 126.3 million over the period. Although these estimates contemplate
quite low standards, the mission is in agreement with the Government that
the anticipated expenditures cannot be exceeded without jeopardy to the
total investment program.

14. The Plan is thought of as a flexible pattern of global figures
which from year to year must be adjusted in the preparation of annual bud-
gets to take into consideration the details of area and community develop-
ment.

15. The following table summarizes the urban works sector, excluding
communications:

(EO millions)

Water works 182
Sewerage w.orks 79
Urban streets (paving) 103
Street lighting 5
Miscellaneous urban works 18

Total Urban Works 387
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II. BACKGROUhD FOR THE PROGRAM

16. Because of the great contrast in weather and topographical condi-
tions in Chile, there must be considerable versatility in the establishment
of standards for housing and urban development. In the dust deserts of the
north (roughly a thousand miles) neither rain nor snow are a problem. Com-
munities and street patterns can be designed without consideration of drain-
age; and although dust is a serious problem, paving is hardly essential to
all-weather uroan intercommunications. The basic purpose of a dwelling
unit in the dust deserts is to provide privacy and relief from the sun and
wind. By contrast, in the area south of the industrial midlands to Cape
Horn,urban-development plans must reckon with heavy rains and snows. Con-
struction seasons are short. Dwelling units must provide tight shelter not
only against rain and snow, but also against bitter cold. Town sites also
vary considerably. On the central plains, the level ground encourages and
aggravates the tendency to "urban sprawl," i.e., a low-density urban popu-
lation over a large area, which raises the cost of water, sewers, streets,
and other municipal services. In the mountainous regions the topography
crowds and cramps urban development.

17. These highly varied conditions make it necessary to tailor housing
and urban-development plans to each area of need, and compound the diffi-
culties of carrying out even a modest program. Judged by past performance,
the present program is not physically a modest one, certainly not in the
fields of urban housing and the extension of water and sewer facilities.
However, Chile is fortunate in having legislation, administrative organiz-
tion, and institutions already in being to give the country a good chance
of success.

Legislation

18. As far back as 1906 Chile had legislation which established a Hous-
ing Council, provided some funds for the construction of workers housing,
and set out certain minimum sanitary standards for workers' houses. This
basic legislation has been broadened and strengthened throughout the years,
culminating in 1959 in an act known as the Housing Plan of 1959 (Plan
Habitacional). This act, together with the implementing regulations author-
ized by it, is of wide scope. Its purpose is to channel housing investment,
to the maximum extent possible, into the area of greatest need, i.e., into
the construction of low-cost housing primarily for the working class. It
does so by limiting public housing and housing financed with public funds
(or publicly guaranteed funds) to dwelling units of modest size and cost.
The maximum size is set at 140 square meters, and the maximum space per in-
habitant is set at 17.5 square meters. Thus, the maximum-size house quali-
fies only if it has sleeping space for eight people. The Department of
Architecture in the Ministry of Public Viorks is authorized to establish
appropriate standards of construction and design. To encourage private
builders and develoDers to enter the low-cost housing field, the tax on
income derived from low-cost housing is reduced and rent control is
suspended--with the proviso in both cases, of course, that the structure
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meets the standards set by the act and the regulations. Private builders
complying with the standards are also often given remission of several
miscellaneous charges, such as for deed registration, utilities connections,
etc.

19. The legislation also authorizes the organization of savings and
loan associations. Chartered by a new guarantee and supervisory agency
known as the Central Savings and Loan Institution (Caja Central de Ahorros
y Prestamos). Initial capital for the Caja Central--which can be re-lent
to the individual savings and loan associations (15 have already been char-
tered)--consists of EO 5 million from the Government of Chile and two loans
of $5 million each from the United States Development Loan Fund and the
Inter-American Development Bank.

20. A unique feature of the savings and loan scheme is the establish-
ment of a unit of account--the cuota --which is supposed to remain constant
in real terms. One cuota is intended to have the value of 1,000 pesos, or
one escudo, in 1959. Loans and repayments are made in cuotas. Periodic
changes in the monetary value of the cuotas are made by reference to an in-
dex (developed in&ependently by the Bureau of Statistics and Census), based
on changes in average wages and salaries. The system is designed to pro-
tect against the inflationary f'orces which in recent years have made long-
term home financing a most precarious undertaking f'or the lender, and which
have brought windfall profits to the people, mostly middle- and upper-income
groups, who have been ab'le to secure lcng-term financing expressed in fixed
monetary units. As of June, 1961, the cuota was valued at 1,320 pesos.
The mission realizes that the equity of this arrangement will depend on how
accurately the va'lue of the cuota reflects the changing value of the escudo,
but it seers obvious that the arrangement will be more equitable than the
conventional financial arrangernents under which prospective inflation is
discou_^rted by high interest rates. If the system operates effectively, it
should provide an important protection to housing-finance schemes.

21. Since the savings and loan associations in Chile are relatively
young, it is not likely that they will become a major source of housing
financing for some years. It is the general rule that loans for housing
can be made only to depositors, and that the amount of a loan to any one
depositor is related to the amount of his deposits. Furthermore, the total
of all loans cannot exceed the amount of total deposits except to the ex-
tent that the association can borrow outside on the security of mortgages
that it holds. At present, this outside borrowing power is limited to the
EO 15 million mentioned above; this compares with an average contemplated
expenditure of <l173 million ner year over the next decade. Very few mem-
bers of the low-income groups, at whose problems the housing program is
basically directed, would be able to borrow from these institutions in any
case.

22. A public agency called CORVI (Corporaci6n de la Vivienda) has
worked out a system of convenios under which a depositor pledges to save
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a certain amount monthly over a stipulated period of time, at the end of
which CORVI is committed to make a housing loan. The amount of the loan
varies with the monthly savings and the period. If the savings are accumu-
lated rapidly (in six months), the CORVI commitment may be to finance 56%
of the cost of the dwelling unit; if the savings accumulate over a longer
period (15 years), the CORVI commitment can be to finance as much as 78'%
of the cost. Some private savings and loan associations are reportedly
wanting to have the regulations changed so that they, too, can make such
commitments.

23. The mission recognizes the convpnio system is a strong stimulant
to savings and that increased savings are, of course, essential if the hous-
ing program is to grow to meet the increasing demand. However, several
operating features of this scheme must be perfected if embarrassment to the
housing program and the Government are to be avoided. The scheme should be
carefully reviewed and, if found necessarv, controls should be invoked to
avoid or reduce the competition offered the private savings and loan asso-
ciations. But more important, the CORVI convenio commitments virtually are
government commitments and the volume of such must be controlled within the
limits of funds accumulated or appropriated for the purpose. Such controls
could be effected either by suspending the execution of convenios of cer-
tain maturities, by increasing interest rates and thus tending to reduce
the volume of these maturities, or by establishing periodically limiting
totals of convenio commitments to be executed for each maturity. A study
should be mace ot this control problem, with emphasis on the limited experi-
ence in Chile as well as to experience elsewhere.

24. Other legislation relates to the investment of social-security-fund
reserves. For many years there have been a large number of social-security.
funds in Chile. These funds--known as Cajas --came mostly from payroll
taxes as a form of forced savings. The basic legislation permitted invest-
ment of the funds in real estate; and they have been used extensively for
this purpose, especially for the financing of white-collar and middle-
income housing. Present law requires that surpluses in eight of these funds
be made available for financing the Housing Plan, which is to say that with
certain exceptions, surpluses must now go into loi%-cost housing.

25. It is also required by law that the larger business entities invest
5. of their net profits in one way or another on housing for workers. It was
the mission's observation that this particular legislation has not hereto-
fore had much of an impact on the housing shortage in Chile. In urban areas
"company housing" evidently has not been adequate in supply for the workers.
In the remoter locations, such as the mining communities, the companies are
forced to provide adequate housing, regardless of legal requirements, in
order to retain their labor force.

Institutions

26. CORVI. By far the most important agency in the housing field, CORVI,
was organized in 1953 and operates under the Ministry of Public .-orks. It
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now has offices, 20 in all, in the principal populatior. centers in Chile.
Since 1953, it has been responsible for nearly 40,00o housing starts valued
at EO 233 million. As would be expected, CORVI's responsibilities have
grown along with the organization's oim experience and with the increased
emphasis on housing. In 1961, its budget was approximately E° 89.5 mil-
lion.

27. CORVI is now well equipped to do design and supervision of contract
construction of housing. Iviith the exception of its aided self-help housing
projects--one of the largest such programs in the world--ZORVIT s own housing
projects are awarded to private contractors by competitive bid. To some
extent in recent months, private architectural firms have been retained for
design and planning work.

28. During its early years, CORVI concentrated on the production of
dwelling units for rental, and it still operates a considerable rental pro-
gram. Since 1959 the emphasis on new works has shifted almost completely
to production of housing for sale on a monthly payment plan. CORVI's finan-
cial resources come from the National budget, from the social security Cajas,
from savings of individuals, and from the percentage of profits of larger
business entities allocated by law to worker housing. CoFVa is the major
implementing arm of the Housing Plan of 1959 so far as it concerns public
building or public financing of housing.

29. The work now under way includes multi-story, dense urban apart-
ments and simple self-help construction programs; the work ranges from
permanent masonry housing to the lightest temporary wood-frame construction.
Mission members made an on-the-spot review of work under way on some 25
projects in various locations in Chile, and were convinced that CORVI is a
well-organized agency with the capacity to carry out its responsibilities
under the 10-year program. But the mission also observed that CORVI's
effectiveness has in the past been hampered by the lack of clear national
objectives in the housing field, by inadequate foresight in town planning,
and by the unfortunate tendency of water and sewer extensions to follow,
rather than lead, the completion of new residential areas.

30. The Emergency Housing Foundation. Quantitatively, the Foundation
(Fundacion de Vivienda de Emergencia y Asistencia Social) has been much
less important than CGORV' in the housing picture. During its 12 years of
life, it has been responsible for the erection of some 7,000 dwelling units,
compared with CORVI's nearly 40,000 in eight years. However, the Founda-
tion's purpose to date has been not so much to produce housing in quantity
as it has been to develop an approach to shelter for the lowest income groups.
So far the Foundation has dwelling units in 65 housing communities scattered
throughout the country.

31. The Foundation is aimed at the heart of the slum problem in that it
concentrates on the lowest income groups. The Foundation's normal method of
operation is to resettle, in adequate living quarters, families which have
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been housed in substandard and often dangerous quarters, at a rent that
they can pay and under a training program that develops the family's home
management and ownership potential. Following principles adopted by pub-
lic housing agencies in many Darts of the world, the Foundation recognizes
the need of most of the families it deals with to have guidance in home
making and in adjusting to a better type of dwelling facility. A well-
organized corps of social workers and home demonstrators (educadoras
familiares) are in frequent contact with the families during the early
months of their adjustment period. For the first two years the families
are charged a rental related to their ability to pay. Wvhen the family has
completed two years of tenancy in a satisfactory manner, the tenant may,
if he finds it possible and convenient, purchase the dwelling on a payment
plan adjusted to his means. The good maintenance and rent-paying record
attest to the success of the Foundation as a housing agency.

32. With rents geared to ability to pay, it is the general rule that
families in Foundation settlements pay widely varying rates for substan-
tially equivalent housing facilities. A very low income tenant may pay as
low as EO 3 a month while other tenants in the same development are paying
E° 13 or EO 14 for identical quarters. This system of graded rents seems
to be well accepted by the people living in Foundation housing. Perhaps
this is because even at the higher levels of payment there is some element
of subsidy involved. The long-term objective should be to keep such sub-
sidies at a minimum. We recommend as a policy the present objective to
reduce the subsidies gradually as the training or changing wage level of
the tenants brings about an improvement of their incomes.

33. The Foundation operates within the budgetary purview of the Ministry
of Public l,orks. It receives budget allocations from the Treasury and can
receive donations and assistance from other sources. Its income from rent-
als covers substantially its operating and maintenance expenses; the bud-
get for 1961 is approximately EO 5 million. The mission was favorably im-
pressed by the operation of the Foundation and by the staff. We are con-
fident that it would be feasible to increase the scope of this agency
extensively, perhaps to more than double it in the course of the next year
or year and a half. The Foundation would seem to be the logical agency to
carry out many of the housing projects recommended later in this chapter.

The Construction Industry

34. Past performance indicates clearly that the construction industry
in Chile has sufficient flexibility to undertake the contemplated program.
In the field of housing, the programmed construction of 2.31 million square
meters in 1961 is less than the volume of production in the peak year of
1954, when 2.73 million square meters of housing were built.1/ The pro-
jected growth rate in construction of housing is about 8% a year; thus not
until 1963 will the construction industry have to equal its 1954 perform-
ance.

i/1 However, the number of dwelling units constructed was greater in
1959 than in 1954.
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35. It would not be proper, however, to assume that the construction
industry can surpass its past record with ease. One difficulty is that
the characteristics of the planned housing construction will vary consider-
ably from that of previous periods, and the changed characteristics will
require some reorganization of the industry. In particular, construction
of dwelling units will be spread all over the country in smaller projects
and in rural and self-help types of work; administration of such projects
is much more complicated and requires more key men than is the case with
larger housing projects in high-density urban areas. On the other hand,
this same characteristic of the new program, coupled wjith a predictable
10-year demand for housing construction, will make feasible the organiza-
tion and utilization of smaller construction companies operating continu-
ously at a relatively high rate of efficiency. In major cities an assured
10-year market should induce the larger builders to organize themselves
for long-term contracting, and to mechanize in order to improve labor pro-
ductivity.

36. There is no reason to expect a general shortage of building mate-
rials. Building materials used in low-cost housing construction are of a
wide variety, almost all of domestic origin, and are well distributed over
the country. Of course, local shortages of some components might occur,
but reasonably careful planning should minimize this possibility.

37. The construction labor force will need to be more than double the
1960 level before the end of the decade. During the latter part of the
program, the net increases in labor range from 10,000 per year to about
18,000 annually. Most of the work is such that relatively low0 skills will
be acceptable, thus making it possible to expand the bulk of the construc-
tion labor force rather rapidly. NIevertheless, there is already an apparent
shortage of skilled labor and much need for improvement in the quality of
building work, especially in the finishing stages. The contractors' asso-
ciation (Camera Chilena de la Construccion) has been instrumental in start-
ing some training programs in Santiago; very satisfactory results have been
reported.

38. Much non-housing construction, including urban development, is
contracted through the Ministry of Public Works or by quasi-government con-
struction corporations. With the exception of certain water works for the
metropolitan area of Santiago, all water and sewer works are operated by
the Department of Sanitary Works in the Ministry of Public Viorks. The
Paving Department of the Ministry of Public Works is responsible for most
urban paving, although some of the larger municipalities handle this work
themselves. Design of schools. and other public buildings is done in the
Architecture Department of the Ministry of Public WIorks, with design of
hospitals handled by the Ministry of Health; construction is normally let
to contract by the quasi-public corporations. There is evident need for
better coordination between the school and housing program to promptly meet
the school needs generated by the building of new communities; it is pro-
posed to have CORVI take over school construction in communities where it
has programs under way.
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III. APPRAISAL: HOUSING POLICY AND TAE UREAN HOUSING PROGRAM

39. This section gives the mission's appraisal of the general aspects
of the housing policy as they apply to urban and rural housing, plus a dis-
cussion and appraisal of the urban housing program. Although the 10-year
program contemplates that only 17.5$ of the new (or renewed) housing struc-
tures will be in the rural areas, we believe that some aspects of the rural
housing program are important and unique enough to deserve a special section,
which follows this one.

Limitations of the Program

40. The mission has noted that, judging from past performance in Chile,
the scheduled production of new or renewed housing facilities is not modest.
Over the 10-year period, production would rise from 42.; thousand dwelling
units in 1961 to 67.4 thousand dwelling units in 1970.J/ This compares with
a peak construction rate of 30,000 dwelling units in 1959. As pointed out
above, however, we believe that the construction industry in Chile is capable
of taking on this formidable task, from the point of view of organization,
availability of materials, and availability of a labor force. But the job
will not be easy; it will require administrative flexibility and cooperation
between Government and private enterprise, which must be counted on for much
of the physical construction work and part of the financing.

141. But if the projected production rate is not modest, the housing goal
most certainly is. In the final analysis, it aims only at keeping up with
the expected population growth and attrition of existing housing, so that by
1970 the number of dwelling units per capita will not be less than what it
was in 1960--although it is to be hoped that the average quality of the
dwelling units will be higher. But even accounting for an increase in qual-
ity, it is obvious that a tremendous effort is required to prevent further
substantial deterioration. To accomplish the planned work and to do it at
the least cost, the mission recommends most strongly that the Chilean au-
thorities concentrate on two priority tasks. The first is to bring the hous-
ing organizatiorsto a peak of efficiency, both the Government agencies
and the private enterprise organizations which will carry out most of the
work, including management. The second is to perfect programs designed to
maximize the amount of usable housing per escudo spent; some of these pro-
grams have already proved their value.

Planning

42. The mission was impressed with the improvement in performance
achieved by giving more attention to the coordination of planning activities
and to the implementation of plans. Especially in urban housing developments,
coordinated planning and implementation is the essence of success. The suc-
cessful housing venture must provide not only shelter, but also all the
other facilities that make a modern urban complex a productive place to work

i/ See Table 8-2.
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and live. Planning for housing and urbanization work in Chile is conducted
at two levels: agency and project or community.

Agency Planning. The most important step is program
planning in each of the several operating agencies: the Ministry
of Public Works, the utility agencies, the Nlinistries of Health
and Education, CORVI, the Foundation. Resources should be allo-
cated at this level for regions or projects according to priori-
ties determined by the stage of the program, and in proper rela-
tion to the activities of other agencies in other projects.

Project Planning. All of the essentials to make each
housing community operate successfully must be conternplated. At
this level, timing becomes most important. Attention at the
local level must be provided for land acquisition, utilities de-
velopment, schools, shopping centers, transportation facilities,
recreation, markets, etc.; these must become operational in a
timely manner so that the community becomes reasonably complete
at the time of occupancy.

43. Planning skills at agency and at project levels have not advanced
sufficiently to meet the demands of the housing program. The program, as
it is progressing, shows a need for implementation of skills in the essenti-
ally operational activities. For example, the mission has observed that
high-level planning has proceeded energetically, for both rural housing and
for directing the housing effort towards the lower-income groups, but with-
out agency and project planning on a commensurate basis. In a number of
projects, especially in the earthquake zone, the various elements in com-
munity building have fallen out of step: the major difficulty here, as
elsewhere, is that installation of utilities is lagging behind housing pro-
duction. Indeed, there is an urgent need to step up the sanitation and other
supporting elements of urban development. In the early years of the program,
some awkward phasing is to be expected; the mission only wants to point out
that all segments must be completed before there is really a useful housing
project in being.

W4 . Good planning is usually based on good research. The mission is
recommending the provision of EO 6.5 million over the 10-year period for re-
search and training directed towards finding and putting into effect more
efficient methods of housing planning and production. The increased finan-
cial cost is infinitesimal when compared with the total cost of the housing
program. We list it separately to emphasize its importance. In the field
of community improvement, there is no better investment for Government than
a small sum devoted to finding better ways of doing what has to be done,
and training people in the new methods. From a study of self-help projects,
as well as study of other types of housing projects, answers can be obtained
to a number of important questions. What economies are possible with dif-
ferent use of materials? With different construction methods? With improved
accounting, reporting, and other administrative methods? VJith different land
use and exploitation? It stands to reason that experience in Chile, combined
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with an analysis of experience elsewhere in the world, would be bound to
yield better answers to those and similar questions.

The Nature of the Urban Housing Problem

45. Vie have already pointed out that the focal point of the housing prob-
lem in Chile is in the lower-income groups. For this reason, over 70% of
the projected urban housing units are classified as workers' housing. As
would be expected, the most urgent problem is the lowest income groups. In
common with many other countries, Chile in recent years hnas experienced con-
siderable migration to the cities. Many of the migrants have settled in
callampasl/--squatters' villages--which are characterized by makeshift
shacks, overcrowding, and an impossible pressure on the water and sanitation
facilities (which were already inadequate).

46. This, of course, does not mean that adequate housing for workers of
moderate income,living elsewhere,should be neglected.. This, too, is a neces-
sity, and should proceed at a reasonable rate.

Self-Help and "Core" Development

7. The mission believes that one of the most promising means of attack-
ing the callanna problem--with limitations elaborated below--is through the
extension of seif-help projects of the type which have already proven suc-
cessful in Chile. The general pattern (with, of course, local variations)
is as follows: land is acquired by a public agency, usually coRV, and sub-
divided into minimum building lots, on the order of 15 to 20 iots per acre.
Basic utilities are installed, streets are laid out and sometimes paved.
The siting of the house is designated for each lot. Participating families
then move onto the lot and build, by whatever means they can, a minimum of
two rooms of shelter, situated so as not to interfere with the building of
the permanent structure. The initial dwelling is often no better than a
callampa shack, except that it is in better surroundings. The participants
are tnen organized into groups of 20 to 30 families, usually within one
block; these groups then take on the task of building, cooperatively, each
other's permanent houses with materials furnished by the sponsoring agency
(but ultimately paid for by the participants) and under the technical guid-
ance of qualified construction personnel. The work proceeds on the familiar
one-job-at-a-time pattern, e.g., foundations for all houses, then exterior
walls and a roof, and finally interior finishing. Final completion of all
houses is virtually simultaneous. Each family is required to contribute a
certain amount of effective labor each week, normally 20 hours, and a strict
accounting of time is kept. Working hours on the project are adjusted so as
not to interfere with working hours in regular employment. The participants
perform only the work which requires relatively simple skills; the more com-
plicated operations, such as installation of plumbing and electricity, is
done on contract with experienced labor.

j A callampa is a small mushroom that grows spontaneously in the
springtime in gardens and orchards overnight in numberless profusion.
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48. Although it normally takes up to two years to complete a project,
the impact of the improvements is felt much faster. Long before the perma-
nent dwellings are comoletted, community cohesion and community life begin
to develop; the degrading and depressing characteristics of callampa life
begin to disappear.

49. In a number of the completed communities, such facilities as schools,
shopping and recreation centers, transportation arrangements, and regular
refuse collection have been coordinated by the sponsoring agency. In others
they have not. The mission believes that, in the future, self-help projects
should always include the planning and scheduling of such services; they
should be properly time-phased so that these essentials to community living
will not be lacking for any significant periods. Without these essentials,
a reversion to the haphazard callampa way of life might easily occur.

50. A variation of the basic self-help scheme has also been successful
in some cases. In this variant, the sponsoring agency subdivides land as
outlined above, and installs water and sewerage facilities. This is often
done by putting a concrete core--on the building line of a pair of lots or
at the cQnvergence of four lots--and installing kitchens, lavatories, bath-
rooms, and showers, built back to back. Each participating family then
builds its temporary shelter, and later the self-help groups build their
permanent homes connected with the bathroom and kitchen core.

51. The self-help program is not without its critics. One difficulty,
as pointed out above, is that construction takes an inordinately long time.
This, of course, is to be expected with part-time labor not trained for even
relatively simple construction tasks. The system is practical only for low-
density developments (amateur cooperative construction is hardly feasible
in the case of multi-story structures) and low-density development in urban
areas adds greatly to the cost of land and of providing such services as
water, sewerage, paving and electricity. There has been some friction due
to an inadequate understanding by the participants as to just what their
labor and financial contribution will have to be. Some of the existing com-
munities, ranging up to 1,000 dwelling units, appear to the mission to be
too large. These tend to concentrate too large a group of low-income fami-
lies into a single area, which, like a poor phasing of community development,
creates a tendency to revert to callampa life.

52. Another difficulty at present is that CORVI, in spite of its obvious
success with these developments, appeared to the mission to be reluctant
about expanding the self-help activity. This, we feel, is because CORVI con-
ceives of itself as primarily a home-building institution, and not an agency
to manage real-estate developments once they have been completed. Neverthe-
less, in the case of self-help and similar projects, continuous management
is required, and it is a type of management which must combine business-like
principles with the less precise skills of social workers. For example, it
appears to the mission that an essential feature of a housing program that
combines the building of human values along with the mere building of houses
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would be the kind of family-education work that has been carried on quite
successfully by the Foundation. Families participating in the self-help
projects should know in advance exactly what their financial and working-
time obligations will be. But, more important, they should be guided
through the difficult period of readjustment to responsible community life
through the proven syrstem of educadoras familiares which the Foundation
has perfected. The mission recommends careful study in CORVI as well as
in the Foundation in order to develop some of the excellent features of
both organizations. We cannot overstate our conviction that continuous
management, from the inception of a program throughout its useful life,
must be a responsibility that the sponsoring agency is willing, prepared,
and able to take on.

Other Urban Housing

53. Obviously there are urban housing problems other than those affect-
ing those present callampa dwellers who can to some considerable extent be
relocated in self-help projects. There is no particular problem now seen
by the mission which affects the provision of housing for the higher-income
groups. These groups can somehow arrange their own financing, and the build-
ing industry is quite capable of meeting their needs without reducing the
capacity to meet the requirements for more modest dwelling units.

54. The problems which the mission does foresee are, basically, two.
One is the problem of relocating callampa dwellers in areas not suited to
self-help projects, particularly wnere land is scarce and high-density
housing is the only answer. The other is the problem of providing replace-
ment and improved housing for those many families of moderate incomes who
need only limited help and guidance from government agencies.

55. The mission believes there is only one answer to the first problem.
This answer is multi-story publicly financed housing at subsidized rentals.
WORVI is the logical agency to supervise the building of this housing and
to manage it once it is built.

56. With respect to housing for workers who neither require nor want
publicly constructed housing, there may nevertheless have to be public
financing,or at least a public guarantee of private financing at reasonable
rates of interest. Government, through CORVI, should continue to stand
ready to make loans to private developers of low-cost housing, supervising
the standards and the payment arrangements. The basis for this already
exists in the Housing Law, and some of the financing is provided through
the housing-investment requirement for business entities, etc. The
mission doubts, however, that sufficient financing will be forthcoming
from current legal provisions. Therefore we expect--and our estimates
reflect--substantial annual financing through the Government budget.
However, there will also be substantial additional G overnment income
arising from rent receipts and repayment of housing loans. The mission
estimates that, in the course of the 10-year program, Government income
from these sources will amount to approximately E 250 million. This

is an important offset to the gross cost of the over-all program.
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IV. APPRAISAL: RURAL HOUSING

Rural Housing Need

57. The urgent need for urban housing replacement and renewal should
not be permitted to overshadow the equally urgent need for improved rural
housing facilities. Construction of new rural dwelling units has been at a
virtual standstill for a number of years. Furthermore, the quality of rural
housing is considerably lower than even the generally poor quality of exist-
ing urban housing. As is the case with urban housing, the Government pro-
gram aims only at maintaining the per-capita number of rural dwelling units
that existed in 1960, which means an estimated 94,200 new units to be built
during the decade. A building program of 155,000 houses would be required
to restore the 1952 standard of rural housing. The 1959 agricultural census
indicates that to meet reasonable standards of shelter, sanitation, and pri-
vacy, at least half of the rural dwelling units should be replaced and an-
other large percentage should have major repairs; the census leads to the
conclusion that 220,000 totally new rural houses are needed, and that 100,000
should be repaired.

58. The mission is mindful of two considerations that seem to point in
opposite directions. The first is that better rural housing facilities are
essential to the success of the Government's agrarian-reform program. Stud-
ies show that three-quarters of the permanent farm labor force would prefer
to remain in rural areas if living conditions were tolerable. Decent rural
housing will stimulate agricultural production, help to stabilize rural life,
and retard to some extent the accelerating migration to the urban centers.
Furthermore, because of simpler utility systems and the lower cost of site
acquisition and development, rural housing involves less social overhead cost
than the equivalent amount of urban housing. These are some of the arguments
in favor of enlarging the rural housing program. On the other hand, it is
obvious that more expenditure on rural housing would be at the expense of
other segments of the total investment program. The financial resources
available for the 10-year program do not permit taking care of all urgent
needs at once. Consequently, the mission's approach to the rural housing

question parallels its approach to the urban housing problem. We accept
the Government's proposed expenditure figure (adjusted only for the cost of

land acquisition), but we recommend ways in which physical results, in the
form of new or improved dwelling space, can exceed the Government's expecta-
tions at the same total cost.

Rural Population Groups

59. From the point of view of the housing problem, three distinct rural
population groups can be distinguished. About 80,000 minifundistas operate
small farms, usually on the margin of subsistence farming. Another 80,000
inquilinos are permanent farm workers tied to some extent to the great farms,
or fundos. Some 220,000 afuerinos--literally, outsiders--are migratory or
seasonal workers who usualy have no tillable land of their own. Although some
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of the minifundistas are adequately housed, the general standard is low; dirt
floors, poor sanitary facilities, and inadequate protection from the elements
are common. The quality of inquilino housing varies considerably, but most
of it is substandard. A checx study of 100 inquilino families showed that
74 had inadequate housing, including dirt floors,oDad light, bad ventilation,
no sanitary or washing facilities, and unsanitary or highly inconvenient
water supply.

60. As a rule the innuilinos live on the fundos near their work. Their
housing plight is aggravated by the custom of crowding the migratory and
seasonal workers--the afuerinos--into innuilino houses during the working -
season. Two or three families are consequently squeezed into inquilino huts
which are usually not really adequate for a single family. A recent survey
indicated three to four persons per bed, with the usual unhealthy surround-
ings which accompany crowding An that scale. Provisien of afuerino housing
would result in an immediate improvement by relieving congestion.

61. The proposed land redistribution program (described in Chapter 4)
would result in resettlement of 30,000 to 40,000 families drawn from all three
of these groups. A special approach may be necessary for these families,
but until more definite plans are for-.ulated by the Government, one of the
two different approaches suggested here should take care of them.

62. The two schemes which we suggest are: home improvement loans where
existing structures are well located and can be improved, and the creation
of new rural or expanded communities, complete with community facilities.

Home Improvement Loans

63. The mission believes that the major beneficiary of home-improvement
loans would be the minifundistas whose way of life--i.e., typically operat-
ing a small family xarm--wouci make them prefer to improve their present
housing condition rather than to be relocated away from their land. Along
with such loans should go a certain amount of technical assistance and a
system of demonstrating the methods and advantages of standard improvement
techniques. The program should aim at such simple, yet valuable, improve-
ments as better roofs, the elimination of dirt floors, better water supply
and sanitary conditions, and added living space when overcrowding exists.
We believe that loans up to EO 1,000 (and averaging about EO 750) would be
appropriate. Such a loan program, increasing at the rate of 1,000 loans a
year, could reach 45,000 families by the end of the decade.

64. The second most important beneficiaries would the inquilinos--
and incidentally their employers. In general, we are in favor of co2r4pact
inquilino settlements so that these families can get the superior benefits
of community life. In some cases the maintenance of high rural productivity
and the economy of operating farms in large units requires a large popula-
tion of inquilinos--say 100 to 200 families-on a single farm. This number
of families is sufficient to populate a compact village on the farm premises.
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Improvements would consist of repairing and up-grading existing housing--as
would be the case with home-improvement loans to the minifundistas. But in
addition there could be the installation of true community iac±llties such
as schools, clinics, sanitary installations and water supply, etc. As a
condition of assistance, the farm management should be required to set aside
adequate land for community facilities and for potential expansion of the
village tract. Since in most cases entirely new villages might have to be
built on the fundoq, we would estimate the cost of loans of this type at an
average of EO 2,uuO. It would be preferable for the loans to be made to
the fundo management, but direct loans to the inouilino also should be con-
siderecd. With 500 housing starts the first year, ana an annual increase at
the same rate, 22,500 inauilino families could be re-housed (or have their
present housing vastly improveu) during the decade.

65. Home-improvement loans should be at a rate of interest and with re-
payment terms tailored to the prospective earning capacity of the borrower.
As has been the case with the dwelling units in existing Foundation commu-
nities this might lead to different charges for similar loans; however, as
we noted earlier, tenants and owners in the Foundation projects have gene-
rally accepted such differentials without complaint.

New Rural Communities

66. The mission believes that a vigorous effort should be made to cre-
ate entirely new rural communities (or new and improved extensions of existing
ones) for the afuerinos and for the inquilinos now tied to fundos not large
enough to support a minimum-sized village community. We are couvLnced that
an essential factor in agrarian reform in Chile is a shift from family liv-
ing in scattered, isolated, and inadequate housing facilities to living in
communities, where the economies of scale will permit provision of social
benefits which in themselves raise the standard of life: schools, medical
care, sanitation, etc. Group living also fosters economies through the ex-
change of skills and talents.

67. Our conception of new rural housing, therefore, centers around com-
munity development. Groups of houses should be located at crossroads or
other strategic points where farm labor is needed. Well-laid-out rural vil-
lages providing about one acre per dwelling unit could be started by con-
tract construction using wood-frame houses in the south and masonry houses
in the central areas. By the very nature of the problem, much of the rural
community building will have to be sponsored by CORVI or the Foundation,
using methods that have proved practicable elsewhere. Expansion and improve-
ment of existing village tracts could well follow the self-help pattern.
Also, self-help housing projects can follow the initial contract construction
of entirely new communities.

68. We estimate that with careful planning some 53,000 rural housing
units can be constructed in new or expanded villages over the next decade at
an average cost, including the cost of community facilities, of EO 3,000.
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Administration

69. A widely scattered rural housing program of this nature, with rather
small concentrations of work, involves administrative problems which are in-
evitably more complex than those connected with major urban constrction pro-
grams. But the problems are not insoluble, and some experience has already
been accumulated as a guide to coping with them. The Foundation has had
several rural housing or village nucleus programs; it appears competent to
expand such programs considerably. Following the same general rental or
operating patterns developed in its urban work, the Foundation has recently
undertaken pilot projects, with the financial assistance of the United States
Government, for rural workers in the earthquake zone. Ten small communities,
varying from 40 to 70 dwelling units in size, are in the process of construc-
tion. Four more projects are under consideration. The total in this pilot
project is about 1,000 dwellings; but the experience which the Foundation
will gain should add to its capacity to undertake a major role in the rural
housing program.

70. CORVI, which has offices in many administrative centers servicing
all the provinces, should be in a position to extend its home-improvement
loan service throughout the rural areas. There is need for recruiting and
training a substantial number of rural housing planners; and there is also
a need for ensuring close cooperation with the resettlement activities of
the Ministry of Agriculture, and with the Ministry of Public Works where
water supply, sanitary services, and roads are involved. In many cases,
when the rural housing planners actually get into the field, they will find
that the nucleus of a modernized rural village already exists; in this case,
the advantages of existing schools, water supply, roads, communications, etc.,
would be obvious, but could be realized only with the cooperation of the
Ministry concerned with the auxiliary facility. The same consideration ap-
plies, of course, when new educational and health facilities must be pro-
vided for new communities. The important point is that the rural-housing
program cannot be left in the hands of one or two Government agencies alone.
It requires a coordinated effort to carry out what must be accepted as nation-
al policy.



Appendix Tablc e
Ccnstruction: Ten-Year Investment Program

(in E° milliors)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70

A. Housing

'rogram

Financed by public sector 115.0 116.0 11 7.0 118.0 120.8 471.8 708.4 1,295.2
Financed by private sector 20.0 26.2 32.9 39.9 45.5 144.5 267.2 431.7

Total 135.0 142.2 149.9 157.9 166.3 616.3 975.6 1,726.9

Recommended
;'ublic - as in Program 115.0 116.0 117.0 118.0 120.8 471.8 708.4 1,295.2
Add 10% for land )urchases 11.5 11.6 11.7 11.8 12.1 47.2 70.8 129.5

Cost of 'ublic Housing 126.5 127.6 128.7 129.8 132.9 519.0 779.2 1,424.7
of which: rural - 7.8 11.0 14.2 19.0 52.0 185.8 237.8

urban 126.5 119.8 117.7 115.6 113.9 467.0 593.4 1,186.9
Private - as in Program 20.0 26.2 32.9 39.9 45.5 144.5 267.2 431.7
Add 10% for land purchase 2.0 2.6 3.3 4.0 4.6 14.4 26.7 43.2

Cost of Private Housing 22.0 28.8 36.2 43.9 50.1 158.9 293.9 474.9

Housing Research & Training
(?ublic) - 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0 4.5 6.5

Total Housing Expenditure 148-.5 1569 165.4 174.1 183.4 1.077.7 1,906.1

(Continued on following page)
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Co±iotrl, Ction (Conti-uedC1)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1962-65 1966-70 1961-70

B. Other Construction

Prog r
Financed by nublic sector 29.6 31.3 35.7 40.6 46.2 153.8 346.3 529.7

Financed by private sector 7.4 9.4 10.6 12.1 13.8 45.9 103.5 156 1

Total 37.0 40.7 46.3 52.7 60.0 199.7 449.8 686.5

Rec omended
Public - as in Program 29.6 31.3 35.7 40.6 46.2 153.8 346.3 529.7

Add 10% for land 3.0 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.6 15.4 34.6 53.0

Cost of rjublic other construction 32.6 34.4 39.3 44,7 50.8 169.2 33C),9 532.7

Private - as in Program 7.4 9.4 10,6 12.1 13.8 45.9 103.5 156.8

Add 10% for land 0.7 09 1.1 1.2 1.4 4.6 10.4 15.7

Cost of orivate other const. 8.1 10.3 11.7 13.3 15.2 50.5 113.9 172.5

Total Other Construction 40.7 41.-7 51.0 58.0 66.0 219.7 494.8 755.2

Total Construction 189.2 201.6 216.4 232.1 249A._ 899.6 1,572.5 2,661.3

'ublic 159rl 162.5 168.5 175.0 134.2 690.2 1,164.6 2,013.9

Including land nurchases 14.5 1L;o7 15.3 15.9 16.7 62.6 105.4 182.5

Public New Investment 144.6 147.3 153.2 159.1 167.5 627.6 1,059.2 1,831.4

Private 30.1 39.1 47.9 57.2 65.3 209.5 407.8 647.4

Including land Durchases 2.7 3.5 4.4 5.2 6.0 19.1 37.1 58.0

Private New Investment 27,4 35.6 43.5 52.0 59.3 190.4 370.7 588.5

Total Construction Investment 172.0 183.4 196.7 211.1 226.83 818.0 1,429.9 [2,419.9

iJ Consists of (E° millions) Schools 171.0

Hosnitals 87.5
i liscellaneou3 municipral 29.4

Recongtiuction 33e6
C cmme r ci al Bldg. 325 .0

Conmi. instalLation 4(, 0

Total 6 Z d


